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Background

The Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) serves as the single regulator of energy development in Alberta, Canada, overseeing the “efficient, safe, orderly and environmentally responsible” development of oil, natural gas, coal, and oil sands throughout the province. Not content simply to go about regulation as usual, the AER’s leadership committed the organization to deliver and sustain a high level of public value – in short, to achieve regulatory excellence.

The AER’s highly laudable vision, announced soon after the AER was created in mid-2013, is to be “recognized as best-in-class, ensuring the safe, environmentally responsible development of energy resources for the benefit of all Albertans.” The AER’s leadership has announced it is seeking to fulfill this forward-looking vision by delivering “protective, effective, efficient, and credible” regulatory performance.

In support of its strategic vision, the AER announced in mid-2014 that it was launching a Best-in-Class Project. The AER observed “that Alberta’s resource development landscape requires a world leading regulatory organization that has a best in class mind-set, attitude, capabilities and regulatory systems to deliver superior performance.” As the AER noted, “the question then becomes, what is a ‘best in class’ regulatory agency?”

The AER’s Best-in-Class Project, convened independently under the auspices of the Penn Program on Regulation (PPR) at the University of Pennsylvania, constituted a process designed to help inform the AER and other regulators around the world about how to answer the question of what makes a best-in-class or excellent regulator. PPR convened four major dialogue sessions, including two in Alberta, involving more than 150 participants with extensive knowledge of and interest in the regulation of oil and gas production in Alberta or regulation more generally. PPR’s faculty conducted face-to-face or phone interviews with more than 60 individuals interested in the work of the Alberta Energy Regulator.

PPR team members and outside experts produced an original study of regulators’ strategic plans and wrote five other research papers synthesizing existing research on
major facets of regulatory operations. In addition, leading experts from around the world produced more than fifteen papers, each addressing the question of what makes a regulator excellent. Numerous other related seminars and meetings sponsored by PPR throughout the duration of the project, including seminars at the University of Pennsylvania Law School and a day-long meeting with sitting, high-level U.S. regulators in Washington, D.C., helped inform the project as well.

Findings

The AER called for a final convener’s report “offering high-level principles to the field of regulatory management and practice.” This report responds to that call by addressing the following questions:

1. What are the attributes of regulatory excellence?
2. To what do these attributes apply?
3. How can a regulator become or remain excellent?
4. How can a regulator measure its progress toward or its attainment of excellence?

The answers to each of these questions have been richly informed by the extensive discussions held with both Albertans and international experts during the course of this project, as well as by the literature reviews and research conducted under the auspices of the AER’s Best-in-Class Project. This following summary provides the answers that have emerged.

1. What are the attributes of regulatory excellence?

Literally hundreds of attributes have been used to describe ideal or excellent regulators, both in our discussions with experts and citizens as well as in the myriad of reports and research papers reviewed as part of this project. Some of these attributes include: transparent, smart, fair, firm, consistent, flexible, accountable, adaptive, trustworthy, effective, credible, equitable, efficient, timely, responsive.... and so forth. The list could go on.

Although this convener’s report documents all the adjectives the PPR team came across that describe an excellent regulator, simply knowing these terms is not useful. To create a framework for excellence that can be practically applied by the AER and other regulators, this report distills the essence of all these adjectives into three core attributes of excellence:

1. **Utmost Integrity.** This is about much more than just a lack of corruption; it is also about the regulator’s commitment to serving the public interest, to respecting the law, and to working with duly elected representatives.

2. **Empathic Engagement.** This is about transparency and public engagement, but also about how respectfully the regulator and its personnel treat regulated entities, affected landowners, and all other concerned individuals.

3. **Stellar Competence.** This is about the actual delivery of outcomes that maximize public value and the capacities built and actions taken to achieve a high level of performance.

These three core attributes – or atoms in a molecule we call RegX – capture and encompass all the other attributes reflected in the research literature and in our interviews and dialogue sessions. The adjectives “utmost,” “empathic,” and “stellar” indicate that although even good regulators need integrity, engagement, and competence, the excellent regulator needs these to the highest degree.

In addition to distilling the attributes of excellence into these three core elements, the PPR team’s expansive research and discussions lead to nine essential tenets of regulatory
excellence. These nine tenets constitute the most significant, comprehensive but still compact aspirational statements of regulatory excellence of any that we have encountered. They also helpfully align, as should be apparent, with the three core “RegX” attributes.

Nine Tenets of Regulatory Excellence

An excellent regulator consistently holds itself to the highest standards of integrity.

1. **Fidelity to law:** An excellent regulator seeks to comply faithfully with all legitimate laws.

2. **Respect for democracy:** An excellent regulator recognizes and seeks to fulfill its role in a democratic system by yielding to clear and proper commands by elected officials, and also by seeking as needed to initiate or contribute to productive public dialogue on issues relevant to the regulator’s mission.

3. **Commitment to public interest:** An excellent regulator strives to serve the public interest first and foremost, not to succumb to expediency nor to display bias toward select private interests.

An excellent regulator engages empathically with all segments of society when making decisions and exercising authority.

4. **Even-handedness:** An excellent regulator engages fairly with all affected interests, recognizing that sometimes even-handedness will require affirmative outreach to ensure that otherwise poorly represented views are adequately heard.

5. **Listening:** An excellent regulator hears what everyone who has values or interests at stake in its decisions has to say, seeking to understand how its decisions will affect others and trying to make decisions that benefit from the different knowledge distributed throughout society.

6. **Responsiveness:** An excellent regulator responds to concerns and explains its decisions fully and sincerely, being transparent not merely by providing access to information but also by giving reasons for its actions (including decisions not to act) and addressing all important arguments for and against its chosen course of action.

7. **Analytical capability:** An excellent regulator seeks out reliable data and conducts analysis sincerely with the aim of synthesizing the best available evidence to support its decisions, seeking to reduce and manage risks smartly (even though risk may never be eliminated entirely).

8. **Instrumental capacity:** With a sufficiently-funded and highly-trained staff working in a supportive organizational culture, an excellent regulator uses the best tools and technologies available to solve problems and it earnestly seeks continuous improvement through regular performance measurement and evaluation.

9. **High performance:** An excellent regulator consistently delivers significant positive public value, something which is not necessarily the same as making everyone happy (the latter which may be unattainable or undesirable anyway).

Although other propositions about regulatory performance might well be offered, these nine tenets distill the essence of regulatory excellence. A regulator that is not aligned well with all nine tenets might be a good regulator; it could not be said to be an excellent regulator.

2. **To what do these attributes apply?**

In discussing regulatory excellence and in reading what others have written about regulatory performance, the PPR team noticed that different people – or even sometimes the same people, speaking or writing at different times – offer three distinct types of answers to the question, “What makes a regulator excellent?” Theyconceptualize regulatory excellence in terms of whether the attributes of excellence apply to the (1) traits of the regulatory organization, (2) its actions, or (3) the outcomes of its actions. Taken together, these three ways of thinking about excellence are called the “TAO” of Regulatory Excellence:

- **Traits.** Some people think of excellence in terms of the traits of a regulator as an organization. They focus on the general “state” of the regulator or its general
posture. Participants in the Alberta dialogues in particular spoke of fostering a “culture” or an “ethos” of excellence that pervades a regulatory organization.

• **Actions.** Another way to think of excellence lies in the types of actions a regulator takes in the course of regulating, whether in issuing new rules, inspecting regulated firms, responding to incidents, or undertaking other regulatory-related actions. Those who emphasize excellence in terms of action focus on whether regulators select the appropriate tools for the job or whether they use “best practices” in prioritizing risks and solving problems.

• **Outcomes.** Ultimately the traits of a regulator as well as its actions, should lead to publicly valued outcomes, such as reduced safety risks or improved market efficiencies. After all, that is what makes people want to define excellence in terms of certain traits and actions, because they think those traits and actions are connected to excellent outcomes. Some outcomes are substantive (e.g., reducing pollution, saving costs, etc.), while other outcomes are process-oriented (e.g., building trust, strengthening legitimacy, etc.).

The key is that to be truly excellent, the regulator needs to exhibit utmost integrity, empathic engagement, and stellar competence in the traits of its organization, in its actions, and in the outcomes of its actions. Although each of these are distinct ways of thinking about how to apply the attributes of excellence to a regulator, the regulator’s traits, actions, and outcomes will in reality have a close bearing on each other. Regulatory excellence occurs when these three are well-connected and in sync with each other, reflecting the three core RegX attributes and the nine tenets of regulatory excellence.

3. **How can a regulator become or remain excellent?**

Just defining the core attributes and tenets of regulatory excellence is not enough to guide a regulator on a path toward excellence. How does the regulator ensure that its traits, actions, and outcomes can align with those core attributes and tenets? Although no simple formula or common recipe can be offered that applies to all regulators at all times, it is possible to offer a general model for any regulator seeking to pursue excellence. That model can be visually represented as a causal chain (illustrated on the next
A regulator becomes – or remains – excellent by ensuring that this regulatory “chain” operates in a way that aligns with the core attributes and tenets of regulatory excellence. As should be apparent, the TAO of Regulatory Excellence corresponds to three main parts of this model or chain: traits of the organization; actions; and outcomes in terms of behavioral changes, perceptual outcomes, and substantive outcomes (collectively, the regulator’s “performance”).

Embedded in the first two steps on this chain are actually four key facets of a regulator’s organization and actions that affect its performance: internal management, external engagement, priority-setting/decision-making, and problem-solving. This report offers guidance for how a regulator can approach each of these key facets of its operations in order to pursue a path towards excellence:

1. **Internal management.** Key organizational or management considerations include maintaining mission clarity, ensuring adequate resources, building strong human capital, and maintaining appropriate autonomy. Management is key to ensuring that the regulator has a solid basis for making sound decisions and executing appropriate, effective actions.

2. **Priority-setting/decision-making.** An excellent regulator should rely consistently on careful, evidence-based decision making and should set priorities informed by consideration of risks. An excellent regulator should also be clear about which policy principles it uses when choosing how to prioritize different risks and make decisions.

3. **Problem-solving.** Flexible regulatory approaches promise more cost-effective outcomes, as they give regulated entities the opportunity to choose lower-cost means of achieving regulatory outcomes. At their best, these approaches also achieve the regulator’s ideal of leveraging the advantages regulated firms possess in knowing how best to solve the problems created by their activity. But flexible instruments will not work well under all circumstances. The ultimate test for problem-solving lies in finding the right tool for the purposes and circumstances at hand.

4. **External engagement.** All things being equal, greater and earlier opportunities for public engagement are better. Such engagement should be empathic. Listening is essential. But so too is reason-giving. Especially if a regulator must make a decision that will be opposed or disfavored by some, the public deserves a full and forthright account of the policy reasons underlying the decision.

Taken together, how a regulator manages its organization, priority-setting/decision-making, problem-solving, and external engagement will affect its ultimate performance.
In improving these four factors and perfecting the chain of regulatory excellence in the model above, regulators ultimately need to develop “people excellence.” Not only do they obviously need to ensure that the people serving in their organizations are technically knowledgeable and competent, but importantly they also need to ensure those people possess the utmost integrity and the skills needed to engage empathically with others. The excellent regulator works to establish an organizational culture that fosters and reinforces humility, empathy, and a steadfast commitment to public service on the part of the people who serve in the regulator’s name – and on behalf of the public to which the regulator is accountable. Only if the people working in a regulatory authority are committed to doing their utmost to deliver public value, and to learning and improving their ability to deliver that value in a manner that demonstrates respectful engagement with others, can a regulator expect to achieve true excellence.

4. How can a regulator measure its progress toward or its attainment of excellence?

To assist in making progress on a path toward excellence, regulatory leaders can benefit from instituting systems for measuring regulatory performance. The proper design of any regulatory performance measurement system will depend ultimately on its purpose. Measurement is a vital tool for learning, and learning should be a core part of the excellent regulator’s culture. But the point is not merely learning for learning’s sake. Regulatory leaders need to be strategic about measurement. They need to determine clearly the purposes – internal and external – for measurement, and then plan a system that meets that purpose.

There exists no one-size-fits-all “best” measurement system, and no single measure can capture all that a regulator must accomplish to become excellent nor all that a regulator might seek to learn through measurement. Measurement can focus either (A) narrowly or broadly on (B) (i) the regulator’s organizations and actions or (ii) conditions in the world, including industry behavior. Narrower measurements can be used to inform the regulator about specific conditions or problems (e.g., air pollution emissions) or about how specific policies, regulations, and programs are working (e.g., an air pollution regulation). Broader measures might help policymakers understand general patterns and trends in conditions or problems, such as with measures of overall ambient air quality. Or they can help provide a wide-angle picture of what the regulatory organization as a whole is doing, such as with measures of its total budget or the annual number of inspections. Very broad measures can inform the regulator’s top leadership as well as political overseers and the public about the performance of the regulator as a whole. Excellent regulators need a range of measures, narrow and broad, on the regulator as well as on the world.

The broadest approach to measurement might be an overall “excellence assessment.” Such an assessment of excellence is different from the strategic use of measurement any excellent regulator puts in place in order to run its operations well. Measurement of excellence, in other words, is different from measurement for excellence, and as such it may call for a different approach to measurement. For example, measurement of excellence must be comprehensive. It seeks to provide an overall account of how well the regulator is doing. Toward this end, the regulator seeking to determine if it is excellent needs to consider not merely whether it is getting better at aligning its organization, actions, and performance with the RegX core attributes and the tenets of excellence, but also whether it has done so overall to an extent that rises above a threshold of excellence. Such a task would require stipulating or coming to an agreement on what weights to give to different aspects of the regulatory model and attributes of excellence. In other settings, such as health care administration, accreditation systems have emerged that have achieved a professional consensus on such weighting and the necessary thresholds. In principle, such a system could be developed for a regulator as well.

Some public officials and members of the public might reasonably desire to compare regulators with each other. Such a task, though, must overcome at least four hurdles. First, not all regulators – even in the same general field – face the same problems, the same social and economic environments, or the same kinds of firms. The settings within which regulators operate can differ most dramatically across different regulatory jurisdictions. Second, different regulators also use different data systems, which complicates comparisons. Third, the available data that are comparable
such as the rules "on the books" – are not generally the most meaningful measures. Finally, just because a regulator benchmarks well against other regulators doesn’t necessarily mean it is an excellent regulator. It could just be that the regulator is simply better than other mediocre regulators.

Although performance measurement certainly must factor into any larger transformational effort of a regulatory organization, regulatory leaders should be realistic about performance measurement’s role. Performance measurement systems depend on strong, active organizational leadership, and an organization should have a widely diffused “buy-in” to a performance measurement system if it is to induce meaningful organizational change. Furthermore, measurement for excellence should almost surely take precedence over measurement of excellence.

To use measurement for the purpose of achieving excellence, a regulator should include in its measurement portfolio some evaluation research that aims to trace out causal connections between the regulator’s actions and outcomes in the world. Only causal evaluations can definitively answer persistent questions about whether and how well regulation is working. Of course, causal evaluation – conducted in a manner that approximates a randomized controlled experiment – is usually much more resource- and time-intensive than non-causal forms of performance measurement – as challenging as those measurement approaches can be. Consequently, no regulator can subject everything to careful, ex post causal evaluation research.

When it comes to being strategic about measurement, the regulator also needs to take pains to avoid what is known as the “lamppost problem.” The regulator must start by determining what broad attributes of excellence it aims to improve and then proceed to define specific attributes, find indicators and obtain data sources, choose methods, and determine when third-party evaluators or peer review may be needed. Along the way, the regulator should exhibit empathic engagement in its selection of measures and design of measurement systems. Especially if the regulator intends at least some of its performance measures to speak to an external audience and serve a purpose of telling the regulator’s story to others outside its organization, the measures selected and the ways they are analyzed will be more credible if they are based on input from members of that audience.

**Recommendations**

Regulatory excellence is like the summit of a mountain. But like real mountains, there is not necessarily a single way to the top. Some routes may be well-traveled, but new routes can be explored and invented too. Given the vital role that regulators play in the global economy, making sure that they can get to the top of their field is one of the most pressing imperatives facing the world today.

Defining regulatory excellence is itself the first step for regulatory leaders who seek to reach the top. We have seen that no shortage of definitions or attributes of excellence exist for regulators. Think of anything good that a regulator can do, and it will factor into someone’s definition of regulatory excellence. But after probing deeply into the various attributes and definitions that exist – as well as listening carefully to all that we heard at PPR’s dialogues and interviews – it became clear that the essence of all of these attributes can be distilled to three – utmost integrity, empathic engagement, and stellar competence – along with a set of nine core tenets of regulatory excellence.

What these essential attributes and tenets mean operationally, day-to-day, will vary from regulator to regulator – both
because of the differences in different regulator's missions as well as in the political, economic, and social milieus in which they are situated. Context matters. Moreover, a regulator's excellence is ultimately interdependent. It cannot be defined completely by the leaders of a regulatory organization themselves. The very definition of successful, excellent performance depends on the publics that the regulator serves and on elected officials. Moreover, the achievement of excellence does not depend entirely on what regulators do, but is also shaped by the conduct of regulated entities whose interests are not always fully aligned with the regulator’s mission and whose behavior may be overseen by but cannot be completely determined by the regulator.

Although the precise meaning of excellent or high-quality regulation might be interdependent and vary from regulator to regulator depending on their mission and the type of entities they regulate, experts and members of the public alike do recognize and agree on a number of common attributes of excellent regulators. These attributes bear directly on the regulator’s outward relationships (empathic engagement), its overall performance (stellar competence), and its inner virtues (utmost integrity). The excellent regulator is one that meets this three-part RegX test on a consistent basis and is ever-striving to learn how to improve. The excellent regulator, in short, is the one that listens, learns, and leads.

Recommendations. The outreach, dialogue, research, and analysis underlying this report inform the following five strategic recommendations for any regulator who seeks regulatory excellence:

**Recommendation 1. Align strategic priorities around all three core attributes of regulatory excellence.**

Based on our study of regulator, strategic plans from around the world, it would seem that most regulators give more attention to stellar competence than to empathic engagement or to utmost integrity. Obviously, there is nothing wrong with regulators aiming for competence, as they most emphatically should. But too often regulators today view regulation as primarily a technical enterprise and underappreciate the essentially social nature of regulation, which demands more than just stellar competence but also a high level of integrity and truly empathic forms of public engagement too.

**Recommendation 2. Align organizational culture with the three core attributes of regulatory excellence.**

The regulator’s aim should not be just to make regulatory excellence a strategic priority for the next year, or even the next five years, but to bake regulatory excellence into the entire culture of the organization. Although cultural change never comes easily or quickly, it is essential for the regulator’s leadership to set the example by “walking the walk” and by establishing management practices that appropriately align employee incentives with the attainment of all three RegX objectives. In addition, achieving excellence is not something that a regulator simply “accomplishes” but is an ongoing effort to strive toward perfection along all three dimensions.

**Recommendation 3. Build human capital that maintains stellar technical competence as well as ensures empathic engagement and continued commitment to professional and public integrity.**

Regulatory excellence is ultimately “people excellence.” The RegX attributes of integrity, empathy, and competence are not merely virtues of an excellent regulatory organization; they are virtues that each individual who works for a regulator should strive to exhibit at the highest level. The technical demands for expertise are daunting for a regulator and much effort must be given to ensuring stellar competence, but the kinds of people skills required for empathic engagement should also be reinforced through training and the regulator’s overall organizational culture. Integrity – of the deep kind that makes up the RegX molecule – is about much more than avoidance of corruption; it is about people too. Integrity is a kind of inner character people have that places the public and its needs above their own.

**Recommendation 4. Involve the public in operationalizing regulatory excellence and in identifying management priorities.**

As regulators’ missions are ultimately interdependent ones – that is, neither defined entirely by the regulator’s leadership nor solely achievable by the regulator alone – the best regulators master empathic engagement in all that they do. The regulator’s strategic management should be no
exception. Even with the insights and frameworks provided in this report, the AER and other regulators will still need to undertake additional work to manage toward excellence. They must operationalize the three core attributes of excellence, giving them content and definition that match the distinctive mission and operational environment that each regulator faces, making strategic choices about improvement priorities and performance measurement. These will be important choices for the future of the regulator and the public it serves. As a result, the public will benefit – as it will with any regulatory decision – from open public input and engagement.

Recommendation 5. Take a strategic approach to evaluation and performance measurement.

Evaluation and performance measurement are themselves vital components of regulatory excellence – that is, a high-integrity regulator is one that wants to learn how it is doing so as to strive to do better – and they can also be used as vehicles for ensuring progress toward or maintenance of excellence. Only with robust evaluation and performance measurement can a regulator know how well it is doing in terms of attributes of public engagement and substantive performance. But just because measurement and evaluation are central to regulatory excellence, this does not mean that merely counting beans will do. The excellent regulator must take a strategic approach to evaluation and performance measurement. Its leaders need to define the purposes of evaluation and performance measurement clearly, and then build learning systems to meet those purposes. No one single measure will serve all purposes; overall performance measurement is a portfolio that needs to be managed strategically.

Putting It Into Action. What concrete steps should a regulator take to align itself better with the core RegX attributes and the nine tenets of regulatory excellence articulated earlier in this report? The following four steps forward are recommended for any regulator seeking to move toward – or continue to maintain – regulatory excellence.

Step 1: Self-awareness. The first step in determining how to improve is to make a full mapping out of the regulator's organizational capacities, suite of activities, and current levels of performance. A regulator's managers will likely already have a considerable degree of familiarity with their organization, but even the most thoughtful and conscientious regulatory leaders often focus only on certain pieces of what the regulator is, does, and achieves. Regulatory excellence is “big picture” work.

Step 2: Scoping. For each box in the model of regulatory organization, action, and performance (see page v above), the regulator's managers should ask themselves how well aligned the regulator is with the RegX core attributes and the nine tenets of regulatory excellence. This second step would effectively entail a process that, either literally or heuristically, involves “filling in” something like the matrix shown on the next page.

Although this matrix provides completeness and illustrates the conceptual structure that grows out of the analysis in this report, it should not be taken to suggest that the cells can
be filled in with anything like precise, quantitative measures. The purpose at this step is one of scoping: to identify where the regulator's leaders should put their focus going forward. It would similarly be mistaken to take from the above framework the inference that every cell will matter equally.

Step 3: Strategic action. Based on a broad self-assessment and scoping, regulatory leaders should select priorities for further investigation and then move toward identifying improvement strategies and making performance measurement or evaluation plans. This step would likely benefit, even more than the first two, from input from others with whom the regulator interacts and serves.

Step 4: Assessment and continuous improvement. The regulator must keep assessing how well the improvement strategies selected work and then repeat the cycle, seeking continuous improvement. The goal, after all, is not merely to reach a single summit of regulatory excellence, but also to continue along down the trail to the summits of the further peaks that always lie off in the distance.

An “Excellent” Checklist for Regulators. A regulator’s leaders will, of course, need to be selective in where to place their strategic emphasis. Toward that end, the following checklist provides a practical frame of reference for how to use the four key facets discussed on page v to align better a regulator’s organization, actions, and outcomes with the RegX attributes and tenets of regulatory excellence.

Internal management (e.g., mission clarity, resources, autonomy, human capital, culture)

1. Does the regulator possess and communicate a clear, well-defined mission that aims boldly to maximize public value within the scope of the regulator’s mandate?
2. Does the regulator have adequate financial resources and information technologies to deliver on its mission?

3. Does the regulator possess sufficient levels of autonomy to ensure its decisions are made consistently with expert judgment and in the long-term public interest?

4. Does the regulator have enough highly-trained staff members who keep up with developments and emerging trends within their scope of work?

5. Does the organizational culture support and value learning, innovation, and public service?

6. Does the regulator’s culture align well with all three core RegX attributes and all nine regulatory excellence tenets?

Priority-setting/Decision-making (e.g., scientific and economic analysis and how it informs decisions)

7. Does the regulator seek out state-of-the-art evidence before making both regulatory and management decisions, and then does it incorporate that evidence in good faith into its decision-making and its reasons for its decisions?

8. Does the regulator actively investigate and seek to generate new knowledge of poorly understood risks, potential areas of concern, and regulatory impacts?

9. Does the regulator have in place adequate procedures for preserving the integrity of scientific information, including suitable processes of peer review?

10. Does the regulator ground its decisions on a solid understanding of the industry it is regulating, including an ongoing awareness of technological innovations?

11. Does the regulator understand and articulate clearly the normative principles it uses in combination with risk analysis to make decisions (i.e., what it means to be “risk-based” or “risk-informed”)?

12. Does the regulator engage in analysis of its own rules and practices, including rigorous causal evaluation, to learn what works and what could work better?

Problem-solving (e.g., regulatory instrument design, inspection and enforcement strategies)

13. Does the regulator consistently determine that new regulations are really needed (and that non-regulatory solutions would not be as effective) before adopting new rules and directives?
14. Does the regulator select and apply regulatory instruments that equitably maximize net benefits (or, if specified by law, that meet other policy criteria)?

15. Does the regulator consider and, when appropriate, use a full range of regulatory instruments that will best achieve relevant policy goals, including regulatory instruments that preserve flexibility?

16. Does the regulator target its inspections in such a manner as to maximize the chance of finding and reducing significant regulatory violations?

17. Does the regulator deploy enforcement tools responsively, calibrating consequences so as to assure compliance and promote positive cooperation?

18. Does the regulator manage its own operations with efficiency, minimizing unwarranted delays in decision-making?

External engagement (e.g., transparency, public engagement)

19. Does the regulator provide open access to its information in a manner that is accessible and comprehensible both to industry users and to the broader public?

20. Does the regulator provide, whenever feasible, full drafts of regulatory decisions when it invites public comment?

21. Does the regulator generally provide opportunities for participation by any member of the public that is concerned with or will be affected by its decisions?

22. Does the regulator reach out to and welcome input by all individuals, organizations, and communities that are interested in or affected by its decisions?

23. Does the regulator provide well-reasoned explanations for its decisions that acknowledge and respond to all pertinent concerns expressed by members of the public?

24. Does the regulator ensure that its entire workforce interacts fairly, respectfully, and empathically with all segments of the public?

**Conclusion**

Regulating is hard work. Just doing it well is demanding and difficult. To achieve excellence at regulating requires still more. It requires consistently and superlatively mastering all the technical, analytic, and social tasks needed to solve public problems. It demands the utmost, the empathic, the stellar. It even requires boldness and vision – seeing ahead to where the puck will be, to use the famous Wayne Gretzky cliché, and then moving forward. The excellent regulator cannot stay in one place, content to have mastered solving the problems of the past. The world changes, its problems change, its economies change, and its social concerns change. Excellence as a regulator requires forward momentum, not static achievement.

***
The Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) serves as the single regulator of energy development in Alberta, Canada, overseeing “the efficient, safe, orderly and environmentally responsible” development of oil, natural gas, coal, and oil sands throughout the province. Not content simply to go about regulating as usual, the AER’s leadership has committed their regulatory organization to deliver and sustain a high level of public value – in short, to achieve regulatory excellence.

Formed in mid-2013, following the merger and reorganization of other provincial energy and environmental regulators, the AER has set out a bold and important vision: to be “recognized as best-in-class, ensuring the safe, environmentally responsible development of energy resources for the benefit of all Albertans.” “We recognize it is not enough to do our job well and simply declare ourselves as best-in-class,” the AER’s President and CEO, Jim Ellis, has stated. “To be collaborative and transparent, we must define what that means, ensure that our stakeholders agree with that definition, and take the necessary steps to improve our regulatory performance,” he has said.

In support of its strategic vision, the AER issued an international request for proposals (RFP) in mid-2014 to find “a globally respected outside party” to serve as a third-party convener to “administer a comprehensive suite of actions” designed to help the AER define and begin to measure its progress toward the attainment of its strategic vision. In its RFP, the AER observed “that Alberta’s resource development landscape requires a world leading regulatory organization that has a best in class mind-set, attitude, capabilities and regulatory systems to deliver superior performance.” Accordingly, it noted that “the question then becomes, what is a ‘best in class’ regulatory agency?”

The AER envisioned both a process and a set of products to help it and other regulators around the world answer this question. The AER’s RFP called first for a process of convening “symposiums” and “stakeholder roundtables,” both to elicit the views of international experts as well as to engage with a broad range of members of the Alberta public, including businesses, environmental non-governmental organizations, Aboriginal communities, landowners, and...
We know there’s a club of top regulators in the world, and we want to be part of that club.

- Jim Ellis, President and CEO, Alberta Energy Regulator

regional thought leaders. As part of the requested process, “labels that are commonly used to define superior regulatory performance, such as ‘Best in Class,’ ‘World Class,’ ‘World Leading,’ or ‘Regulatory Excellence’” were expected to “be subject to discussion and debate.”

Second, the AER’s RFP called for the production of a series of written works, including a thorough literature review that would, among other things, “focus on understanding the prevailing theory, practice and strategies that underpin the conduct of regulatory management and operations.” In addition, the AER expected that the third-party convener it selected would generate other reports or white papers, including “a Final Report, offering high-level principles to the field of regulatory management and practice.”

This is that Final Report. In November 2014, the AER commissioned the University of Pennsylvania, through the Penn Program on Regulation (PPR), to serve as its third-party convener for its Best-in-Class Project. In less than a year’s time, the Penn Program on Regulation and its collaborators worked to convene an exhaustive and expansive process that has generated the independent findings and recommendations contained in this Final Report.

These findings and recommendations should help the AER refine, operationalize, and ultimately better achieve its vision – as well as demarcate the goalposts that other regulators around the world should aspire to reach. Specifically, through its Best-in-Class Project, the AER sought answers to three main regulatory performance questions:

1. What are the key attributes of a top performing regulatory organization, commonly referred to as ‘World Class’ or ‘Best in Class’? In other words, how do we know when regulatory excellence is achieved?

2. How can these attributes be adopted by an organization like the AER and be used as an organizational model to deliver on its mandate?

3. How can superior regulatory performance be credibly measured and verified in a manner that is acceptable to a critical mass of stakeholders?

For the AER, the Best-in-Class Project was not an effort to declare itself to be best in its class, but rather to answer questions that any regulator needs to know in order to chart its path toward excellence.

Over the last year, the Penn Program on Regulation and collaborators have pursued answers to these questions through a multi-faceted process of research, expert elicitation, and public engagement.

We know there’s a club of top regulators in the world, and we want to be part of that club.

- Jim Ellis, President and CEO, Alberta Energy Regulator
The Penn Program on Regulation's process included:

- Three major dialogue sessions involving more than 150 participants with extensive knowledge of or interest in the regulation of oil and gas production in Alberta or regulation more generally – and the production of three reports summarizing these dialogue sessions.
- Face-to-face or phone interviews with more than 60 individuals interested in the work of the Alberta Energy Regulator.
- The first-ever empirical study of regulators’ strategic plans.
- Five other research papers synthesizing existing research on major facets of regulatory operations.
- More than twenty papers written by leading experts from around the world on the question of what makes a regulator excellent.
- Numerous other related seminars and meetings sponsored by the Penn Program on Regulation during the duration of the project, including seminars at the University of Pennsylvania Law School and a day-long meeting with U.S. regulators in Washington, D.C. on regulatory excellence.
- A peer review of a draft final report.

Summaries of the major dialogue sessions as well as lists of the individuals who participated in them and with whom we interviewed can be found in the appendices to this report. A complete list of all of the more than 35 papers and other reports produced can also be found in the appendix section of this report.

Given the massive volume of written work the Penn team completed during the short duration of this project – a treasure trove of more than a 1,000 pages of papers and reports in total – the summaries in the appendices of this report can provide no substitute for the full work. That is why we have released all of our papers and reports online at the project’s website, BestInClassRegulator.org. Throughout the project, we have also encouraged public comment on all the materials we released on the website. We have gained much insight from the comments submitted – as we have from our many conversations with experts and interested members of the public. In the course of producing and sharing the collective work, the Penn team fulfilled one of the two main objectives the AER established with its Best-in-Class Project, namely to convene a process of engagement that would promote greater attention to regulatory excellence in Alberta, across Canada, and around the world.

The publication of this Final Report fulfills the project’s second main objective, namely to develop a set of high-level principles of excellent regulatory practice. Drawing on all the research and engagement conducted during the course of this project, this report presents a multi-layered, practical framework for improving regulatory management and performance. It is not a summary of the processes convened under the auspices of the Best-in-Class Project but rather a synthesis and an independent guide to regulatory excellence.

The Penn Program on Regulation went to great lengths to inform our work with the views of a full range of interested members of the Alberta public. We paid close attention to challenges that arise in the domain of oil and gas regulation, as well as the particular needs and concerns of a broad range of interested organizations and individuals in Alberta, including landowners, industry, First Nations and Métis communities, environmental groups, municipal government officials, and other members of the public. We listened and learned much from our dialogue with others about the work of the AER and the challenges and opportunities for energy extraction regulation in the province of Alberta. That extensive, concrete engagement infuses the framework of excellence contained in this report.
Although the Best-in-Class Project was the brainchild of the AER’s leadership, this report’s framework of regulatory excellence has been from the start expressly intended to be general enough to be used by any regulator around the world, in any area of regulation. In addition, it should be noted that the Best-in-Class Project was never designed to serve as, nor has the Penn Program on Regulation ever attempted to provide, an evaluation of the AER’s performance or its current status toward achieving excellent or best-in-class performance. In other words, this Final Report is not intended to give the AER a “grade” or a stamp of approval, nor does it even pretend to compare the AER’s current level of performance with that of other comparable regulators around the world. Rather, this Final Report is intended to provide the AER (and any regulator) with practical direction about the core elements of regulatory excellence and a general performance management framework to draw upon to conduct either its own self-assessment or external assessments it might choose to commission.

This Final Report, though, is not a simple cookbook for the AER or any regulator. As the report itself makes clear, regulators’ tasks vary greatly depending on local objectives and conditions. These tasks, and the problems they seek to address, also change over time. The Penn Program on Regulation has not conducted the kind of analysis needed to support specific action plans for the AER or any regulator. We have instead focused on identifying the goalposts of regulatory excellence and on articulating high-level principles for moving forward to reach those goalposts and to measure progress along the way. Even with the practical framework provided here, the AER and any regulator will still need to undertake additional work, such as to:

• Operationalize the attributes and tenets of excellence we identify, fine-tuning them and giving them specific content and definition relevant to its own distinctive mission and operational environment.
• Identify and develop concrete methods and practices for the collection of data needed for measuring its performance on the specific attributes the regulator has selected for priority.
• Measure its current level of performance against the attributes and determine the size and causes of gaps between its current performance and its desired performance.
• Implement management and operational steps designed to improve performance.
• Continue appropriate engagement with experts and members of the public on all of the above steps.

In other words, although applying the framework in this report will lead regulators down the path of regulatory excellence, it offers no easy shortcuts on that long trail. After acknowledging that no one can ever achieve perfection, the famed American football coach Vince Lombardi once reportedly said that “if we chase perfection, we can catch excellence.” Any regulator who reads this report will have to keep up the chase.

* * *

This report is organized into three main chapters, followed by a concluding chapter that offers recommendations for regulators who seek excellence.

Chapter 1 takes up the challenge of defining excellence in a regulatory context. Since this report is intended to present high-level, cross-cutting principles of regulatory excellence, Chapter 1 begins with a brief background on what regulation is and what regulators do. Among other things, this background section highlights how regulatory success is ultimately dependent not merely on what the regulator itself does but also upon the actions of others outside of the regulator, such as other governmental institutions as well as the regulated community itself. The chapter then proceeds to discuss many different adjectives that have been used by others to describe regulatory excellence and then it helpfully distills these adjectives into three essential attributes of excellence: utmost integrity, empathic engagement, and stellar competence. These three attributes make up a core “molecule” of regulatory excellence called RegX. For each of the RegX attributes, Chapter 1 elaborates more concrete characteristics of excellence that together constitute nine tenets of regulatory excellence. Chapter 1 concludes by explaining how, for a regulator to be excellent, each of these attributes and tenets must describe the
regulator’s organizational traits, its day-to-day actions, and the outcomes it achieves. A regulator achieves excellence, then, when its “TAO” – traits, actions, and outcomes – are well-connected with each other and aligned with the RegX attributes and tenets.

Chapter 2 builds on the insights of the TAO of regulatory excellence by developing and presenting a more complete logic model of regulatory organization, action, and performance. In this model, a regulator’s performance is broken down into several components, starting with the regulator’s impact on the behavior of regulated entities and moving through to intermediate and ultimate outcomes (both substantive and perceptual). Taken as a whole, Chapter 2’s model shows that the regulator achieves excellence by building an organization that fosters the kinds of regulatory and operational actions that lead consistently to superior performance. Chapter 2 explains what a regulator seeking excellence must do to be able to build or maintain an excellent organization and what types of actions it must strive to perfect. Although Chapter 2 cautions that no simple formula for excellence exists and that different regulators need to pursue their own specific paths, it does offer practical guidance for four main facets of a regulator’s operations: internal management, priority-setting, problem-solving, and external engagement. In each of these four critical areas, the chapter discusses core issues of best practice, including building optimal organizational autonomy, developing risk-informed decision-making, deploying suitably flexible regulatory instruments, and frequently and fairly engaging with all interested members of the public. A major theme throughout Chapter 2 is that achieving regulatory excellence depends on much more than technical expertise. As important as it is for regulators to build highly knowledgeable workforces and draw upon all available evidence when making decisions, regulatory excellence requires more: it demands “people excellence” too. Not only must the members of a regulator’s workforce be highly competent in a technical sense, they must also consistently demonstrate the utmost integrity and must interact empathically with everyone affected by the regulator’s actions.

Chapter 3 turns to matters of measurement. It begins by distinguishing between measurement of excellence and measurement for excellence, explaining why the latter takes precedence over the former. Excellent regulators must constantly strive to learn how to do better, which means that performance measurement will always be an essential tool for achieving excellence. The chapter offers practical
guidance to regulators about how to approach performance measurement, explaining the importance of developing well-specified strategic objectives and highlighting the key role for active leadership in the development and implementation of any measurement system. The chapter cautions regulators to avoid common problems with performance measurement in public-sector organizations, including problems that can arise when measurement is linked too tightly with incentives. It explains why the measures used by a regulator must be relevant, reliable, and realistic, and why regulators should involve the public in developing performance measurement systems. The chapter also stresses the importance of including rigorous, causally-oriented evaluations in a regulator’s overall measurement portfolio. Turning from measurement for excellence to measurement of excellence, Chapter 3 outlines a general strategy that regulators can take to gauge how far along they are on the path toward excellence. The main theme of Chapter 3 is that a regulator’s efforts at performance measurement must be pursued in a deliberate, strategic manner to achieve its goals, the most important of which will always be to learn how to do better.

Chapter 4 concludes with recommendations and action steps for any regulator seeking to move forward on the path of regulatory excellence. Five main recommendations follow from the preceding chapters. These recommendations urge regulators to incorporate the RegX attributes into their strategic priorities, bake these attributes and the tenets of regulatory excellence into their organizational culture, build a workforce that exemplifies the kind of “people excellence” that regulators need, embrace public engagement in their pursuit of excellence, and take a strategic approach to performance measurement. Each regulator will, of course, need to analyze its own mission, capacities, and environments in order to operationalize these recommendations. To aid regulators in those efforts and offer guidance about next steps, the report concludes by offering a four-step action plan and a twenty-four-point checklist for regulators to use to gauge where their next priorities should be in pursuing regulatory excellence. The report concludes with a reminder that achieving regulatory excellence is not an end-point but an ongoing journey. The world that regulators inhabit, and the societies they serve and the industries they oversee, are constantly changing. To be truly excellent, regulators must be constantly striving to listen, learn, and lead.
ANCIENT GREEK PHILOSOPHERS CALLED IT ARÊTE: “VIRTUE” OR, IN WHAT IS GENERALLY THOUGHT THE BETTER TRANSLATION, “EXCELLENCE.” FOR THE ANCIENT GREEKS, EXCELLENCE WAS THE KEY TO HUMAN FULFILLMENT, A VITAL ASPIRATION FOR CITIZENS AND RULERS ALIKE. TODAY, EXCELLENCE REMAINS THE HALLMARK OF PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT IN EVERY FIELD OF ENDEAVOR – AS IT ESPECIALLY SHOULD BE WHEN THE WELL-BEING OF OTHERS IS AT STAKE. DR. ATUL GAWANDE, FOR EXAMPLE, EXPLAINS IN HIS RECENT BOOK, BETTER, WHY EXCELLENCE ON THE PART OF PHYSICIANS IS SO IMPORTANT: “LIVES ARE ON THE LINE... WE ALSO FACE DAVNTING EXPECTATIONS... THE STEPS ARE OFTEN UNCERTAIN. THE KNOWLEDGE TO BE MASTERED IS BOTH VAST AND INCOMPLETE. YET WE ARE EXPECTED TO ACT WITH SWIFTNESS AND CONSISTENCY... WE ARE ALSO EXPECTED TO DO OUR WORK HUMANELY, WITH GENTLENESS AND CONCERN.”

DR. GAWANDE COULD JUST AS WELL HAVE BEEN WRITING ABOUT REGULATORS. FEW GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS TODAY WORK SO VITALLY AT THE FRONT LINES OF HUMAN WELFARE AS DO REGULATORS. AROUND THE WORLD, REGULATORS PLAY KEY ROLIES IN PROTECTING THEIR PUBLICS FROM HARMs ASSOCIATED WITH ECONOMIC ACTIVITY AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE – INJURIES AND ILLNESSES, ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE, FINANCIAL RISKS – WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY PROMOTING ECONOMIC GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT. NOT ONLY ARE MANY REGULATORS DOING WORK WITH LIVES ON THE LINE, BUT THEY ALSO ALL FACE DAUNTING SOCIETAL EXPECTATIONS, WITH VAST AND UNCERTAIN CHALLENGES THAT CALL FOR SWIFT, CONSISTENT ACTION AS WELL AS HUMANE, EMPATHIC INTERACTION WITH THE PUBLIC. CONFRONTED WITH THE NEED TO INTEGRATE AND ACHIEVE MULTIPLE OBJECTIVES IN A MANNER CONSISTENT WITH DEMOCRATIC PRINCIPLES AND THE BEST AVAILABLE SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE, REGULATORS’ QUEST FOR EXCELLENCE IS OFTEN A MONUMENTAL CHALLENGE.

to the definition and attributes of regulatory excellence. Drawing on the processes convened as part of the Best-in-Class Project, as well as a catalog of criteria found in a wide range of regulatory reports and guides reviewed as part of this project’s research, this chapter distills the attributes of regulatory excellence to their very core: the utmost integrity, empathic engagement, and stellar competence. It then presents nine tenets of regulatory excellence that build on the three core attributes, and it concludes by explaining the features of a regulator that should exhibit these attributes: its traits, its actions, and its outcomes.

Why regulation?

To understand what regulatory excellence means, it first is necessary to understand why regulation exists at all. After all, economic markets can do a remarkable job of producing and allocating essential goods and services to people throughout the world. But still, markets can and do fail to meet all of a society’s needs and solve all of its problems. Markets can even create problems of their own. Regulation is therefore needed to solve problems that markets create or leave unresolved.

The exact types of problems any specific regulator aims to solve will depend on the mandate it has been given by political leaders, with different regulators tasked to solve different types of problems. That’s why there are different fields of regulation and different regulatory institutions associated with virtually every sphere of the economy: aviation safety regulation, banking regulation, consumer product regulation, drug regulation, environmental and energy regulation, food safety regulation, and so forth.

Although regulatory problems come in many varieties associated with nearly every part of life, the major problems they address are classically grouped into three categories that fall under the concept of market failure:13

- **Concentrated power.** Markets fail when competition either doesn't exist or when it breaks down. If left unchecked, monopolies can generate higher prices or reductions in service and access. Regulators that protect competition or regulate prices and services of natural monopolies are often referred to as “economic regulators.” Regulation of water, electricity, and gas utilities is often justified as a response to the problem of concentrated market power.

- **Externalities.** Markets work best when the prices of goods and services reflect their full costs and benefits. But some market activities have spillovers, where their costs (or benefits) are borne (or enjoyed) by third parties who are not involved in transactions for the relevant goods or services. Environmental pollution is a classic example of a negative externality, as the costs of pollution are imposed on community members who are not compensated by market transactions with the entity creating the pollution. In cases with such negative externalities, societies can encounter the over-production of the
goods and services associated with the externalities – or an under-investment in the means of reducing those externalities.

- **Information asymmetries.** Markets also depend on the parties to economic transactions having full information about what they are contracting over. But in many situations, one party to an economic transaction lacks access to relevant information. A patient who buys medication, for example, seldom knows as much as the pharmaceutical company does about the medication’s effectiveness and its side effects. Some regulators mandate disclosures to close the information gap.

Regulators also address many other kinds of problems, even if they do not fit neatly within the categories of market failure. For example, regulatory scholars increasingly call attention to various kinds of cognitive biases that prevent people from behaving in a manner they truly desire, which may justify certain kinds of regulatory interventions. In addition, regulators are set up to protect civil rights, promote equity, and combat discrimination – advancing values selected by a democratic legislature and which less easily fit under the market failure rubric. Many times a regulator will be charged with solving a combination of several different types of problems at once.

### What is a regulator?

A regulator is a public institution that seeks to solve problems falling under its purview by steering the behavior of regulated individuals and organization by implementing and enforcing laws or policies, among other tactics. Examples of regulators abound from around the world: the Alberta Energy Regulator; Australian Competition and Consumer Commission; Autorité des Marché Financiers (French Financial Markets Authority); U.K. Civil Aviation Authority; U.S. Food and Drug Administration; and so forth.

The ways that regulators seek to solve problems will vary, but by definition they tend to involve, at least at some level, the application of or enforcement of regulations. A regulation is typically understood as a rule backed up by consequences. To implement regulations, regulators issue permits or approvals upon an applicant’s showing that criteria specified in applicable rules have been satisfied. For example, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration performs such a task when it approves new drugs as safe and effective.

Regulators also inspect and monitor the behavior of those subject to rules, or the outputs of that private behavior, to ensure that individuals or entities are operating in accordance with the rules. The U.K. Drinking Water Inspectorate, for instance, both monitors drinking water quality in England and Wales and inspects water suppliers for compliance with mandated protocols. When regulators find that rules have not been followed, regulators may take a variety of actions to respond, from helping the noncompliant entities come into compliance to imposing fines and taking enforcement actions.

But regulators are not merely rule-appliers and rule-enforcers. For one thing, they may also take a variety of other actions—from educating to subsidizing to adjudicating disputes, all in an effort to solve the problems they have a responsibility to address. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, for example, devotes considerable effort to public education and has created dozens of voluntary programs designed to encourage businesses to improve their environmental performance. Regulators may also adopt different kinds of rules, some of which tell regulated entities
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exactly what to do (or not do) but also some that give a great deal of flexibility to regulated entities while making these entities solve problems on their own.

In addition, regulators gather information and produce research. They engage with different segments of the public, interacting not only with the regulated industry and other government officials but also with a myriad of individuals and organizations throughout the public who are interested in or affected by the activities they regulate.

### The regulator as institution

A “regulator” can refer to an individual employee or official, such as when referring to an individual inspector or to the head of a regulatory body. But “regulator” also refers to public or governmental *institutions* – as it does in this report. Just as no two individuals can ever be identical, so it is that no two regulators as institutions can be identical. Regulatory institutions come in a variety of sizes and structures, serving different missions and performing different functions and tasks. Sometimes even private organizations can be considered “regulators,” as when industries, insurance companies, trade associations, or standard-setting organizations set up their own codes of practice and expect their employees, managers, and suppliers to follow them. But usually the word “regulator” refers, as it does in this report, to public-sector organizations that regulate and carry out regulations.

Of course, even public regulatory institutions can take many forms. By and large, regulators are situated in the broader governmental sphere in such a way that they are positioned somewhere in between a legislature or a “government” and the public which the regulator is charged to serve. Elected officials in legislatures not only create laws but they also establish ministries, agencies, commissions, and other public institutions that set policies and standards and enforce them. These latter institutions that implement and enforce rules, and are separated in some fashion from the legislative bodies that make laws, are what we mean here as regulators.

Different regulators not only tackle different problems and oversee different industries, but the nature of their place in an overall system of government, such as their degree of separation from the legislature, can vary too. Some are headed by a single director, while others are headed by a multi-member body. Some rely on funding from the legislature through normal governmental appropriations, while others are funded through fees collected from industry. Most regulators can set their own standards, norms, or directives to fill in gaps or provide clarity to laws created by legislatures or other policy-making bodies, but the nature and degree of regulators’ rulemaking authority can vary from one regulatory domain to the next.

Even within the same regulatory domain – such as energy development regulation – the institutional structure, funding sources, powers and mandates of different regulators can vary markedly. The table on the next page provides a highly simplified overview of some of the salient institutional features of oil and gas regulators, making plain the high degree of variation that can exist in the powers and structures that regulators possess. If one were also to include in a table like this regulators from other policy domains – such as food and drugs, telecommunications, banking, and so forth – the institutional variation would only multiply.

Recognizing the breadth of variation in regulatory bodies holds an important implication for thinking about their excellence: no simple, concrete formula or recipe exists that applies across the board to all regulators. And yet, despite the fact that regulators in different jurisdictions and across different policy domains come in a host of sizes, shapes, and structures, it is still possible to identify general attributes of excellence for regulators and offer guidance for how to achieve and measure progress toward exhibiting those attributes.
## INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURES OF ENERGY REGULATORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulator</th>
<th>Leadership Structure</th>
<th>Leadership Selection</th>
<th>Funding Source</th>
<th>Regulatory Powers</th>
<th>Scope of Mandate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alberta Energy Regulator</td>
<td>Single head and multi-person board</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Industry levies</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia National Offshore Petroleum Safety and Environmental Management Authority</td>
<td>Single head and multi-person board</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Industry levies</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Collecting revenues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Columbia Oil and Gas Commission</td>
<td>Single head and multi-person board</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Industry levies</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorado Oil and Gas Conservation Commission</td>
<td>Multi-person head</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Government appropriations &amp; industry levies</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Collecting revenues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico Comisión Reguladora de Energía (ERC)</td>
<td>Single head and multi-person board</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Government appropriations</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian Petroleum Directorate</td>
<td>Single head</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Government appropriations</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection</td>
<td>Single head</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Government appropriations</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saskatchewan Ministry of the Economy</td>
<td>Single head</td>
<td>Elected</td>
<td>Industry levies</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Collecting revenues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Railroad Commission</td>
<td>Multi-person head</td>
<td>Elected</td>
<td>Industry levies</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Collecting revenues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Bureau of Safety and Environmental Enforcement</td>
<td>Single head</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Government appropriations</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management</td>
<td>Single head</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Government appropriations</td>
<td>• Permitting</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. Office of Natural Resource Revenues</td>
<td>Single head</td>
<td>Appointed</td>
<td>Government appropriations &amp; industry levies</td>
<td>• Collecting revenues</td>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Enforcement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Four common features of all regulators

Meaningful generalizations about regulatory excellence are possible because, despite their varied mandates and institutional structures, regulators around the world still share some common features that make it reasonable to think of them collectively and to consider their shared challenge of achieving excellence. The following four common features apply to regulators in democracies around the world:

1. **Mission.** No matter what industries or types of problems they address, regulators all have missions that call upon them to solve problems in a way that delivers public value, such as by solving market failures. Each regulator’s mission will be defined largely by its legislative mandate. In pursuing its mandate, the regulator has an overarching responsibility to do so in a way compatible with the overall good of society.

2. **Discretion with accountability.** All regulators possess discretion. The day-to-day responsibility of implementing and enforcing laws, brings with it a degree of discretion over the regulator’s priorities, including what aspects of a problem to focus on or what rule violations to target or overlook. In democracies, regulators are also accountable for how they use their discretion. Accountability runs through to other governmental authorities, including the legislature, as well as to the regulated industry, rights holders, community interests, and ultimately the overall public.

3. **Complex, dynamic problems.** Regulators tend to face some of the most difficult challenges in society, ones which often present difficult value tradeoffs.

   - Regulatory problems are by definition those that markets cannot solve. They also are often the problems that legislatures cannot solve either, whether for lack of expertise or lack of will. After all, if legislatures could solve all problems on their own, societies would not need regulators.

   - At times, political coalitions can only emerge for legislative action based on broad or even unrealistic principles – such as principles that combine mutually contradictory or at least competing objectives into a single regulatory “mission.” Legislators sometimes tell regulators, in effect, to surf the crest of a treacherous wave, and then leave it up to the regulator to figure out how to stand up on the surfboard and do all the balancing, adapting, and adjusting to stay afloat.

4. **Regulated entities.** Success for regulators – unlike in other fields of endeavor, such as eminence in the arts or sciences – depends on the choices and actions of others, namely, regulated entities. Those regulated entities, usually businesses, themselves have several important characteristics that affect the work of the regulator:

   - Regulated entities can be highly diverse, comprising both individuals and organizations. The U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, for example, regulates both individual stock brokers as well as large, multinational corporations that issue stock.

   - Many regulated businesses are themselves large, complex organizations, often using advanced technologies in challenging industrial operations. The regulator is, in an important sense, a meta-manager of regulated organizations: managing their managers.
Many regulated firms operate in a competitive market environment and, as a result, are constantly innovating with new technologies, operations, and products. This dynamism presents challenges for regulatory oversight.

Regulated firms are themselves institutions that produce social value. Regulated businesses are employers in their communities and produce valued goods and services that make life possible and worthwhile. Although their private interests are not always fully aligned with the public interest—hence, market failures—regulated firms’ conduct is seldom banned outright, as with criminal behavior that police officers enforce. Normal business activities, whether automobile manufacturing, energy development, or air transportation services, are regulated, not treated as something like narcotics trafficking, which is banned altogether.

Regulated firms are made up of thinking, strategic managers. The world-class violinist does not have to worry about her violin actively moving its strings to avoid her fingers or the bow.

Implications for regulatory excellence

The combination of these common features of a regulator mean that the attainment of regulatory excellence will typically be different from, if not even more difficult than, excellence in other domains. To an extent greater than most other professions or endeavors, a regulator’s performance is ultimately affected by those who reside outside the regulatory institution itself. Regulatory excellence, then, is interdependent on a diverse and adaptive collection of other individuals and entities.

- **Interdependent.** A regulator’s performance depends on other institutions and entities in the overarching nexus of relationships within which it is embedded. Its markers of success will depend on other institutions’ goals (e.g., the legislature and public) that define its mission, and its attainment of success will crucially depend on choices made by those in the regulated industry. The regulator is just part of an overall “system” that includes both other governmental entities as well as the industry that it regulates.

- **Diverse.** The other entities and individuals upon which a regulator’s success depends will often be quite heterogeneous.
  - The word “publics” would be more apt than “public.” The public includes industry, its employees, and its investors. But it also includes regulatory beneficiaries and their representatives, other community members and interested persons, networks of experts, and even sometimes future generations. Minority opinions or groups also merit particular consideration.
  - Regulators need to interface effectively with other governmental officials and bodies in their own jurisdiction as well as with those in other jurisdictions and countries. When successful regulation demands international regulatory cooperation, the degree of heterogeneity a regulator encounters only increases.
As already noted, regulated entities are themselves highly varied. Not only do they differ greatly in terms of their size and capacities (large vs. small firms vs. individuals), but they also vary in terms of their willingness to cooperate (responsible compliers vs. recalcitrant laggards).

- **Adaptive.** Scientific knowledge grows and changes over time. Public preferences can also shift over time, as can electoral and legislative coalitions, even if laws themselves are not amended. In addition, regulated firms are not static either, but they are changing because of the:
  - Competitive business environment in which they are situated (e.g., with incentives to innovate), and the
  - Imperfect alignment of private interests with public interest (e.g., some firms may adapt by complying with the letter but not the spirit of the rules, or they might try to evade detection of their noncompliance).

Of course, even though excellence for regulators may differ in these three ways from excellence in other domains, this hardly means that regulatory excellence is unattainable nor that it is not worthwhile to achieve. It only means that it could be all the more challenging and therefore all the more critical to act deliberately and try harder.

**Regulating and parenting**

It may help in understanding the nature of these challenges for a regulator – and what regulatory excellence really means – to see how, in the same three ways as just discussed, a regulator is a lot like a parent. The success of each – regulator and parent – is in some irreducible sense out of their hands. In other words, success for each is interdependent. Parents who are by all accounts excellent (e.g., caring, nurturing, and wise) could still have one of their children turn out to be rather self-centered, rude, needy, or indolent. On the other hand, examples abound of highly successful, self-actualizing individuals who nevertheless had parents who were, if not abusive, at least neglectful and decidedly subpar.

*If risks are not managed successfully, it is not always the ‘fault’ of the regulator. Primary responsibility often lies with the generators of the risk, who may not have co-operated with regulatory demands or been capable of managing risks.*


In addition, as most parents with more than one child can attest, different children will have different needs. They are diverse. The best way to guide one child’s growth may not work as well for another child, even within the same family. Although fairness may require a certain level of consistent treatment, parenting still requires recognizing children's differences and showing a willingness to adjust as appropriate to meet each child’s own personality and needs.

Finally, it should be obvious that children are adaptive. How a parent treats a three-year-old should not be the same way the parent treats that same child at the age of ten, twenty, or thirty.

Regulators and parents have another thing in common: they only partially determine outcomes. In other words, as important as they can be in shaping behavior, whether of regulated firms or children, they are not the only important forces affecting that behavior. Children’s behavior, and their ultimate success in life, will be shaped by more than just their parents. It will be shaped by nature (e.g., genetic predispositions or other ingrained qualities, such as personality) as well as by environmental influences (e.g., teachers, peers, and the larger culture). Similarly, much more than the regulator influences the behavior of regulated individuals and organizations. Regulated firms have their own version of “nature” – that is, their organizational culture and other internal factors. They also confront a variety of external factors, including economic and social pressures in addition to regulation. It is sometimes said that a regulated firm operates under more than just a regulatory license, but an economic license and social license too.19
Recognizing the myriad factors that affect outcomes leads to two implications for regulatory excellence. First, to be most successful, regulators will need to adapt their strategies to account for differences in economic and social factors. Regulators may need, for example, to vary their levels of inspections during different economic cycles, perhaps inspecting more frequently during times of economic distress. On the other hand, regulators may need to inspect less frequently those firms that are located in denser social networks where others – proxy “inspectors,” such as unions, business competitors, or community groups – are keeping watch over regulated firms.19

Second, even when they take economic and social factors into account, regulators will not always be able to control regulated firms’ behavior or its associated outcomes. Internal, economic, or social factors do matter, and to the extent that they overwhelm or counteract factors under the control of the regulator, even the most excellent regulators will not be able to prevent all problematic behavior or eliminate all undesirable outcomes.

Generalizing about excellence: reputation, leadership, consistency

“Obviously some things are better than others,” author Robert Pirsig once wrote in his novel focused on the concept of quality.20 Pirsig continued by asking, “But what’s the ‘betterness’?” Pirsig’s searching question about the meaning of quality can be asked about regulators too. What is regulatory quality – or regulatory “betterness”?

In an important sense, as already noted, regulatory quality is interdependent and can be determined only by reference to the regulator’s mission, with its origins in the legal mandate establishing the regulator or authorizing it to exercise governmental authority. Good regulators accomplish their missions well, but excellent regulators accomplish their missions exceedingly well.

But can regulatory quality also transcend a specific mission, time, and place? Can we generalize about regulatory excellence?

These are critical questions that underlie this report – and the entire report is premised on affirmative answers. Just as it is possible to generalize about regulation and regulators, it is also meaningful to search for ways to generalize about regulatory excellence. But how exactly should we do so? This section considers three possible ways that one might generalize about regulatory excellence: reputation, leadership, and consistency. All are related and important, but the last of these – consistency – best reflects the main approach taken in this report, namely to identify attributes of excellence that regulators should consistently demonstrate in practice by and through their organizational traits, their actions, and the outcomes they achieve.

Reputation. The first way to generalize about excellence would be to treat as excellent any regulator that has obtained a reputation for excellence. This approach has considerable appeal because reputation in other settings is often a good indicator of excellence. Consider, for example, if you asked a hospital’s receptionist which of its doctors are excellent. You would likely get names of physicians with a reputation for being excellent. And those reputations would help you in identifying which doctors are excellent.

But does that mean that reputation defines excellence? At least for regulators, though probably for others too, the connection between excellence and reputation is not very straightforward. For one thing, if a regulator’s excellence

One determinant of a government agency’s effectiveness is its reputation, or ‘brand’... A good reputation can help the agency recruit skilled personnel, gain deference from courts, build credibility with business managers, and build popular support that can yield larger budgets and enhancements to its powers. An agency with a strong brand stands a greater chance of being effective than one with a weak brand.

depended on its reputation, this would add yet an additional layer of complexity to the interdependency of its success. Regulators’ reputations, after all, depend not only on how the public views what the regulator does, but also how the public views the regulated industry. And as noted above, the public comprises many different individuals, communities, and entities. If regulatory excellence was defined in terms of a regulator’s reputation, this would only beg the question: its reputation among whom, exactly?

There is yet another important reason to be cautious about treating regulatory excellence as a matter of reputation. Reputations are affected by factors unrelated to the regulator and how it undertakes to fulfill its responsibilities. A reputation might well be heavily influenced, for example, by people’s satisfaction with a regulator’s decisions. And yet regulators – even, if not especially, excellent ones – cannot and should not always satisfy everyone. If the best regulators make some people dissatisfied, then the best regulators may not always get much reputational credit for the tough choices they confront and make.

It is possible, of course, for a regulator to gain a positive reputation by pursuing or achieving excellence. But such an outcome is hardly guaranteed. As political scientist Daniel Carpenter has written:

> Reputations, while they do not emerge exogenously, also do not admit easily of strategic design. A reputation is not something fully chosen by an organization or its leaders but is shaped as well by an organization’s audiences and less authoritative members.23

Not only is a good reputation not guaranteed, even if a regulator is truly excellent, it is also possible for a regulator’s overall reputation to be tarnished by the failing of just one or a few individuals. Ultimately, the question is whether a regulator’s reputation – good or bad – is deserved. That is really the question of regulatory excellence. A reputation for regulatory excellence can be a positive byproduct of regulatory excellence, and such a positive reputation may well be a resource upon which an excellent regulator can draw, but a good reputation does not by itself define excellence.

Leadership. If regulatory excellence cannot be generally or automatically defined in terms of a regulator’s reputation, perhaps it makes more sense to think about excellence in terms of leadership. Here the connection could be quite straightforward if “leadership” were taken to mean simply being “best in class” or “excellent.” In other words, if regulatory leaders are taken to be simply exemplary or excellent regulators, we have definitional equivalence—but no real advancement in understanding the meaning of regulatory excellence or leadership.

A broader understanding of leadership might help. One such understanding emphasizes how leaders are dedicated to the service of others even at personal cost to themselves. Former U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt had this kind of leadership in mind when he wrote approvingly of the leader who “dares greatly”:

> The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again, because there is no effort without error and shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the best knows in the end the triumph of high achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly.24

In this sense of leadership, the leader stands apart not so much by accomplishment but by devotion and courage. By stepping forward to lead, leaders make themselves vulnerable to criticism, resistance, and highly visible failure.
Given the challenges that most regulators face, excellence does require leadership in this sense. The nature of their work means that they will likely face criticism from competing or powerful interests in society. As already noted, all regulators confront tradeoffs in pursuing their work. Prompting industry to make environmental improvements, for example, may increase costs to otherwise vital and productive industries. Achieving greater fuel efficiency in automobiles may lead to lighter and smaller vehicles that provide diminished protection to their occupants during accidents. An excellent regulator will certainly look for innovative strategies that can sometimes ameliorate or even side-step tradeoffs, but some tradeoffs will still be inevitable. The excellent regulator will need to confront these tradeoffs responsibly in order to make an optimal and appropriate “balance” between competing values. Since such an optimum will rarely mean splitting the difference evenly, the excellent regulator will need to act decisively even if doing so generates criticism, anger, or disappointment from segments of the public.

An excellent regulator may even need to show this kind of leadership at times by taking responsible action in the face of pressing, major problems falling within the scope of its mission, even if the regulator’s legal mandate contains some ambiguities or gaps. The regulator may first look for at least partial solutions for which it does possess clear authority to implement. While still being respectful of the legislature that established it, the excellent regulator may also try to promote awareness within government—and perhaps also in the larger public—seeking to use persuasion and moral authority to affect change. In such an educative role, the regulator may try to bring along other parts of government, persuading them to clarify laws or close policy gaps. In exceptional or emergency situations, time may not allow for such persuasion and, after careful deliberation, the regulator may need to be prepared to take action on its own, accepting fully whatever legal risks might subsequently arise.

Of course, while it is clear that excellence in regulating requires courage, giving precision to leadership as a measure or definition of excellence is another matter altogether. Effective leadership surely demands more than just courage. After all, some leaders are good leaders, while others are truly excellent ones. What exactly are the qualities of leadership that would define excellent regulators? In other words, even with the concept of leadership, the question of what’s the “betterness” of excellent regulators still remains.

**Consistency.** This report concludes that what makes certain regulators qualify as excellent will in the end be determined by the specific attributes that they exhibit. Do they set the right priorities? Do they make sound, evidence-based decisions? Are they inclusive and transparent? Do they deliver high public value? Excellent regulators will exhibit attributes like those reflected in these questions, attributes which the next section of this chapter will discuss and analyze in greater depth.
For now, it is enough to note that whatever the attributes may be that mark a regulator to be excellent, presumably most if not all of these attributes should also be present in many “merely” good regulators. A good regulator will surely set priorities well, rely on evidence, be inclusive and transparent, and so forth. What then distinguishes, as a general matter, the excellent regulators from the merely good ones?

Consistency. The good regulator will exhibit many of the same attributes, but not as consistently or at as high a level as will excellent regulators. Consistency – a well-established, demonstrated, and enduring pattern of superior performance in key attributes – is the general definition of excellence in any endeavor. A good tennis player, for example, can hit the ball over the net and keep it in the court, but an excellent tennis player hits the ball over the net and keeps it in the court on a highly consistent basis.

Much the same is true for regulators. The excellent regulator is one that consistently exhibits the attributes of excellent regulators. We now turn to those attributes.

A plethora of attributes

The Penn Program on Regulation’s team found, as Socrates noted in the quotation at the beginning of this chapter, that when we went searching for one virtue – regulatory excellence – we found many other virtues. Throughout the Best-in-Class Project, the Penn team heard a plethora of attributes being used to define regulatory excellence: transparent, smart, fair, firm, consistent, flexible, accountable, adaptive, trustworthy, effective, credible, equitable, efficient, timely, responsive . . . and the list goes on. It is probably only a small exaggeration to say that almost every positive adjective one can imagine has been used by someone to characterize an excellent regulator.

As discussed in Appendix E, an original study prepared as part of the Best-in-Class Project examined regulators’ strategic plans in the energy and environmental field from nine different countries, seeking to divine from their stated aspirations what they themselves think are characteristics of regulatory excellence. After carefully reviewing the mission statements and strategic objectives of twenty such plans, the authors of that study worked backwards to identify a total of 25 distinct attributes of excellence, which they then grouped into seven broad categories as shown in the table on the next page.26

---

“Demonstrated” and “Enduring” Quality as Precondition for Regulatory Excellence

In his in-depth study of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), Harvard political scientist Daniel Carpenter (2010) observes how the FDA for many years, in survey after survey, “has consistently been named or identified as one of the most popular and well-respected agencies in government.” He also notes that despite “the rough and tumble of American politics,” both “conservatives and liberals alike heap praise upon the agency.” What was the source of the FDA’s high reputation? Carpenter attributes it to an image of a regulator that possesses “a demonstrated capacity for citizen protection, a vigilance against threats to drug safety and medicinal effect, an enduring commitment to scientific principles of assessment, unremunerated work of regulation, [and] appropriate flexibility to pivotal constituencies.”

- Daniel Carpenter, Reputation and Power (2010)
In another effort to learn about what others perceive as the attributes of regulatory excellence, the Penn team read widely in the academic and policy literature on regulation and regulatory management. Appendix G displays the diverse and extensive set of attributes contained in numerous reports, articles, guidelines, and books from Canada and around the world. Consider, for the sake of illustration, the attributes found in just two of these sources. In their *Handbook for Evaluating Infrastructure Regulatory Systems*, produced for the World Bank, the former regulator Ashley Brown and his co-authors present the following ten “principles” for regulators:

1. Independence;
2. Accountability;
3. Transparency and public participation;
4. Predictability;
5. Clarity of roles;
6. Completeness and clarity in rules;
7. Proportionality;
8. Requisite powers;
9. Appropriate institutional characteristics; and
10. Integrity.28

Similarly, in his book, *Preside or Lead? The Attributes and Actions of Effective Regulators*, utility attorney Scott Hempling describes an excellent regulator as one that is:

1. Purposeful;
2. Educated;
3. Decisive;
4. Independent;
5. Disciplined;
6. Synthesizing;
7. Creative;
8. Respectful; and
9. Ethical.29

Many other sources provide similar lists of key attributes or qualities of excellent regulators (see Appendix G).

In addition, we reviewed the “guiding principles” for high-quality regulation adopted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), set

---

**ATTRIBUTES OF REGULATORY EXCELLENCE REVEALED IN REGULATORS’ STRATEGIC PLANS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute Categories</th>
<th>Specific Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Efficient</td>
<td>Burden-Reducing; Timely; Economizing; Accessible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educative</td>
<td>Didactic; Evangelistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplicative</td>
<td>Strict (when deterrence value is high); Cooperative within Government (solving joint problems); Collaborative with the Regulated; Enlisting the Citizenry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportional</td>
<td>Worst-First Oriented; Risk- and Benefit-Considering; Research-driven; Matching Regulatory Design to Context</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vital</td>
<td>Skilled and Diverse; Cutting-edge Technologically; Nimble; Evaluative (forwards and backwards)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Just</td>
<td>Attentive to Populations Vulnerable to Hazards/Risks; Attentive to Populations Vulnerable to Regulatory Costs; Consulting and Intervening in Two Complementary Fair Ways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honest</td>
<td>Forthright; Independent (Avoiding Conflict of Interest and Regulatory Capture); Explanatory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
out in the box above. Although the OECD prioritizes substantive principles of market reform, its guidelines also evince many of the same qualities found in the work by Brown et al., Hempling, and others whose work is listed in Appendix G, including transparency, fairness, efficiency, adaptability, and analytic rigor. 30

The attributes contained in the literature also generally track what we heard from participants in our two dialogues in Alberta, in our international expert dialogue, and in meetings and interviews with other government officials and concerned members of the public. The vast number of attributes we heard turned out to be rather staggering.

To be sure, some overlap exists across sources. Hempling’s “independent” matches Brown et al.’s “independence,” and his “ethical” lines up with their “integrity,” and maybe his “purposeful” is akin to their “clarity of roles.” But the others in the Hempling and Brown et al. lists seem rather different – and yet all seem plausibly valid candidates for attributes of excellence. Would anyone argue against excellent regulators being “creative,” “respectful,” or “disciplined”?

The point is that just by merely drawing on two sources, we can easily develop a list of at least fifteen or more distinct attributes. Add to those the other non-duplicative attributes in Appendix G, plus the twenty-five attributes in the Finkel et al. study of strategic plans, and the result is a rather unwieldy list.

There is no denying the value of any of these attributes individually. Using all of them to build a model of an excellent regulator, however, seems a bit like constructing a super-superhero by combining the powers of Iron Man, Hulk, Superman, Wonder Woman, Thor, Spiderman, and the Fantastic Four. This is not to suggest that an excellent regulator is superhuman. Nor is it to deny that combining all those superpowers would make for one formidable action figure! It is true that an excellent regulator does need to exhibit a plethora of attributes; it is just that the longer the list of attributes grows, the more it begins to look itself like a highly detailed rule-book.

It gets even more unwieldy if one were to take into account in a definition of excellence the very fine-grained objectives that individual regulators necessarily have when operating under their own legal mandates. To illustrate how many

---

**OECD Guiding Principles for Regulatory Quality and Performance (2005)**

1. Adopt at the political level broad programmes of regulatory reform that establish clear objectives and frameworks for implementation.

2. Assess impacts and review regulations systematically to ensure that they meet their intended objectives efficiently and effectively in a changing and complex economic and social environment.

3. Ensure that regulations, regulatory institutions charged with implementation, and regulatory processes are transparent and non-discriminatory.

4. Review and strengthen where necessary the scope, effectiveness and enforcement of competition policy.

5. Design economic regulations in all sectors to stimulate competition and efficiency, and eliminate them except where clear evidence demonstrates that they are the best way to serve broad public interests.

6. Eliminate unnecessary regulatory barriers to trade and investment through continued liberalization and enhance the consideration and better integration of market openness throughout the regulatory process, thus strengthening economic efficiency and competitiveness.

7. Identify important linkages with other policy objectives and develop policies to achieve those objectives in ways that support reform.
more attributes could be offered if one were to define them in terms of the specific objectives of individuals regulators, contrast the attributes shown in Appendix G with just a few of the fine-grained regulatory objectives recently articulated by a single oil and gas regulator, the Railroad Commission of Texas:

- Reduce the occurrence of identified pollution violations associated with fossil fuel energy production in Texas from fiscal year 2002 levels.
- Identify and correct existing environmental threats through voluntary operator actions or with use of state funds.
- Protect public health and the environment by identifying, assessing, and prioritizing wells that require the use of state funds for plugging and provide assistance for operator-initiated corrective actions.31

As staggering as the number of general attributes in Appendix G may seem, the number of specific attributes, like those articulated by the Texas Railroad Commission, would necessarily be larger still. Indeed, if the attributes of regulatory excellence take the degree of specificity as illustrated by the objectives of the Texas regulator, the number of attributes for excellent regulators could proliferate dramatically—equaling the number of individual problems that a regulator aims to solve multiplied by the number of values or objectives that define success in solving those problems. Moreover, those problems will vary over time and, more greatly, from regulator to regulator.

The proliferation of potential attributes poses a conceptual and practical hurdle in developing a general framework of regulatory excellence. It is not that there is anything wrong with creating highly specific objectives for a regulator to meet. On the contrary, as Chapter 3 of this report discusses, excellent regulators will want to select specific metrics to measure and use to manage better their performance. What is important to see is that these more specific objectives do not constitute general “attributes of regulatory excellence,” that is, they do not define the essence of regulatory excellence. Rather, they help constitute or make operational the kind of high-level, generalizable attributes that are the central concern of the Best-in-Class Project.

To illustrate the difference between attributes of excellence and more specific performance objectives, consider a set of widely accepted public policy criteria: effectiveness, cost-effectiveness, efficiency, equity, legality, and administrative feasibility. Criteria like these are often used to guide policy decision-making, but to use them in making a concrete decision necessarily requires filling in the details—or making them operational. The policy criterion of effectiveness can, for example, help a mine safety and health regulator make decisions, but it needs to be operationalized in terms of something more specific, whether it is effectiveness in terms of “avoiding mine cave-ins” or in terms of “reducing black lung disease.” The same thing is true for attributes of excellence, which might well overlap with some of the standard policy criteria. To move a large, complex organization like a regulator toward excellence, everyone in the organization needs to know and exhibit the essential components of regulatory excellence. The general attributes of excellence can and should focus management decision-making, even though each individual regulator will need to fill in the details about what each general attribute means in its own society, circumstances, and time period.
Core attributes: the “RegX molecule”

What qualities, then, constitute the core general attributes of regulatory excellence? The key task in this section is to distill regulatory excellence to its essence. Just as chemists break down matter into its component parts, we need to break down regulatory excellence into its core attributes. Treating regulatory excellence as a molecule – let us call it “RegX,” for Regulatory Excellence – we have found that it is made up of three “atoms”: (1) Utmost Integrity, (2) Empathic Engagement, and (3) Stellar Competence. (See the figure to the right.) The three atoms in the RegX molecule embrace the myriad attributes found in all the research, interviews, and dialogue sessions that were part of the Best-in-Class Project. The adjectives “utmost,” “empathic,” and “stellar” intentionally remind us that although even merely good regulators will need integrity, engagement, and competence, excellent regulators must possess these attributes in abundance and demonstrate them consistently.

The Utmost Integrity atom is about much more than just a lack of corruption – although it is certainly about that too. Foundationally, it is about the character of the regulator: its commitment to serving the public interest, to respecting the law and duly elected representatives, to taking evidence and analysis seriously, to admitting and learning from mistakes, and so forth. Attributes such as honesty, humility, and public-spirited all fit within this category. But so too will courage, as seeking to act in a way that advances overall public value will, by necessity for a regulator, require making decisions that will displease some segments of society, including sometimes some of the most powerful segments.

The Empathic Engagement atom is about transparency and public engagement; it is about how the regulator interacts with the public. Does the regulator, for example, provide adequate public notice of its activities? Does it affirmatively solicit public input and seek to educate the public? Just as importantly, empathic engagement refers to the attitudes a regulator’s employees exhibit when they interact with others. This encompasses how inspectors treat the managers of the facilities they are inspecting – as well as how the person picking up the phone in the regulator’s home office treats the non-native language speaker who has a question. Do they treat others respectfully? Do they assume at the outset that noncompliance might not always stem from ill will? Finally, when they make decisions, do they provide clear, sincere, and coherent reasons for them?

The Stellar Competence atom is about delivering substantive outcomes – achieving high performance – and everything a regulator does to advance those substantive outcomes that yield maximal public value. The criterion of efficiency – which 90% of the strategic plans in Finkel et al. referenced – fits into this category, and so too does effectiveness and the distributional equity of outcomes. Competence, though, is also about various qualities related to best regulatory practices, such as proportionality, flexible instruments, and risk-informed priority-setting. Finally, included too are numerous qualities that describe regulatory personnel, their technical knowledge and skill, as well as other organizational resources needed to deliver stellar outcomes: e.g., adequate fiscal resources, state-of-the-art information technology systems, and so forth.

The table on the next page shows how the three atoms of the RegX molecule can be used to organize and make sense of the attributes put forward by Brown et al. and Hempling. We use their lists merely for illustration; the same sorting and categorization into these three core “atoms” could be completed for any of the attributes in Appendix G, as well as those that Penn Program on Regulation team members heard in interviews and dialogues.
### ORGANIZING SPECIFIC ATTRIBUTES BY THE RegX MOLECULE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Utmost Integrity</strong></td>
<td>independence; accountability; integrity; appropriate institutional characteristics</td>
<td>purposeful; independent; disciplined; ethical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Empathic Engagement</strong></td>
<td>transparency and public participation; predictability; completeness and clarity in rules; appropriate institutional characteristics</td>
<td>respectful; synthesizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stellar Competence</strong></td>
<td>clarity of roles; proportionality; requisite powers; appropriate institutional characteristics</td>
<td>educated; decisive; creative; synthesizing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nine tenets of regulatory excellence

Beyond distilling the attributes of excellence into three core “atoms,” the expansive research and outreach conducted during the Best-in-Class Project led ultimately to nine essential “take-away” tenets about regulatory excellence. The nine tenets shown below together represent the most significant, comprehensive but still compact general aspirational statements of regulatory excellence of anything we have encountered. They are also helpfully aligned, as should be clear, with the three core RegX attributes.

An excellent regulator consistently holds itself to the highest standards of integrity.

1. **Fidelity to law:** An excellent regulator seeks to comply faithfully with all legitimate laws.
2. **Respect for democracy:** An excellent regulator recognizes and seeks to fulfill its role in a democratic system by yielding to clear and proper commands by elected officials, and also by seeking as needed to initiate or contribute to productive public dialogue on issues relevant to the regulator’s mission.
3. **Commitment to public interest:** An excellent regulator strives to serve the public interest first and foremost, not to succumb to expediency nor display bias toward select private interests.

An excellent regulator engages empathically with all facets of society when making decisions and exercising authority.

4. **Even-handedness:** An excellent regulator engages fairly with all affected interests, recognizing that sometimes even-handedness will require affirmative outreach to ensure that otherwise poorly represented views are adequately heard.
5. **Listening:** An excellent regulator wants to hear what everyone who has values or interests at stake in its decisions has to say, seeking to understand how its decisions will affect others and trying to make decisions that benefit from the different knowledge distributed throughout society.
6. **Responsiveness:** An excellent regulator responds to concerns and explains its decisions fully and sincerely, being transparent not merely by providing access to information but also by giving reasons for its actions (including decisions not to act) and addressing all important arguments for and against its chosen course of action.

An excellent regulator demonstrates consistently stellar competence by using its available resources to maximize public value.

7. **Analytical capability:** An excellent regulator seeks out reliable data and conducts analysis sincerely with the aim of synthesizing the best available evidence to support its decisions, seeking to reduce and manage risks smartly (even though risk may never be able to be eliminated entirely).
8. **Instrumental capacity:** With a sufficiently-funded and highly-trained staff working in a supportive organizational culture, an excellent regulator uses the best tools and technologies available to solve problems and earnestly seek continuous improvement through regular performance measurement and evaluation.
9. **High performance:** An excellent regulator consistently delivers significant positive public value, something which is not necessarily the same as making everyone happy (the latter which may be unattainable or undesirable).
Of course, other propositions about regulatory performance might well be offered. But these nine tenets, based upon considered judgment, extensive outreach, and in-depth research, distill the essence of regulatory excellence. A regulator that is not aligned well with all nine tenets might be a good regulator; it could not be said to be an excellent regulator.

**Excellence is not error-free**

Although excellence requires consistently living out the nine tenets of regulatory excellence, it should be made clear that excellence is not the same as perfection. As the American football coach Vince Lombardi said when urging his players to achieve perfection, in the end “perfection is not attainable.” The excellent regulator will, and must, always strive for perfection and never be truly satisfied with anything short of it. Nevertheless, the reality is that mistakes inevitably will happen – and perhaps some of them could possibly be quite tragic if not catastrophic. The regulator is, after all, overseeing the behavior of others, and a mistake that arises within the operation of a regulated entity may at times be beyond what would be possible for even the most excellent of regulators to have prevented.

In the pursuit of excellence, regulators will make their own mistakes too. Acting entirely in good faith, they will find they need to adapt and learn by doing in order to refine their delivery on the three RegX attributes. Yet “learn by doing” is just another name for “trial-and-error,” the latter which expressly acknowledges that mistakes do happen. Mistakes actually provide opportunities for knowledge generation. An organizational culture oriented around the avoidance of all mistakes would result in no action ever being taken – and even that would lead to mistaken delays and inaction. Regulating is itself a risky business, with risks from acting as well as risks from not acting. Too much risk aversion on the part of a regulator is definitely not conducive to regulatory excellence.

**The TAO of regulatory excellence**

Now that we have distilled the attributes of excellence into three core “atoms” and have articulated nine tenets of regulatory excellence, a further question naturally arises: To what do these attributes apply? In other words, exactly what aspect of a regulator must reflect the utmost integrity, empathic engagement, and stellar competence?

In discussing regulatory excellence and reading what others have written about regulatory performance, we have noticed that different people – and even sometimes the same people in different parts of a discussion – conceptualize a regulator’s excellence three different ways, based on the regulator’s (1) **Traits**, (2) **Actions**, or (3) **Outcomes** – or the “TAO” of regulatory excellence.
• **Excellence as traits.** Some people think of excellence in terms of the traits of a regulator as an organization. They use adjectives such as, “strong,” “well-funded,” “adequately staffed,” “credible,” “honest,” “legitimate,” and so forth. When they do so, they are not intending to describe specific actions or outcomes but rather a general “state” of the regulator—a standing set of “resources” upon which it has to draw or a general posture that it holds in conducting its day-to-day operations and affecting outcomes in the world. Excellence as traits means that the regulator, as an overall entity, reflects the utmost integrity, empathic engagement, and stellar competence.

• **Excellence as actions.** Another way to think of excellence lies in the type of actions the regulator takes in the course of regulating, whether in issuing new rules, inspecting facilities, prosecuting violators, or undertaking other day-to-day work. Adjectives sometimes describe the regulator’s actions as “vigilant,” “serious,” “reasonable,” “evidence-based,” and so forth. Other times actions are described in terms of specific types of best practices, e.g., “an excellent regulator targets the worst risks,” “an excellent regulator uses flexible regulatory instruments,” “an excellent regulator adopts a problem-solving rather than a punitive approach to enforcement,” and so forth.

• **Excellence as outcomes.** Ultimately the traits of a regulator, as well as its actions, should lead to publicly valued outcomes, such as reduced safety risks or improved market efficiencies. After all, that is what makes people want to define excellence in terms of certain traits and actions, because they think those traits and actions are connected to excellent outcomes. A regulator possessing the trait of “strength,” for example, is thought to be more likely to achieve effective outcomes. A regulator who acts by using flexible regulatory instruments is expected to achieve more cost-effective or efficient outcomes.

Clearly, outcomes matter. Adjectives describing desirable regulatory outcomes are often used to define regulatory excellence. Sometimes the outcomes are substantive ones, including:

- **effective** (solving a problem or achieving a desired outcome);
- **cost-effective** (achieving a specific level of some outcome, i.e., problem reduction, at a low cost);
- **efficient** (balancing problem reduction with other concerns, such as costs, so as to achieve an optimal level of problem reduction); and
- **equitable** (resulting in a fair distribution of the costs and benefits of regulatory action).

In addition, adjectives can describe excellent process-oriented outcomes, such as: *legitimate, credible,* and *trustworthy.* Some of these process-oriented adjectives are the same as the ones used to describe general traits of a regulatory organization, but they can also describe the outcomes of specific processes. For example, do the regulator’s public hearings leave members of the public feeling the hearing process is legitimate (i.e., that they were listened to and respected)?

Traits, actions, and outcomes have a close bearing on each other. Traits can help reinforce certain kinds of actions, while consistency in actions over time can help determine traits. Both traits and actions, as noted, affect outcomes.

Regulatory excellence occurs when a regulator’s traits, actions, and outcomes are in sync with each other and align well with the core attributes and tenets of regulatory excellence. For example, consider the “responsiveness” tenet of regulatory excellence, which is a component of the RegX attribute of emphatic engagement. Responsiveness can be manifested as a trait, an action, or an outcome. A regulator exhibiting responsiveness as a trait will create and maintain an organizational culture that values openness and conveys a welcoming attitude to the public. A regulator takes responsive actions by, among other things, preparing

*The highest excellence is like that of water. The excellence of water appears in its benefiting all things...*

- Lao-tzu, Tao Te Ching
clear expository documents to accompany its regulatory
decisions, openly acknowledging all the public concerns
that the regulator heard, explaining how the regulator has
addressed these concerns, and offering reasons for those
concerns with which the regulator disagrees. A regulator
achieves responsive outcomes when affected citizens show
they understand the reasons provided by the regulator and
when those disappointed in a decision nevertheless can at
least reluctantly accept what the agency decided. In other
words, when all three of these meanings of excellence –
traits, actions, outcomes – reinforce each other, and when
they exhibit the core attributes and tenets of excellence, a
regulator has then attained the highest regulatory excellence.
Chapter 2.

SEEKING REGULATORY EXCELLENCE

We do not act rightly because we have virtue or excellence, but rather we have these because we have acted rightly.

- Will Durant, The Story of Philosophy, on Aristotle’s ethics

How does a regulator achieve excellence? What steps can a regulator take to align its traits, actions, and outcomes better with the attributes and tenets of regulatory excellence articulated in Chapter 1? Just as it is helpful to think carefully about the core RegX attributes, it is also vital to think more deeply about what a regulator does – and, more importantly, what it needs to do to seek excellence.

This chapter offers guidance about how a regulator can more consistently exhibit the attributes of utmost integrity, empathic engagement, and stellar competence. It begins by presenting a general model of regulation as a guiding framework that any regulator can use to seek or maintain excellence. That model consists of three major parts – the regulator’s organization, its actions, and its performance, which parallel the TAO of Regulatory Excellence.

Building on the model presented here, this chapter then reviews a series of steps that regulators can take to move forward on the regulatory excellence path, focusing on steps it can take to improve its organization and its actions so as to yield better outcomes. Those steps encompass four major facets of a regulator’s operations: (1) internal management, (2) priority-setting and decision-making, (3) problem-solving (e.g., rulemaking, enforcement, and incident response), and (4) external engagement. Throughout, this chapter reveals that regulatory excellence depends on the quality, professionalism, and empathy of the people who work for a regulator. Regulatory excellence is ultimately “people excellence.”

A model of regulatory organization, action, and performance

To begin to see how a regulator can seek excellence, let us consider a very general model of a regulator’s organization, action, and performance, as shown on the next page. Of course, as with any generalization, this one greatly simplifies a complex and interactive chain of causal relationships between a regulator and the world with which it interacts. But for purposes of understanding how a regulator moves toward excellence, this model marks an important conceptual starting point.
The model consists of five boxes connected with arrows to convey the logical and causal connections between each box. In any regulatory field or sector of the economy, regulation begins on the left side of the model, with the creation or authorization of a regulatory organization. For example, a decision is made to regulate the environmental impacts of oil and gas development and then a public organization is designated to oversee the operations of the oil and gas industry. That regulatory organization will take a variety of actions intended to influence the behavior of oil and gas companies in order to deliver substantive outcomes such as reduced pollution or other forms of risk reduction. In addition, how the regulator undertakes its work contributes to perceptual outcomes – such as varying degrees of public approval, confidence, trust, and legitimacy.

The model provides an important frame of reference that allows a regulator to think strategically about what parts of its operations need improvement, to plan new steps aimed at achieving improvement, and, as will be discussed in the next chapter, to measure how much improvement it makes. The model does not, of course, tell a regulator exactly what it needs to do to manage its organization better or what specific actions it must take to generate better performance. The actual appropriate and necessary actions may well be as varied as regulators themselves. After all, the problems they are charged to address vary, just as do the types of industries they oversee and the social conditions that exist in affected parts of their populations.

Consequently, although the general model of regulation applies across different regulators, there can be no simple formula or checklist to guide all the myriad choices that regulators must make in the course of their day-to-day operations. The model does not define at a fine-grained level what specific actions a regulator must take to be excellent within any particular domain. But it does reveal how a regulator must strategically approach its quest for regulatory excellence.

The model comprises five boxes, but it can also be divided in half along a vertical axis. The left-most two boxes – labeled “organization” and “actions” – correspond to what the regulator is (its traits) and what the regulator does (its actions). The remaining three boxes – the right-most ones arranged in a triangular fashion in relationship to each other – collectively represent the consequences of the regulator’s organization and actions (its outcomes or performance). In this way, the model is actually a manifestation of the TAO of Regulatory Excellence. When different people think about regulatory excellence in terms of traits, actions, or outcomes, they are essentially thinking about the excellence of different parts of the regulatory model: excellence as traits of the organization, excellence as action, and excellence as outcomes that define the regulator’s performance. Let us consider in the following section each of these three segments of the model before discussing, in the subsequent section of this chapter, four key facets embedded within the left two boxes of the model that regulators can use as key leverage points to improve their performance.
Organization

Moving from left to right in the model on page 31, the chain begins with the regulator’s organization and its capacities and characteristics. These include its:

- **Structure.** Is it headed by a single official or a multi-member body? Can those members be removed at-will by political officials or is removal limited only for some good reason? These kinds of structural features may affect the types of actions the regulator takes as well as its performance.

- **Resources.** The size of the regulator’s budget will be an important and obvious resource, but so too will be its informational and human resources. Regulators need information to make sound regulatory decisions, and their organization’s information technology systems will affect how well it can act and perform. Ultimately, a regulator cannot be much better than the people who work for it. Knowledgeable, well-trained, motivated, empowered, and socially adept managers and employees make up a vital, if not the most vital, resource affecting what a regulator can do and how well it performs.

- **Legal and political support.** Other factors affecting the regulator’s actions and performance will be the legal authority and duties given to it by the legislature as well as the ongoing level of political support it enjoys from the legislature and other political institutions that oversee and interact with it.

- **Organizational culture.** The regulator’s organizational culture also matters. Culture refers to the widely held beliefs and values that pervade and persist over time within the organization. Does the regulatory organization possess a culture of learning and public service? Do the regulator’s employees exhibit positive attitudes and a strong morale?

The regulatory organization’s capacities and characteristics, in turn, affect how well the regulator can exhibit the RegX attributes. The organization’s characteristics and capacities are not themselves the RegX attributes; rather, they can either enable or hamper the regulator’s ability to achieve these attributes. Some organizational characteristics could even very closely affect these attributes. For example, an organization that is characteristically transparent can be expected, all things being equal, to possess greater integrity because special self-interested deals will likely be deterred more readily by the openness. Similarly, a regulatory organization with a culture that values and reinforces learning will more likely, all things being equal, achieve a greater level of competence than one that lacks such a learning culture.

Actions

The regulator’s organizational capacities and characteristics describe what the regulator is. The next box, moving to the right in the model on page 31, reflects what the regulator does. The model makes the “action” box look deceptively simple, but in reality the “action” any regulator takes will be plenteous and varied. Each day, every single employee of a regulator takes multiple actions, each one of which in its own context will be different from those of others. Each of these actions could also have ripple effects on the regulator’s performance. For example, a single misguided, negligent, or illegal action taken by an individual employee might well erupt into an unproductive scandal enveloping the organization, affecting how it is perceived, and possibly distracting it from other actions that would obtain positive substantive outcomes. On the other hand, a single thoughtful and responsible action – say, by the inspector who notices a problem that could have become catastrophic, an employee who conceives of an effective innovation, or another who goes out of her way to help a frustrated member of the public – can very well on its own (let alone in combination with other individuals acts) make an extraordinary positive difference in the regulator’s performance.

This report does not – and indeed cannot – offer a fine-grained recitation of all of the individual actions that, within the myriad permutations of their specific regulatory contexts, will affect a regulator’s excellence in terms of its integrity, engagement, and competence. But to generalize, consider the following six broad categories of actions, each of which falls within the second box in the model on page 31.
1. **Decision-making.** Deciding how to act is itself a kind of action. For example, regulators can make decisions on evidence or based on expediency. They can consult extensively or not at all with experts inside and outside of industry and with other regulators around the world. Two key types of decisions can be highlighted:

   - **Priority-setting.** Decisions must be made about how to allocate scarce individual and organizational resources, whether in terms of the problems on which to focus, rules that should be crafted, or regulated entities that should be targeted with limited inspection resources. Priorities should ideally be set to maximize public value from the resources available to the regulator.

   - **Solution selection.** In addition to setting priorities, regulators have to decide among possible alternative solutions to the problems they seek to solve. How thoroughly they understand the underlying causes of these problems, gather evidence, and analyze alternative possible solutions will likely affect the kinds of outcomes that arise from the selected action. It is also possible to consider how much time and effort the regulator ought to devote to such analysis, especially when problems are time-sensitive or if for other reasons the value to be gained from additional efforts at analysis cannot be justified.

   Various participants in the dialogues we held in Alberta emphasized how important it is for both priority-setting and solution selection to be informed by a full consideration of all the available scientific evidence. Some participants also emphasized that decision-making needs to be conducted in an administratively efficient manner so as to minimize delays and avoid duplication in processing time.

2. **Public engagement.** It also matters how the regulator interacts with the public, including industry, unions, advocacy groups, Aboriginal communities, think tanks, members of the media, property holders, community organizations, other governmental representatives, and other interested individuals or organizations, including from other countries. Public engagement can take many forms and be conducted in a variety of different ways. For example, it could be initiated early on in a decision-making process or only at the end when most options are settled; it could be brief and perfunctory or sustained and serious; it could be inclusive or circumscribed; and it could be conducted with arrogance or with sincerity and good will. Much the same could be said of the nature and extent of transparency a regulator provides the public. Most participants in the dialogue sessions we held in Alberta stressed the importance of an excellent regulator providing consistent transparency and affirmative public engagement throughout the entire regulatory process. They also emphasized what could be called a “transparency of reasons,” by which regulators are open in providing justifications and responding to concerns with sincere, well-developed, and clear explanations.\(^{14}\)

   As with decision-making, public engagement can (and should) either accompany or precede other kinds of actions, such as making rules. It can also be a component of a regulator’s decision-making process about any kind of action.

Steps the regulator takes to make itself transparent and to engage with the public will most obviously
affect what in the model on page 31 is labeled “Perceptual Outcomes,” such as how the regulator is trusted and the degree to which it is viewed as legitimate. They might also affect what appears in the model as “Substantive Outcomes” too – either because more meaningful and informed public opinion can help the regulator make better substantive decisions, or because increased legitimacy bolsters positive behavior by the regulated community that advances the regulator’s substantive outcomes.

Transparency and public participation can shape some of the regulator’s organizational characteristics too. By acting transparently, for example, a regulator can build or reinforce a public-spirited organizational culture.35

3. Rule-making. Although the legislature makes laws that the regulator must execute, and in some systems of government ministries set authorizing and constraining policies separate from regulators, regulators usually have authority to create more specific rules. Through the making of rules or directives, or by issuing guidance documents, regulators can clarify ambiguities in underlying laws or close policy gaps. In other words, even if a regulator’s role in rule-making is legally subsidiary to the legislator or policy-maker, sometimes as a practical matter the rule-making functions undertaken by the regulator matter much more in terms of solving real-world problems. Especially if the overriding law or policy is written only in the most aspirational generalities, rule-making by the regulator may be highly decisive. The way these rules are written will matter too. Some rules might be very stringent and others less so. Some rules give regulated firms a great deal of flexibility in how to meet the regulator’s objectives, while other rules give no flexibility (perhaps appropriately in many circumstances). Careful choices about the stringency, flexibility, and other design features of rules will be important as a regulator seeks to shape industry behavior and ultimately deliver the kind of substantive outcomes desired.

4. Rule-application. In addition to making rules, regulators also apply rules to specific individuals and circumstances. Rule application can occur through the issuance of permits, licenses, or other authorizations. It can also occur through enforcement-related actions: inspections, responses to findings of violations, and issuance of variances. Regulators have a variety of ways to apply and enforce rules – e.g., some adversarial, some more cooperative – and the choices a regulator makes about these actions and the procedures used for making them can prove a test of its excellence. In their expert papers prepared for this project, scholars John Braithwaite and Neil Gunningham provide reasons for regulators to approach rule application with flexibility and to act responsively to instances of non-compliance.36 The excellent regulator searches for an optimal mix of punitive and cooperative rule application. As political scientists Eugene Bardach and Robert A. Kagan wrote years ago, even though it is unreasonable and counterproductive for a regulator always to act punitively, its personnel still need sometimes to be very tough on non-compliant firms.37 We heard similar sentiments in our dialogues with individuals from throughout Alberta. As one participant in the province-wide dialogue put it, “a regulator cannot be seen as a rubber stamp for industry or any other particular stakeholder group.” Another participant, coming from an altogether different segment in the province, stated that the regulator must be “seen as being a fair and tough enforcer of rules and regulations; not seen
as protecting individual operators or the sector as a whole from criticism, embarrassment or financial impacts/penalties."38

5. **Incident response.** Although regulators may strive to prevent all accidents or harms from occurring, as long as some residual risk remains – which it will for any industrial activity – then accidents will still occasionally occur even under the best regulatory system. Of course, regulators can also make mistakes or overlook potential hazards. Responding responsibly and with all appropriate speed when incidents occur is a critical function of most regulators – even though this responsibility will also be shared with the responsible regulated entities and with other governmental authorities or services. Obviously, the nature of incidents can vary widely across regulators: a plane crash for an aviation regulator; a financial collapse for a banking regulator; or a chemical facility explosion for a workplace safety regulator. But how quickly and thoroughly the regulator responds, investigates, and takes corrective action speaks volumes about the regulator and affects its performance.

In a sense, incident response is a special case of rule application, for an incident makes the need for an inspection evident. If warranted, the imposition of penalties will be part of the corrective response. But an incident is not the same as the general problem of promoting compliance that typically motivates inspections and other compliance assurance efforts; the salience and gravity of an incident makes it a distinct type of problem that must be planned for, managed, and responded to effectively.39

6. **Evaluation.** Just as a regulator takes a kind of action when it analyzes its priorities and options before it...
makes or applies a rule, it also takes an important kind of action by looking back to evaluate how well it is doing. The aim with evaluation should be to learn from past actions about how to make future actions still better, as an excellent regulator seeks continuous improvement and maintains a readiness to adapt to changing circumstances. The kind of evaluation a regulator should undertake will vary in its scope and sophistication. (This issue is explored in much greater depth in the next chapter of this report.).

For a regulator to achieve excellence, its actions need to reflect the three core RegX attributes and be aligned with the nine tenets of regulatory excellence. Regulators that

---

**Incident Response and Regulatory Excellence**

As mentioned in the previous chapter, excellence does not mean error-free; it does not mean that accidents, leaks, spills, injuries, and even fatalities never occur. The excellent regulator does, of course, work diligently and effectively to reduce these tragic occurrences. But when they do occur, how the regulator responds will determine whether it can be judged an excellent regulator. As Harvard political scientist Daniel Carpenter has written, regulators’ reputations are “shaped as much by ex post responses to events as by ex ante modeling of organizational structure.”

Consider two examples of government officials from different roles, not regulators per se but each with a common thread in how they have responded to incidents and have been judged to be excellent based in part on how they have responded to calamities:

- The news outlet *Politico* recently profiled Cathy Lanier, the police chief of Washington, D.C.: “Even as police chiefs across the country are under siege ... Lanier is unassailable, roundly revered and breezing through her eighth year as chief under what is now her third mayor. Lanier is so well thought of that bestselling thriller writer David Baldacci created a character based on her ... in his 2009 novel *True Blue*. One public opinion poll pegged her approval rating at 84 percent in the District.” The *Politico* report stated that “her personal style of community relations has been key to her success.” She is, according to an experienced prosecutor, “a good listener. A lot of chiefs don’t have that quality. She talks with you, not to you.” In addition, she says herself that “responsiveness is huge.” She insists her force acts responsively to community concerns, even to the point of giving out cell phone numbers of watch commanders to concerned citizens. The *Politico* report also noted her response to homicides: “During her first two years as chief, Lanier says she tried to show up at every murder. Now she or an assistant chief makes every homicide scene. ‘Homicide is the worst thing that can happen to a community,’ she says. ‘You need to be there.’”

- Naheed Nenshi, the mayor of Calgary, came into office in 2010 with only 40% of the vote in a fractured election. But by 2013 he won reelection with a 74% landslide. He now possesses “Superman status,” according to a report in the *National Post*: “Ads for the new movie *Man of Steel* have pictures of his head on them.” His name has been featured adoringly on t-shirts and posters throughout the city. What explains his exceptional public approval? Most observers attribute it to the way he responded in the wake of horrific flooding in downtown Calgary. When floodwaters from the Bow and Elbow rivers forced thousands of city residents out of their homes, Nenshi demonstrated personal empathy and selflessness, providing frequent updates to the public and working tirelessly round the clock. He personally visited flooded areas, met with and praised volunteers, gave numerous press briefings, and used social media extensively. As one CBC report put it, he viewed his top priority as “to give people the information they need to stay safe.” He also reportedly still uses social media to be responsive to citizens of Calgary, trying to answer personally as many tweets and messages as he is able. “He uses the medium as it was designed to be used – as an interactive communications technique,” according to one observer.

use best practices with respect to each of the major types of actions highlighted here will have at least a strong presumptive case that they have met the “stellar competence” test. (Of course, if even the best practices anywhere in the world are still decidedly subpar and ineffectual, then the stellar competence test will not be met.) In terms of the test for “empathic engagement,” regulators meet it if they undertake all of their actions in the above-noted categories by reaching out to affected members of the public, listening to them, and providing responsive reasons and explanations. Regulators similarly meet the test of “utmost integrity” if, when undertaking their actions, they follow the law, respect elected officials and the democratic process, and exercise their discretion in a manner that promotes public value.

**Performance**

A regulator meets a performance-based test of excellence when the outcomes that follow from its actions also evince high levels of integrity, empathy, and competence. The regulator’s actions mark only one step in a causal chain that hopefully leads toward desired substantive outcomes. The ultimate substantive outcome is the regulator’s ultimate goal, such as improving public health. Along the causal path toward that ultimate goal will lie a series of intermediate outcomes, as alluded to in the model on page 31. For example, reducing air pollution is an intermediate step on the way to reducing cases of asthma, which is a step toward (or a manifestation of) an ultimate outcome of improved public health. These intermediate outcomes could be numerous; their number will depend on however many steps there may be in the causal chain that leads to the ultimate outcome.

The first intermediate outcome in a well-understood regulatory causal chain is represented by the “Behavior” box in the model. That behavior is the principal intervention point for a regulator, and changing it should be the first step in a causal chain leading to the ultimate outcome.

---

*Excellent regulators constantly recalibrate their programs to ensure that the right processes, standards, and approaches are working.*

Yet positive substantive outcomes might not always follow from behavioral change, even change that leads to perfect compliance with the rules. If the regulator has not understood the causal chain well enough, or if regulated entities can adapt their behavior so that it complies with the rules but still contributes to the problem, then behavioral change will not be well connected to the targeted problem and will not lead to improved substantive outcomes.

Changing unconnected behavior might still create positive perceptual outcomes, though. People feel safer. Rules requiring passengers to show identification before passing through airport security might be one such example of a rule that does little or nothing to contribute to a substantive goal of safety, as would-be terrorists can readily obtain false identification cards; yet it is a type of action that makes people feel more protected. Perceptual outcomes are another...
kind of outcome (as shown in the model on page 31). They are included in the model because of the distinctive importance of trust, legitimacy, and other public perceptions for intrinsic and instrumental reasons. Perceptual outcomes may also provide valuable insights about a regulator’s degree of empathy in its engagement as well as its overall integrity.40

In addition to integrity and empathy being connected with outcomes (even if perceptual ones), competence is even more closely related to outcomes. Stellar competence depends intrinsically on changing behavior to achieve substantive outcomes that deliver public value. As noted in Chapter 1, one of the nine tenets of regulatory excellence – the one labeled “high performance” – emphasizes that “an excellent regulator consistently delivers significant positive public value.”

Consistent positive public value does not mean, of course, achieving perfection. Defining exactly how “high” performance must be to be deemed excellent will call for qualitative judgment. A ten percent reduction in a well-understood, highly tractable problem – say, the need to remove lead additives from gasoline – might be hardly enough to qualify as high performance in most circumstances. Yet when a regulator that is charged with addressing a more persistent problem – say, automobile accidents – achieves a ten percent decline, then that could very well constitute substantial public value and truly high performance. Similarly, a ten percent additional reduction in a problem for which much progress has already been made could also be quite significant.41

For some problems, the causal pathways leading to undesirable states of the world can be highly complex, changing, or insufficiently understood; a regulator might simply be unable to craft suitable rules that address each of these pathways. Excellence in regulation, though, is not necessarily the same as excellence in crafting rules to address each and every pathway. The regulator’s purpose is ultimately to improve the world – that is, to solve problems – and it might be able to do that more effectively in many instances through means other than the creation of rules. The best strategies may well involve encouraging regulated entities themselves to take ownership in understanding and reducing regulatory problems. Although the interests of regulated entities will not always be fully aligned with those of the regulator or the public, those entities will have much better information about the causes of regulatory problems and much more ready access to solutions. If the regulator can harness regulated firms’ informational advantages and steer them toward effectively solving public problems on their own and diffusing solutions through their industry networks and supply chains, that will be perhaps the most valuable kind of behavioral change a regulator could hope to achieve. In the end, it is an empirical question whether the regulator has induced behavioral change and delivered public value. From an outcomes-oriented conception of excellence, the proof will be in the performance pudding.
Connecting RegX and the Regulatory Model: Some Illustrative Questions

The connection between the main parts of the regulatory model presented in this chapter and the attributes of excellence discussed in Chapter 1 can be illustrated by asking questions such as those listed below.

**Model Part: Organization**

*Attribute: Utmost integrity.* Does the regulator’s organization reinforce the kind of autonomy from narrow, short-term political pressures and industry interests that is needed for a regulator to act on the basis of an unbiased assessment of evidence and to deliver overall public value?

*Attribute: Empathic engagement.* Does the organization embrace and promote public awareness of and input into all aspects of its policies and practices?

*Attribute: Stellar competence.* Are the regulator’s human, financial, and information resources up to the task of making sound, evidence-based decisions that consistently deliver stellar overall performance?

**Model Part: Actions**

*Attribute: Utmost integrity.* Do the regulator’s actions evince sincerity and earnestness on a regular basis? Are these actions ones that are fair and optimally designed to deliver maximum public value?

*Attribute: Empathic engagement.* Are these actions, especially the regulator’s interactions with the public, ones that treat others with respect and dignity and that start with the assumption of the good faith of all with whom the regulator relates?

*Attribute: Stellar competence.* Are the regulator’s actions innovative, protective, and effective? Is the regulator constantly seeking to learn about best practices and refine them so that it uses the right tools to deliver superior performance?

**Model Part: Performance**

*Attribute: Utmost integrity.* Do the outcomes that follow from the regulator’s organization and its actions consistently adhere to the law and advance the public interest?

*Attribute: Empathic engagement.* Is the regulator perceived by members of the public to be highly transparent, fair, and trustworthy?

*Attribute: Stellar competence.* Do the regulator’s actions lead to desired changes in behavior by regulated firms? Does the regulator’s leadership encourage regulated entities to embrace responsibility for solving regulatory problems on their own and for working cooperatively to make gains in the public interest? Ultimately, are the regulator’s actions in fact making a significant difference in advancing its mission?
Moving forward on the regulatory excellence path

Up to now, this chapter has presented a general model of regulatory organization, action, and performance, showing how excellence can be pursued at each of the different stages leading from the regulatory organization to its actions and ultimately to their outcomes. This model also provides a framework for how a regulator can move forward on the regulatory excellence path. The basic challenge for the regulator is to ensure that each link in the model either exemplifies or supports utmost integrity, empathic engagement, and stellar competence – that is, the core attributes and tenets of regulatory excellence discussed in Chapter 1. Put another way, the regulator moves forward by building an organization that provides a foundation for excellence in its actions and performance.

No easy or generic formula exists to guarantee a regulator’s attainment of excellence, but research and practice indicate that to move forward a regulator should concentrate on four main facets of its operations:

1. Internal management
2. Priority-setting
3. Problem-solving
4. External engagement

Lessons about all four facets gleaned from existing practice and research are detailed fully in the core research papers commissioned as part of the Best-in-Class Project (see Appendix E), but all four main facets are highlighted here. The following section does not claim to provide a comprehensive account of everything a regulator needs to know, but for each of the four facets of a regulator’s operations, this section illuminates salient issues that a regulator seeking excellence needs to consider.

1. Internal management: Organizing for excellence.

Organizations – their shape, size, structure, and values – are never completely static. Regulatory leaders seeking excellence need to understand their organizations and find ways they can be designed or changed to enhance better the quest for excellence. Some of the most salient organizational considerations are mission clarity, resources and human capital, organizational autonomy, and a culture of excellence. Although each of these considerations is discussed here discretely, they will often be interrelated. For example, recruiting the best employees may depend in part on the clarity of the regulator's mission and the degree of autonomy and level of resources they have to advance that mission. In organizing for excellence, the regulator keeps these kinds of interrelationships foremost in mind.

- Mission clarity. As discussed by several participants at the International Expert Dialogue at Penn, public administration research indicates that the clarity of a public sector organization's mission can positively affect its performance. Regulatory organizations with goal ambiguity tend to be less successful than those with clear missions.

Some years ago, when the Chairman of the U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC) undertook a review of his agency's performance, one of his major recommendations centered on defining and communicating a clear mission for the agency: "With internal and external constituencies, the FTC should continue to build a consensus that the core purpose of the agency is to promote the well-being of consumers." When a regulator’s mission is clear throughout the organization, excellence will be more readily attainable.

- Resources. Another key organizational factor will be the level of resources available to a regulator. Without sufficient resources to fulfill its mission, a regulator cannot expect to achieve excellence. (Of course, the converse is not true; that is, even with adequate resources, a regulator may still fail to achieve excellence.) The mechanisms for funding a regulator may vary, with some regulatory organizations receiving assurance of funding from mandatory industry fees, while other regulators must await
Regulatory excellence is difficult to achieve when you lack the resources necessary to accomplish the basic work of your agency. Even the best-intentioned regulators, when faced with budgetary challenges, will not be able to be effective in accomplishing their core missions.


Still others are funded by a mixture of both means. Whatever the funding mechanisms, resources need to be adequate for achieving stellar competence, including levels of high performance.

- **Human capital.** Regulators need more than fiscal resources. Human resources are foundational for regulatory excellence. Recruiting and retaining top personnel remain persistent challenges reported by government managers around the world, especially given wage differentials with industry. In addition to finding both a sufficient quantity and quality of regulatory personnel needed, regulators must train their workforces and ensure that they remain constantly abreast of relevant developments in the industries they oversee.

Sometimes the regulatory instruments used by the regulator call for employees who possess different capabilities and knowledge. For instance, the U.S. Department of Agriculture inspector who (literally) “pokes and sniffs” beef carcasses may not have the skills needed to engage in oversight of management-based risk planning as a regulatory strategy.44

Overall, the excellent regulator will maintain workforce morale, inculcate a sense of empowerment to innovate and learn, ensure open lines of communication (including protecting from retribution employees who report problems), and reinforce skills in treating the public empathically and respectfully.

- **Autonomy.** As discussed in Chapter 1, meeting the RegX attribute of utmost integrity demands that a regulator steadfastly aim to maximize overall public value, which at times may require it to act courageously in ways that may not be politically expedient or that conflict with the immediate desires of a political leader or powerful industry actors. Although regulators in a democracy need to be respectful and responsive to all interested members of the public and their political leaders, the public’s overall interest is not best served by a regulator that succumbs to short-term or selective interest pressures merely for the sake of expediency.

- **Legal structures and independence.** To promote healthy independence, some regulatory organizations possess legal structures designed to promote autonomy from the elected parts of government, such as dedicated funding sources and limitations on at-will removal. Although these structural factors can help in ensuring the degree of independence needed to maintain consistency in the regulator's focus on the overall public interest, the research commissioned as part of the Best-in-Class Project indicates that such structures do not guarantee a regulator will maintain a consistent focus on the public interest. Regulators with such legal protections may still succumb to unrepresentative political pressures; conversely, regulators not having such structural features may still in practice function with optimal autonomy. Many regulators in Westminster systems, after all, are headed by elected members of parliament; if formal legal independence were required for a regulator to be excellent, then no ministerial regulator could ever be said to be excellent. The test ultimately is one of delivery of public value, not of the legal structure of a regulatory body.46
Can a regulator be excellent under suboptimal policy constraints?

In the interviews and dialogues conducted as part of the Best-in-Class Project, numerous participants stated that they found it difficult to evaluate a single regulator separately from the overall system within which that regulator is situated. This often raised the question: If underlying legislation or government policy is flawed, can a regulator charged with implementing and enforcing it ever be considered excellent?

In *Good to Great and the Social Sectors*, author and consultant Jim Collins expresses the view that public sector organizations can achieve greatness even if the larger system in which they operate is flawed. He writes: “It might take decades to change the entire systemic context, and you [the leader] might be retired or dead by the time those changes come.” He advises that the relevant question is, “What can you *do today* to create a pocket of greatness despite the brutal facts of your environment?”

Collins’ advice might explain exactly why then-FDA Commissioner David Kessler decided to regulate tobacco products that were leading to hundreds of thousands of premature deaths each year in the United States, even when his legal authority to do so may not have been clear (see Chapter 1). Another, perhaps less stark, example of a regulator facing a suboptimal policy constraint arose years ago when courts confirmed that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) could not consider compliance costs when setting key national ambient air quality standards that drive conventional pollution control regulation. According to the courts’ interpretation, the underlying statute prevents the regulator from carefully weighing costs and benefits to arrive at an efficient set of standards, a preclusion that many people would view as decidedly not excellent. But the EPA in fact has never ignored costs when setting its national ambient air quality standards. The agency’s staff still ensures the cost information is compiled and made available to the public, the White House, and legislators, so they all can understand the full consequences of the EPA’s actions. And yet the agency still complies with the statutory prohibition by ensuring that the EPA administrator, who is charged with making the formal decision on standards, never sees the economic analysis. In this case, the EPA does all that it legally can do to make the relevant information available to everyone but the one official who is precluded from taking it into account.

Collins seems right to say that a leader of a regulatory organization should try to make the best of the circumstances given to it. “Greatness is not a function of circumstance,” he writes. “Greatness, it turns out, is largely a matter of conscious choice, and discipline.”

Although not the most frequent concern expressed during the course of the Best-in-Class Project, on more than one occasion individuals with whom the team from the Penn Program on Regulation (PPR) engaged raised the question of whether, in light of growing concern about climate change, any regulator of carbon-based energy development could be considered excellent, at least if it did anything less than enforcing major restrictions on such development. During the time period when the PPR’s research was ongoing, for example, an analysis appeared in the journal *Nature* asserting that approximately three-fourths of the available oil resources in Canada, including virtually all unconventional oil reserves, should not be extracted if the world is to avoid a key climate change threshold.

Of course, even some of the same individuals who raised questions about climate change also told PPR team members that, with no immediate or realistic large-scale solutions in sight for climate risks, the world still needs excellent energy regulators. Excellence by energy regulators, they said, remains essential for driving improvements with respect to other environmental impacts associated with oil and gas development – as well as for achieving whatever politically or economically feasible goals can be pursued to address climate-change related impacts from current energy sources, such as reducing or eliminating methane leaks from natural gas operations.

Perhaps in the end, as environmental ethicist Dale Jamieson has argued in his recent book, *Reason in a Dark Time*, it is far from clear that “we will ‘solve’ the ‘problem’ of climate change any time soon.” Jamieson suggests “we will have to manage and live as best we can, and hope that the darkest scenarios do not come to pass.” Perhaps Jim Collins would agree. For regulators, as with other governmental institutions, greatness may come shining through even the shadows, if the regulator strives as best it can to solve the parts of a larger problem that are within its reach.
Independence from industry. In addition to maintaining a degree of autonomy from temporary political pressures, regulatory excellence also requires an appropriate level of autonomy from the regulated industry. Placing regulatory functions in a governmental entity—rather than leaving it to industry self-regulation—is itself a structural attempt intended to promote public-interested regulation. And yet, government regulators confront the perils of regulatory capture, as has been long and widely acknowledged. To be sure, regulators need to rely on industry for information as well as a good deal of voluntary compliance, but they cannot become boosters or rubber stamps for industry. Other kinds of structural features—such as transparency requirements and open participatory procedures—may be useful, if faithfully followed, for creating barriers to regulatory capture or at least perceptions of capture. They must be designed to achieve balance, preventing capture without isolating the regulator so much from business firms that it fails to learn from and understand the industry.47

- Building a culture of excellence. A regulator’s leadership and its organizational culture, as well as informal norms about the regulator’s role, can be as important as anything for ensuring the proper level of autonomy. True regulatory excellence, as has been noted, demands an organizational culture in which regulatory leaders and employees consistently act with utmost integrity, engage empathically with all interested members of the public, and make well-informed, highly competent decisions. Building such a culture starts with a clear mission. It also requires that leaders not only “talk the talk” but also “walk the walk.” When a regulator’s leaders themselves make bold and courageous actions in support of the public interest, this signals to the rest of the organization the importance of genuine integrity. When leaders recognize and reward those employees who demonstrate excellence, this also reinforces cultural expectations. On the other hand, if even a handful of employees should repeatedly act expediently, negligently, or arrogantly without encountering any repercussions, this will undermine efforts to maintain a culture of excellence. The genuine sincerity demanded of regulatory excellence calls for consistency across an organization. An ethos of excellence needs to diffuse throughout its various divisions; the regulator’s desired external image needs to mirror its inner operations.

2. Priority-setting: Becoming risk informed. It is almost universally recommended today that regulators and regulation become “risk-based.” The widespread enthusiasm for risk-based regulation may be partly a function of the ambiguity of the “risk-based” concept: it can mean different things to different people.49 At one level, any regulator with a mission to address risks of economic activity—accident risks, environmental risks, financial risks, and so forth—will be inherently “risk-based.” But risk-based surely must mean something more. An excellent regulator will need to define its approach to risk clearly and consistently.

The importance of risk analysis. Interest in risk-based regulation often grows from a larger commitment
to incorporating rigorous analysis into regulatory decisions. Regulators around the world now use regulatory impact assessment or benefit-cost analysis to structure decision-making and anticipate the consequences of different regulatory options.\(^5\) For regulators that manage risks, decision-making depends as well on a range of sophisticated techniques to analyze the probabilities and harmful effects associated with risky regulated activities.\(^5\) With the benefit of careful risk assessments, regulators can understand more precisely (i.e., with less uncertainty) what the true risks of different activities might be, thereby enabling them to make better decisions about how to prioritize the allocation of regulatory resources and ultimately how to manage risks.\(^5\) The more that a regulator conducts and relies upon risk analysis, and the more rigorous that analysis is, the more “risk-based” the regulator can be said to be. Excellent regulators – those that exhibit stellar competence – will rely extensively on careful, evidence-based decision-making and therefore will be, in this sense, highly risk-based.

“Risk-informed” versus “risk-based.” Although an excellent regulator’s consistent reliance on high-quality risk analysis allows it to be considered risk-based, suggesting that a regulator’s decisions can be based on risks is not the same as saying that rigorous risk assessments determine the regulator’s risk management decisions. At most, risk assessments inform regulators’ decisions; they do not provide a full basis for them.\(^5\) Risk management decisions – whether about how stringent to make a new regulation, what kind of regulatory instrument to use, what facilities to target with inspections, or how many penalties to impose on non-compliers – are normative or policy decisions. Risk assessment provides scientific or empirical answers about probabilities, hazards, and their distribution; it does not supply the policy principle or normative reason needed to make regulatory or risk management decisions about these hazards.\(^5\)

To see how this is so, consider a highly simplified and hypothetical choice scenario reflected in the table above. Let us assume for sake of illustration that a regulator can choose only one of the four mutually exclusive risk management options labeled A through D. Let us further assume that the benefits and costs of each option affect the same people and that thorough analysis has yielded a high level of certainty in the numbers shown in the table. Although these numbers clearly can inform the regulator’s decision between these options, nothing about them can determine which option the regulator should choose. The regulator actually might choose any of the options depending on the decision-making principle it selects. For example, the regulator could:

- **Target the biggest hazard**, in which case it would choose Option A.
- **Target the biggest risk**, in which case it would choose Option C.
- **Avoid excessive costs** (sometimes called a “feasibility” principle), in which case, if we stipulate that costs greater than $35 are excessive, it could choose either Options C or D.
- **Avoid unacceptable risk** (sometimes called a “safety” principle), in which case, if risks lower than -$20 are stipulated to be unacceptable, Options B, C, or D would pass muster.
- **Act on a “Hippocratic” principle** of avoiding making things worse, in which case it could choose between Options C and D.
- **Maximize net benefits**, in which case it would choose Option D.

Whichever of these options the regulator selects will be risk-based in the sense that it is “based” in part...
on the results of rigorous risk analysis, the numbers shown in the table on the previous page. But nothing in the risk analysis that generated these numbers will dictate which decision-making principle the regulator should apply. That principle must be grounded in policy or normative considerations that fall outside the scope of risk assessment.

Although highly simplified, this illustration reveals much more than merely that “risk-informed regulation” is the more apt terminology than “risk-based regulation.” It also illustrates the need for an excellent regulator to be clear about which decision-making principle it chooses when making risk management decisions. Although perhaps regulators will not always have to choose just one option from among four, they nevertheless face many more risks than their limited resources can target, so they must choose among them on some basis. They need a decision-making principle as much as they need the results of sound risk assessment.

A regulator could reasonably target the biggest hazards or the biggest risks, based on what is sometimes called a “worst-first” principle. But that is not the only principle that could be used to decide which option to select. A principle that maximizes efficiency would favor targeting a mix or portfolio of risks that maximizes net benefits. This portfolio could include smaller hazards if they have risk management costs that are correspondingly small, and it might well exclude some larger hazards if they have extremely low probabilities or are impossible or disproportionately costly to manage.

When the U.S. Federal Trade Commission undertook a review of its performance some years ago, its Chairman recommended precisely such a portfolio approach: “The agency should view all of its matters as part of a portfolio that should be balanced across low-, medium-, and high-risk activities.” From an efficiency standpoint, of course, the balancing of risks per se is not what matters; the key is to balance the benefit-to-cost returns of regulating them, so as to maximize overall net benefits across the full suite of the regulator’s actions. The precise balance that will be efficient for any given regulator will vary based on the actual costs and benefits due to the types of problems and economic circumstances the regulator confronts.

A note on “enterprise risk management.” To this point, the risks considered here have been public risks, the very kind that the regulator has been authorized or mandated to manage. What about risks to the regulator itself? Clearly the excellent regulator will not disregard risks to the regulators’ employees (e.g., inspectors who might be exposed to hazardous conditions). Other risks, such as the loss of budgetary or political support, or the risk of bad “publicity,” can also accrue to regulators as organizations, and enterprise risk management models developed for private sector firms can be instructive for reminding regulatory leaders to be attentive to these risks. It is vital that these leaders remember, though, that they have been established to deliver public value, not to advance their own organization’s interests. Regulators are not businesses trying to protect their financial bottom lines but are public institutions dedicated to advancing the public’s interests. At times, regulatory leaders will appropriately take bold action to protect and serve the public, even if doing so may pose some risk to their organizations.

3. Problem-solving: Pursuing performance-based regulation. Performance-based regulation is widely favored. An excellent regulator will be performance-based in the sense that its actions will consistently work well in solving problems
and delivering socially-valued outcomes. But performance-based regulation also often refers more specifically to a suite of related regulatory instruments that provide regulated entities with greater flexibility in achieving regulatory outcomes, directing businesses to achieve desired ends while allowing them to choose on their own the means to achieve those ends. About a decade ago, a Smart Regulation External Advisory Committee to the Canadian government recommended that for the field of oil and gas development in particular, “performance-based regulation should be developed in areas that would enable safety and environmental approaches to be adapted to specific risks as they are encountered, and new technology to be incorporated quickly, while meeting economic, social or environmental regulatory performance expectations.” More recently, Canada, Mexico, and the United States have committed, as one of ten “common regulatory principles” in a jointly adopted Regulatory Cooperation Framework, to “promote performance-based regulation” as much as generally possible. The World Trade Organization also formally favors the use of performance standards, with the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade urging that, whenever appropriate, countries should base regulatory standards “in terms of performance rather than design or descriptive characteristics.”

Types of flexible instruments. Rather than telling regulated entities exactly what to do, regulators opting for a performance-based approach to regulation can choose from a variety of flexible regulatory instruments: default rules and other “nudges,” information disclosure, performance standards, market instruments (such as tradable permits or taxes), and management-based regulation.

The value of performance-based approaches. Flexible regulatory approaches promise more cost-effective outcomes, as they give regulated entities the opportunity to choose lower-cost means of achieving regulatory outcomes. At their best, these approaches also achieve the regulator’s ideal of leveraging the advantages regulated firms’ possess in knowing how best to solve the problems created by their activity. Flexible forms of regulation can encourage regulated organizations to assume ownership and help steer them toward effectively spotting and solving

---

Risk Management: Private Sector vs. Public Sector

“There are fundamental differences between the objectives and approaches of government and private sector risk management:

- In the private sector, risk management focuses on maintaining and enhancing profitability in a single agency, whereas in the public sector it is on the delivery of public value, ‘the implementation of objectives and services to the citizen.’ This is ultimately based on an assessment of what the public wants.

- Private sector risk identification and management paradigms are linked to risks to business objectives; in public sector risk management, in contrast, planning and key decision processes are oriented towards protecting external risk bearers.

- In the private sector risk assessment focuses on the possible adverse effects of a risk on the organization itself, to business value as perceived by shareholders and financial markets; in the public sector ‘risk is more about systemic risks of failure to deliver services to citizens.’

- Greg Paoli and Anne Wiles, Key Analytical Capabilities of a Best-in-Class Regulator (2015)
problems before they even arise. They might even provide positive incentives for businesses to innovate and make improvements far beyond those that a regulator might have imagined possible.\(^6^2\)

The figure above illustrates how regulations that are “performance-based” impose obligations farther down the causal chain, closer to the outcome of concern, and thus preserve a greater number of options for actions that can achieve the desired outcome (hence, flexibility).\(^6^3\) Prescriptive regulations that specify the particular means that must be used foreclose other options which might, at least for some regulated entities, prove more effective or at least equally effective but less costly.

**Instrument choice and regulatory excellence.** Notwithstanding their advantages, performance-based approaches do not define regulatory excellence. An excellent regulator, like an excellent physician, will use the best available tools to perform its duties.

As Dame Deirdre Hutton, the chair of the UK Civil Aviation Authority, noted in keynote remarks at the international expert dialogue that was part of the Best-in-Class Project, the critical challenge for regulators is “choosing the right regulatory tool and understanding which one to use when and with whom.”\(^6^4\)

Flexible instruments work better under some circumstances than others.\(^6^5\) They will not work well if it is not possible for performance to be monitored accurately. A regulator may need monitoring technology or knowledgeable human capability to deploy flexible approaches well. For example, as suggested earlier, the type of skills an inspector needs to review risk management planning will be different than just knowing how to check boxes. The regulator’s capacity to monitor remains important because, even though regulated entities have a superior understanding of their own operations and are better positioned to find cost-effective solutions,
their incentives are not fully aligned with the public interest — something that is axiomatic if regulation is needed in the first place. In addition, sometimes regulated entities will be more likely to modify their behavior if the regulator simply makes it easy by telling them exactly what to do — a virtue of specific rules that smaller firms with lower capacity to invest in innovation may welcome.

This is hardly to suggest that excellent regulators should not use performance-based approaches to regulation; rather, it is to say that regulators can be excellent even if they do not always, or even usually, rely on performance-based approaches. The ultimate test of a regulator’s choice of instruments lies in the outcomes achieved; the challenge is to find the right tool for the purposes and circumstances at hand. Before choosing performance-based regulation, as with any regulatory instrument, the excellent regulator should seek to analyze thoroughly both the expected positive outcomes as well as the possible pitfalls.

4. **External engagement: Reaching out early, often, and empathically.** Chapter 1 explained how a regulator’s success is interdependent with a diverse group of other public and private entities. It also emphasized how the excellent regulator acts with integrity by serving the public interest and how it engages empathically with those with whom it interacts, even if at times it must act punitively. Although excellent public engagement will vary to some degree from person to person and encounter to encounter, what it takes to treat people fairly has a considerable degree of generality to it. Research on procedural justice supports several general principles:

- All things being equal, a greater number of opportunities for engagement will be better than fewer opportunities, and earlier opportunities will be better than later ones. Of course, all things are not always equal, and engagement can demand time and resources. Time and resources devoted to engagement present opportunity costs, as they are time and resources not devoted to something else. Although the regulator’s general imperative to take action will mean that engagement opportunities necessarily cannot be completely unbounded, a helpful heuristic would be for regulators to err on the side of starting public engagement earlier than they think needed and making the scope of that engagement broader than they might be inclined. Narrow restrictions about who has “standing” to be heard by a regulator may seem administratively efficient in the short-term, but in the long-term such restrictions can be counterproductive if they keep interested individuals and organizations from feeling like they have voice and if they deny the regulator the opportunity to learn from those with perspectives and information to share.

- Those who are interested in regulatory decisions should have opportunities both to learn about what the regulator is doing and to provide input. Although regulatory employees may well have good reason to have more conversations with industry representatives during the course of their practice, excellent regulators avoid giving any qualitative favor to one segment of the public over the other in their engagement practices. Of course, as sociologist Bridget Hutter has written, although “excellence in regulation demands impartiality ... this does not necessarily mean that all parties involved ‘win’ and ‘lose’ in equal measure: it does not follow that the interests of various groups and stakeholders are equally weighted.” Fairness will at times require taking affirmative efforts at outreach and engagement: for example, translating websites or documents into different languages, providing financial or expert support for less-advantaged groups or communities, and acknowledging and embracing cultural differences.

- At least as an ideal, public engagement aims to be conversational — not just a regulator talking “at” members of the public. As with personal relationships, *listening is essential.* Listening,
of course, is not the same as agreeing. The regulator needs to deliver public value, which means that it will at times (perhaps even often) make decisions that are respectfully in tension with some interests in society.

- Transparency is also “conversational.” Merely uploading raw data on a website does not make for meaningful transparency. Information disclosed needs to be accessible, relevant, and comprehensible as well as accurate for all potential users – both those in industry as well as for individuals in the public more broadly.\(^{69}\)
- Transparency involves more than just disclosure of information, but also disclosure of reasons. Especially if a regulator must make a decision that will be opposed or disfavored by some,
the public deserves a forthright account of the public policy reasons underlying the decision.

- Just as with regulatory instruments, regulators have available to them a variety of different tools for soliciting public input: public notices, comment periods, public hearings, informal meetings and phone conversations, advisory committees, workshops, adjudicatory proceedings, negotiations, and the Internet and social media. As with regulatory instruments, the excellent regulator uses a variety of methods, adapting them to the purposes and circumstances at hand (including the capacities and needs of interested or affected individuals and groups). That said, having a default procedure that encourages public participation — such as developing standard practices of advance notice and public comment periods — will help embed public input into the regulatory culture.

- For the public to be able to contribute meaningfully and intelligently during comment periods, regulators should, whenever feasible, disclose a full, detailed draft of their proposed actions. If time does not permit a regulator to allow for public comment on the full draft, comments should be accepted after the action is taken so that any appropriate amendments could be made or reasons could be given as to why changes are not made.

- Excellent regulators communicate clearly with the public about expectations. When regulators undertake collaborative forms of engagement, they should be especially clear about the goal of the engagement as well as what will happen if agreement cannot be reached.

- Public engagement is not something that just takes place in formal hearings or via comment periods. It occurs in every individual interaction between a regulatory employee and someone outside the regulatory organization, whether on the telephone, in a meeting, or in an inspection encounter. Just as private businesses train their employees how to interact with customers, public sector organizations should train their workforces how to interact fairly, respectfully, and empathically with members of the public. The excellent regulator bakes empathic engagement into its culture.

**Regulatory excellence as people excellence**

Regulation is widely associated with technical expertise. After all, the issues regulators confront are highly complex and they demand in-depth knowledge of science, engineering, technology, economics, and more. To achieve excellence, regulators must obtain detailed mastery of the technical aspects of their work and the operations of the industries they oversee. Even if they cannot match industry entirely in technical research and development, they must ensure they have the in-house capability to assess the actions and associated risks of industry operations sufficiently to be able to oversee the industry.

---

**The Hazards of a “Closed, Consensus-Driven System”**

Following a damage-inflicting earthquake in 2012 in the town of Huizinge in the province of Groningen, Netherlands, the Dutch Safety Board initiated an investigation that found that the quake had been caused by industrial gas extraction operations. The Safety Board faulted a decision-making process that it described as “a closed, consensus-driven system, offering little room for opposing viewpoints.” Both regulatory oversight and industry practices had for decades followed what the Board described as a “technocratic approach,” according to which “insufficient consideration was given to the anxiety and safety concerns of the citizens” — concerns that ultimately, but tragically, came to be realized.

Yet as vital as it is for a regulator to possess adequate technical skill and knowledge, such expertise is only a necessary component of regulatory excellence. It is not sufficient. To move from good regulation to excellent regulation, the regulator also needs to master the people side of regulation. Regulation, after all, is relational. It is motivational. It is fundamentally about affecting the behavior of people. The regulator is seldom directly fixing problems; rather, it is working with and through members of the public to identify problems needing to be prevented or redressed, and then working with and through the people in the businesses it regulates to shape, steer, and change their behavior and to motivate them to prevent and redress the problems. Moreover, the problems regulators seek to redress are ones that affect other people, outside of the industry, who take great interest in the work of the regulator, who want to know what it is doing about those problems, and who want to have voice in the process. The regulator also undertakes its work in a governmental setting which is affected by other people serving in other governmental institutions, whether elected or appointed officials, courts, auditors, and others. The regulator, finally, is itself an organization filled with people who need to be managed, motivated, and led effectively because what each employee does reflects on the regulator and affects its performance.

It should be apparent by now that regulators who seek to achieve regulatory excellence need to focus on “people excellence.” They need to ensure, yes, that the people serving in their organizations are technically knowledgeable and highly competent. But they also need to ensure an organizational culture and structure that fosters and reinforces humility, empathy, and a steadfast commitment to public service on the part of the people who serve in the regulator’s name – and on behalf of the public to which the regulator is accountable. Only if the people working in a regulatory authority are committed to doing their utmost to deliver public value, and to learning and improving in their ability to deliver that value in an environment that requires respectful engagement with others, can a regulator expect to achieve true excellence.

Many participants seemed to lay stress much more on the how of regulation – its processes – than on the what – its substantive outcomes.

Chapter 3.

MEASURING REGULATORY EXCELLENCE

Real ‘performance management’ requires active leadership. It is not a mere data-collecting chore that can be delegated to a few measurement wonks.

- Bob Behn, Harvard University, “What Performance Management Is and Is Not”

Measurement systems abound in our everyday lives. Michelin Guide books rate restaurants and hotels. Consumer Reports magazine provides ratings for new washing machines, microwave ovens, and a host of other products. Movie reviewers summarize their assessments using symbols that range from stars to thumbs up to the ripeness of tomatoes. The weekly news magazine, U.S. News and World Report, publishes an annual ranking of American colleges and universities. Accreditation bodies rank hospitals, schools, and other institutions on different criteria. In some jurisdictions, restaurants must display a hygiene rating near their entrances, disclosing to potential customers information about the results of their most recent health code inspection. A host of systems for rating corporations exists to guide investors, from the Institutional Shareholder Services’ Corporate Governance Quotient to the Dow Jones Sustainability Indices. Numerous popular magazines routinely rank the “best cities” in which to live, whether for unmarried individuals, retired persons, outdoor enthusiasts, and so forth.

Rating systems also proliferate in the governmental sphere. Management consultants have applied a range of assessment tools, such as the Balanced Scorecard or Six Sigma, to governmental organizations. The financial news site, 24/7 Wall St., issues an annual survey of the “best and worst run states in America.” The U.S. federal government has formally institutionalized performance measurement systems, including the annual program performance reporting called for under the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) and a six-year experience with the Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART) used during the George W. Bush Administration. The United Nations rates governments’ use of information technology to connect with their citizens. The World Bank and the OECD have created rating systems that seek to capture the level of government regulation as well as the ease of doing business across different countries. The journal Global Competition Review has, for the last fifteen years, issued its own annual rating of antitrust regulators around the world, purporting “to gauge exactly how capably and efficiently they are policing their economies for anti-competitive activity.”
With the proliferation of rating systems for all aspects of life, including regulation, the question naturally arises of how best to approach the measurement of regulatory excellence. What exactly is the role that measurement should play in a regulator’s quest for excellence? This chapter takes up this question. It explains why measurement is a vital tool that regulators need to use for achieving regulatory excellence: because measurement is how a regulator learns how it is doing and sees better what it must do to improve. In addition, this chapter also considers how measurement could be used to gauge a regulator’s overall level of excellence. Whether using measures for excellence or of excellence, regulators need to take a strategic approach to performance measurement and evaluation. That is, they should not simply measure what is easy to measure, and not simply measure for measurement’s sake. The aim of an excellent regulator should be to use measurement to learn how to improve its organizational traits, action, and outcomes. In addition to explaining the performance measurement’s role in tracking progress, this chapter discusses important issues about data sources and evaluation methods in measuring regulatory excellence.

**Why measurement?**

Measurement and ratings systems exist to help inform and guide choices. These systems articulate a set of criteria or attributes of quality, and then in some fashion they aggregate the various attributes to achieve an overall rating or score. For example, Consumer Reports generates an overall rating for cell phones based on factors such as “ease of use,” “battery life,” “voice quality,” and so forth. The Consumer Reports’ system works – at least, its popularity would suggest it works – because these are the types of things that many people care about when selecting a cell phone. Staff members at Consumer Reports have identified attributes to score that matter to people and then have selected a method of weighting and summing these attributes to achieve an overall score or ranking. All popular measurement systems like the one used by Consumer Reports succeed because the attributes being measured – and the way they are weighted and aggregated – help fulfill the needs of users.

When it comes to the measurement of regulators, who are the users and what do they need? One type of user would obviously be the senior leaders of a regulator. They need measures that can tell them how well they and their organization are doing. Of course, even though a regulator’s leaders may be a single type of user, their needs for performance measures will still be highly varied. They will vary across different kinds of regulators; the performance measures for oil and gas regulators will differ from those for banking regulators. But oil and gas regulators in different locations or at different time periods will need different measures too. Even the leaders of the same oil and gas regulator will need different measures for both internal and external needs. They need measurements that can help them and others inside the organization make improvements, but they also need measurements to communicate with those outside their regulatory organization, such as elected officials, community members, regulated industry, and perhaps even customers of the regulated industry. In this way, even when just considering the needs of one user – say, the leader of an oil and gas regulator – the needs and purposes of others will become relevant and essential. This is yet another implication of regulators’ interdependent location within a web of government, the economy, and society.

Decisions about how to design measurement systems for regulators depend ultimately on the types of needs they are being used to fill. During his time as the Commissioner of the Connecticut Department of Energy and Environmental Protection, Dan Esty used different measures for different purposes, internal as well as external. One of the main internal measures he used was how long permit applications were in “pending” status, as he and his leadership team wanted to improve the timeliness of decisions on permit applications. On the other hand, his department also
collected other measures for external purposes. These tended to include measures of environmental quality, such as the levels of nitrogen loading in the Long Island Sound. 70

Bob Behn, a leading authority on public management at the Harvard Kennedy School, goes further to argue that there are eight different purposes served by performance measurement in the public sector:

1. To evaluate...  
2. To control...  
3. To budget...  
4. To motivate...  
5. To promote...  
6. To celebrate...  
7. To learn...  
8. To improve. 71

Undoubtedly still more purposes of measurement could be articulated. But no matter the actual number, all these purposes cannot be served equally well by the same set of measures. “There is,” Behn aptly observes, “no one magic performance measure that public managers can use for all … purposes.” 72

**Measurement for excellence versus measurement of excellence**

When designing performance measurement with regulatory excellence in mind, another subtle but key distinction emerges: measurement for excellence versus measurement of excellence. Measurement for excellence refers to the kinds of measures and measurement practices that an excellent regulator would put in place in order to run its operations. It is measurement for the myriad of internal and external purposes that professors Behn, Esty, and others have articulated. Yet measurement of excellence is different; although it is related to measurement for excellence, it also will usually require taking a somewhat different approach in practice.

The central purpose of measurement of excellence is to answer the question: Is a specific regulator excellent? As such, it seeks to determine how well a regulator’s organizational traits, actions, and outcomes are aligned with the three RegX attributes. Measurement of excellence is comprehensive. It seeks to provide an overall account of how well a regulator is doing. A regulator, after all, might be excellent at some aspects of its operations but not at others; presumably excellent regulators will be excellent – or at least very good – across the board.

The difference between measures for and measures of regulatory excellence is therefore very much like the difference between (i) university professors using exams to grade their students – a type of measurement that would be found at any university aiming for excellence, and (ii) the editors at *U.S. News and World Report* using measurement to rank the excellence of universities overall. Measurement of excellence may in some cases rely upon some of the same measures used for becoming excellent; however, since measuring excellence is a distinct purpose, it will necessitate a different measurement approach.

The comprehensive nature of measurement of excellence means that a measurement system must search either for comprehensive measures of excellence or find ways to aggregate and weight more discrete measures. A regulator would need presumably to tally up its performance across a number of different facets of its operations, perhaps using some common unit of measure, and then arrive at a single score which if sufficiently high would provide the basis for deeming the regulator “excellent.” Getting measures about all of a regulator’s goals into a common unit may well be impossible, but it still would be theoretically possible to weight scores and force them all into a predetermined regulatory excellence algorithm, much like *Consumer Reports* does for appliances and other consumer products and *U.S. News & World Report* does for colleges and universities. The key question, though, would be how meaningful such an exercise would be.

At times, regulators seek to maximize seemingly incomparable, if not utterly conflicting, objectives. Consider, for example, a regulator charged with reducing risks from an industrial activity while also keeping compliance costs low, promoting distributional equity, and acting transparently, thoroughly, and quickly. 73 If all of the regulator’s operations with respect to each of these objectives could be monetized accurately, then the negative impacts could be subtracted from the positive ones to yield a net-benefits estimate, which would in principle provide a meaningful measure of the regulator’s overall excellence. But while compliance costs may be readily accessible in monetary terms, and while...
sophisticated (albeit sometimes criticized) techniques exist to estimate the monetary equivalent of risk reductions, no well-accepted way exists to monetize the value of distributive equity or process values like transparency.

As a result, the measurement of overall regulatory excellence will unfortunately never be easy or tidy. Measurement for excellence therefore should presumably take precedence over measurement of excellence. Regulatory leaders are also advised not to go about, as Harvard Kennedy School public management scholar Mark Moore puts it, “losing their minds in the quixotic pursuit of a single numeric value” that might purport to reveal the regulator’s overall level of excellence. Rather, the aim should be to use measurement, as Moore puts it, “to engage in ‘value-oriented’ management that puts the production of public value front and center but acknowledges the complexities of defining and recognizing value in the public sector.”

Nevertheless, one reason a regulator might wish to use measures of excellence would be to motivate major transformations throughout its organization and in its culture, so as to encourage its workforce to improve by measuring how far the regulator is coming along on the regulatory excellence path. Measurement for this purpose is analogous to community fundraiser signs that look like thermometers to indicate how close the fundraising campaign is to reaching its goal. The more contemporary example in today’s digital era is GoFundMe.com’s symbol based on a cell phone’s battery level.

Calling to mind the oft-repeated aphorism that “what gets measured gets managed,” it is reasonable to think that performance measurement could play a key role in effectuating major cultural change at a regulatory organization. Dutch officials, for instance, presumably want to transform what their Safety Board characterized as the highly “technocratic” culture of their energy extraction regulatory system into one that is more receptive to and empathetic about citizen concerns and criticisms. Perhaps their leaders should institute, or recalibrate, a performance measurement system in order to facilitate transformation toward greater and more meaningful public outreach.

Although performance measurement will certainly factor into any larger transformational effort, it is important to understand the role measurement can play in a process of organizational change. By itself, measurement will not likely facilitate major change, old aphorisms notwithstanding. As Allen Schick, a public management expert at the University of Maryland, explains, “the great mistake of the performance measurement industry is the notion that an organization can be transformed by measuring its performance.” He continues: “This optimism is not justified, for organizations – public and private alike – can assimilate or deflect data on performance without making significant changes in their behavior.” He believes that rather than performance measurement leading organizational change, organizational change needs to lead performance measurement. In other words, managers and staff within a regulatory organization need to buy into the notion that measurement is important. They need to have a reason to use performance measurement and take it seriously, not merely to game the system. This is another reason why, as Bob Behn argues, “real ‘performance management’ requires active leadership.”

What measurement systems need

For a regulator’s leaders, measurement of regulatory performance is not an abstract, academic exercise. It is a tool they can use actively and purposively to get feedback, demonstrate progress, identify weaknesses that need shoring up, and serve other internal and external needs for information. Measurement helps leaders learn better what
works (and what does not), identify and track regulatory problems, communicate progress, and ultimately manage toward continuous improvement.

As participants emphasized at the province-wide dialogue that the Penn Program on Regulation organized in Calgary, ongoing measurement is essential for promoting a “learning culture” within the regulatory organization, so the regulator can be innovative and nimble as the industry it regulates dynamically transforms. Measuring progress toward excellence also demonstrates the regulator’s commitment to holding itself accountable to the public for delivery of its mission.

Measurement’s importance is probably equal only to its difficulty. Public management expert Dall Forsythe highlights three major problems that often arise with performance measurement in the public sector:

1. “Confusion about the goals or audiences of performance information”
2. “Inattention to measurement challenges”
3. “Poor choices of incentives”

These three limitations were echoed by many of the participants at the international expert dialogue organized by the Penn Program on Regulation. An excellent regulator will keep these potential problems in mind and design performance measurement systems to avoid them, whether they are using measurement for excellence or seeking measurement of excellence.

The first of the three problems identified by Forsythe has already been discussed above in connection with the different purposes that performance systems can serve. Even within the same regulator, these purposes are likely to change over time, not only with changing conditions in the industry but also whenever changes occur in political leadership which in turn result in changed priorities. The reason to recognize that measurement serves distinct and varied purposes is, simply put, to make sure that systems of performance measurement are designed and implemented with those purposes in mind.

In the end, the challenge in measuring regulatory performance lies not in coming up with some measures to use, but, as Forsythe indicates, in establishing measures that speak to the regulator’s goals, that are meaningful and reliable, and that, if they are connected to incentives at all, are sensibly linked. The next two sections of this chapter discuss the second and third of these challenges.
Mastering measurement challenges

The second challenge centers on the use of meaningful and reliable measures. What makes measures meaningful will, of course, in large part be determined by how they speak to the purposes measurement aims to serve. But they also have to align with the values and priorities of their audience. In other contexts, as already noted, ratings and measures work when they speak to and support the choices that people wish to make. The attributes and weighting used by the raters need to match up with the preferences of an individual decision-maker. Consumer Reports may prioritize “ease of use” in a smart phone, but a savvy, young computer engineer and a senior citizen are likely to care about that attribute differently. Parents of young children probably find those movie rating systems that measure violence and sexual content more useful than do other adults.

The U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services cautions about overreliance on its rating system for nursing homes precisely because of the potential for mismatch between ratings and the needs of individuals who might be affected by their use:

No rating system can address all of the important considerations that go into a decision about which nursing home may be best for a particular person. Examples include the extent to which specialty care is provided (such as specialized rehabilitation or dementia care) or how easy it will be for family members to visit the nursing home resident. As such visits can improve both the resident’s quality of life and quality of care, it may often be better to select a nursing home that is very close, compared to a higher rated nursing home that would be far away.81

In addition, even if a measurement system captures the “right” attributes, it still has to measure them accurately, which is not always guaranteed. For example, a restaurant’s hygiene scores are typically based on the results of a single visit by a health inspector; they do not guarantee that kitchen countertops are wiped down cleanly on the day that you dine there.

It is also possible for a measurement system to miss the forest by focusing on the trees. Studies of corporate governance rating systems, for example, have found that the rankings these systems provide do not necessarily correlate well with firms’ actual financial performance, presumably what investors care about most.82 In the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, credit rating agencies have been subjected to intense criticisms for favorable ratings given to Lehman Brothers and other firms heavily invested in risky mortgage-backed securities. Ultimately, the sum of the parts may not necessarily lead to an accurate “whole” assessment of quality.

Like their private-sector counterparts, public-sector performance measurement systems face similar measurement challenges. That is, they might not rely on the “right” attributes (key performance indicators); errors might arise in measuring the attributes; the weights given to different attributes by the rater might differ from the weights others think they should have; and the sum of the attributes might not lead to the resulting “whole” that the decision-makers care about most.

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and risk reduction metrics can be deeply dangerous things. They have a place but must be kept in their place. ... KPIs risk the more measurable driving out the more important.

- John Braithwaite, Responsive Excellence (2015)

But public sector performance measurement may face some unique challenges too. One potentially distinctive challenge in the governmental sphere relates to the relative importance given to the “parts” versus the “whole.” The specific attributes, or parts, of an electronic product like a cell phone do matter to people, so it makes a lot of sense to rate such products based on these attributes (e.g., display quality, battery life, etc.). With respect to governmental programs or agencies, it is less clear that the specific parts matter as much, at least to the general public. To many people, what matters most are the outcomes that a government program or organization achieves -- the “whole.” Is the air getting cleaner? Is the economy prospering? Are highways safe?
To be sure, citizens do and should care about certain attributes or parts of a governmental entity, such as its fidelity to democratic principles, its transparency, and so forth. Indeed, what we know from social psychologists about procedural justice suggests that, in addition to substantive outcomes, people care about the nature of their interactions with government; they care about process and how they are treated. Nevertheless, on many attributes that might be used to measure governmental quality, perhaps few will care very much about the specific attributes of the program or agency, such as its organizational practices and its processes. As long as government “works,” it matters little to many people whether governmental entities organize their routines in specific ways, what kind of human resources and computer systems they deploy, whether they use specific policy tools (e.g., performance standards versus means standards), or whether they rely on adversarial versus cooperative enforcement strategies. One might well imagine that if Rome were burning (or if it were prospering beyond measure), few people will ultimately care whether their governmental entities checked all the boxes in a rating system of regulatory quality.

Performance measurement in the regulatory sphere will also be complicated by the fact that government’s performance – especially the performance of government regulators – is ultimately dependent on the performance of others, namely those they regulate. Unlike the rating of a manufacturer’s cell phone, which can be based on the individual phones that the company produced and rest in the tester’s own hands, a regulator’s performance is in the hands of someone else (the regulated entity).

Regulators’ interdependency not only creates some difficulties in accurately measuring their performance (especially when comparing across different regulators), but the multi-layered nature of regulatory performance holds another important implication. A regulator could rate very highly on any number of metrics (e.g., it could be highly transparent about its rules; it could treat its employees well and train them to meet high professional standards), and yet, for whatever reason, the industry it regulates might still experience a disaster that the regulator was supposed to prevent. In other words, since responsibility for risk control in the regulatory sphere is by necessity shared between the regulator and the regulated, a failure by the latter will inevitably be viewed as a failure on the part of the former, notwithstanding even a high ranking of the former in terms of metrics in a performance measurement system. The best measures of regulatory performance will therefore be those that are closely connected to – or capable of being connected to – the regulator and not susceptible to dilution or signaling noise by the actions of others.

In sum, to be meaningful, regulatory performance measures need to exhibit the following characteristics:

1. **Relevant**
   - **Related.** Measures need to speak to the goals of the user. If they are not related, they cannot be useful.
   - **Tight.** The more closely or tightly connected measures are to their purpose and to what they represent (e.g., the regulator’s performance), the better they will be.

2. **Reliable**
   - **Accurate.** Measures obviously need to be accurate. Garbage in, garbage out.
   - **Resistant.** Measures that can be easily gamed or manipulated will not turn out to be very reliable.

3. **Realistic**
   - **Available.** Measures should have data associated with them or such data should be able to be gathered with reasonable time and money.
   - **Intelligible.** Measures should be understandable to their intended audience.

**Measurement and incentives**

The final problem with public sector performance measures concerns their linkage with incentives. When performance measures are used to evaluate employees and provide internal incentives, they may crowd out intrinsic motivations and lead to problems captured under the banner of “teaching to the test.” Shelley Metzenbaum, who headed up the U.S. Office and Management and Budget’s responsibilities for
implementing performance management in the Obama Administration, has cautioned about overreliance on government rating scores for management decisions in government:

[P]erhaps the biggest problem is that [directly linking incentives to performance measures] mistakenly suggests that the true objective of performance management is hitting a target rather than improving performance and increasing public-value return on investment. Many of us working in and with government are trying hard to reset this mistaken mind-set, treating target attainment as the purpose rather than a means to an end. It is my hope that researchers, in choosing areas and methods of study, will redirect their inquiries to the real purpose of performance management: continually finding and applying government practices that work better.83

Of course, the potential for misuse of performance measurement systems exists in any setting where ratings are used to measure the performance of individuals, teams, or organizations, whether in the private or public sector. But if rating systems in the public sector are primarily intended to be used for managerial decisions, concerns about misuse or misaligned incentives may well take on heightened importance. Public management scholar Donald P. Moynihan, in his expert paper written as part of the Best-in-Class Project, advises managers to avoid altogether linking “high-powered incentives to goals you can only imperfectly measure.”84

A strategic approach to measurement

Overcoming the limitations of performance measurement by getting clarity about its purpose, using meaningful measures, and avoiding dysfunctional incentive structures will not always be easy. But Moynihan’s twelve principles for performance management, set out on the box on this page, offer practical guidance to the regulator seeking excellence. What he terms “purposeful” measurement is a good tool for learning, and learning, after all, should be a core part of the excellent regulator’s culture. But using performance measurement to learn does not mean the goal should be learning for learning’s sake alone. Regulatory leaders need to be strategic about measurement. To use measurement well, regulatory managers need to know what they seek to learn, who will use that knowledge, and how it will contribute to decision-making.

Measurements can focus either narrowly or broadly on (1) regulators’ organizations and actions, or (2) conditions in the world, including industry behavior. Narrower measurements can be used to inform decision-makers about specific conditions or problems (e.g., automobile exhaust emissions) or about how specific policies, regulations, and programs are working (e.g., an auto emissions regulation). At their narrowest, performance review measures apply to individual employees and their work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY PRINCIPLES FOR PUBLIC SECTOR PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>First Principles</strong> tell us about nature of performance management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Performance management can be a helpful tool, but does not eliminate complexity or constraints.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Performance data are socially constructed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Performance data are used in different ways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. People approach performance data with a negativity bias.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Precautionary Principles</strong> stop bad things from happening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Every measure should have a purpose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Do not attach high-powered incentives to goals you can only imperfectly measure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Don’t let performance management prevent you from managing what you can’t measure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Positive Principles</strong> encourage purposeful use of performance data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Communicating performance data is a form of storytelling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Use data to engage in exploration and exploitation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Encourage performance information use.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Contrasted with narrow and focused measurement are broader ones that serve different purposes. Broader measures might help policymakers understand general patterns and trends in conditions or problems, such as with measures of overall ambient air quality. Or they can help provide a wide-angle picture of what the regulatory organization as a whole is doing, such as with measures of its total budget or the annual number of inspections. A still broader, overall “excellence assessment” – at the extreme, that “quixotic” hope for a single number – would be the widest conceivable measurement. Very broad measures can inform a regulator’s top leadership as well as political overseers and the public about the performance of the regulator as a whole.

Regulators need a range of measures, narrow and wide. Narrower measures, focused on existing programs and ongoing problems, are the kind that regulators routinely track. They sometimes fall under an established performance measurement or performance management system. Examples of such systems include the Balanced Scorecard, Six Sigma, and Lean. Whatever system is used, the key is for the regulator to obtain feedback on a regular basis so as to inform decisions about adjustments to existing programs and practices or about whether to start new ones. The excellent regulator needs that kind of performance information on a regular basis – even daily – so as to be able to learn continuously how to allocate resources and design or modify specific rules, practices, or programs.

A comparative approach to measurement

Regulators can learn from other regulators. They should seek out knowledge from regulators in different jurisdictions, even different policy domains. But beyond the sharing of knowledge and best practices, might there be value in one regulator comparing its performance measures with those of different regulators? The appeal of such benchmarking against other regulators is strong for much the same reason that people find appealing the rankings of colleges, football teams, and any number of other popular schemes for comparing different entities. Yet to be meaningful and credible, any comparative effort at regulatory performance measurement must overcome at least four important hurdles.

The first two hurdles deal with comparability. First, not all regulators – even in the same general regulatory field – face the same problems, the same social and economic environments, or the same kinds of regulated firms. The U.S. Office of the Comptroller of the Currency and the Rhode Island Department of Business Regulation’s Banking Division both regulate banks, but they are hardly comparable institutions nor do they confront the same magnitude or type of regulatory problems. The Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection oversees a large and growing natural gas industry, but it does not have large oil sands operations to regulate like the Alberta Energy Regulator does.

A second hurdle lies with comparability of data systems. Data are not always well aligned across different jurisdictions. What counts as a “spill” in one jurisdiction might not be a “spill” elsewhere. In 2012, the Energy Resources Conservation Board (ERCB), a predecessor of the Alberta Energy

What matters is not finding the perfect indicator, but settling upon a consistent and intelligent method of assessing your output results, and then tracking your trajectory with rigor.

- Jim Collins, Good to Great and the Social Sectors (2005)
Energy Regulator, commissioned a pipeline safety review that sought to compare the efficacy of pipeline regulation in Alberta with that in other jurisdictions. The authors of the review report concluded that such a comparison was not possible: “The presentation and comparison of pipeline leak or failure statistics for Alberta with other Canadian and international jurisdictions is not possible, as each jurisdiction has unique requirements as to which incidents, and what detail[s, must be] reported.”

Comparability of data systems across jurisdictions is not, of course, an insurmountable hurdle. If jurisdictions can cooperate and coordinate, they can harmonize their data systems so as to facilitate comparative measurement and assessment. The International Regulators’ Forum on Global Offshore Safety has initiated a Performance Measures Project to develop a “common framework” for data collection across its members for metrics such as gas releases, collisions, fires, and other well-related activities.

A third hurdle to comparative measurement is presented by the classic breadth-versus-depth tradeoff. Superficial comparisons may be possible using tractable data. Some studies try to compare the rules on the books, for example. But such comparisons are not all that meaningful if the implementation and enforcement of rules are not also compared. The law on the books is almost never the same as the law in action. Moreover, laws on the books are not the same as outcomes or actual performance in terms of solving the problems the regulator has been charged to solve.

Finally, comparative assessments face yet another hurdle if the goal is to use them as a measure of excellence: just because a regulator benchmarks well against other regulators does not necessarily mean it is an excellent regulator. It could be that the regulator is just better than a lot of mediocre regulators.

As with performance measurement generally, learning should be the priority when it comes to comparative assessments. The greatest value for a regulator in benchmarking against other regulators may lie less in finding out how it “stacks up” against peers in some kind of rating system than in learning potentially better ways of doing the hard work of regulating. Sharing and learning from other regulators’ concrete ideas about regulating risks, conducting public engagement, and ensuring compliance should always be encouraged.

**Public input on measurement**

The core RegX attributes can be used to assess how well a regulator conducts performance measurement. Not only should such measurement be conducted with integrity and competence, but also with empathic engagement. As public administration scholar Allen Schick has written:

A number of parties have a legitimate interest in the fruits of performance measurement, including service providers, policymakers, clients or customers, and policy analysts. To satisfy their interests, it is essential that these parties have input into the assumptions underlying measures and timely access to the results. Good measures that are locked away ... do little good.

Especially if the regulator intends some of its performance measures to speak to an external audience and help tell the regulator’s story to others outside its organization, the measures selected and the ways they are analyzed will be more credible if they are based on input from those to whom they are intended to speak.

**Methods for assessing excellence**

Although performance measurement should first and foremost be used as a tool for achieving excellence, those who want measures of excellence face, as already indicated, a difficult task. Indeed, especially if the goal is to generate a single, meaningful number, it would be an impossible task. That is exactly what the news journal, Global Competition Review (GCR), says about its annual attempt to rate competition regulators around the world: “it is impossible to compare all authorities on an absolute scale.”

However, putting aside the pipe-dream of a single number, is it still possible, at least in principle, to use a diverse set of performance measures in combination to make an overall assessment of a regulator’s performance? Yes – and the way to do so would be through the process of consensus-building
or stipulation. Stipulation occurs when someone (a) decides to adopt certain performance measures and specific weights of those measures in determining whether excellence has been achieved, and then (b) specifies a threshold over which a regulator’s score must rise to be declared excellent. Consensus-building occurs when others agree upon or collectively make such a stipulation.

If someone were simply to stipulate how important different measures were, they could be weighted and combined to generate an overall assessment. That person just would need to choose from among the (nearly) infinite number of ways that different attributes could be weighted.

Who might that person be? The head of the regulator could decide, based on how important she thinks each measure is or after hearing suggestions from experts, interested organizations, or members of the public. Alternatively, the regulator could assemble an expert advisory body or a public advisory body comprising a diverse group of representatives from industry, nongovernmental organizations, community groups, and so forth. Whatever weights the committee comes up with, the regulator could then use them to create an overall assessment.

Alternatively, an outside evaluator could simply collect a lot of data about different regulators and come up with its own overall assessment, which is what the GCR does. As even the authors of the annual GCR rankings acknowledge, the data they collect cannot be added together to yield an overall score. Their measures are not in the same units: “budgets, staff size, cases opened and closed.” As a result, GCR’s authors purport instead to assimilate qualitatively the different types of data collected as well as incorporate interviews with regulatory staff, impressions of knowledgeable outsiders, and their own attendance at various regulatory meetings. All of this forms a kind of gestalt that leads GCR staff to give regulators rankings of up to five stars. Of course, in the end, the GCR reports that a lot seems to come down to resources: “the bigger a government’s competition budget, the better the enforcement agency gets.”

When measures vary in expression and units – some are dichotomous, others are continuous; some are percentages and rates, others are absolute numbers – these differences will make it rather meaningless to add the measures together to generate a single, overall “score.” Even assuming these equivalency problems could be solved, it would hardly be self-evident how each of these measures should be weighted in an overall assessment of the regulator. Do superb measures of substantive outcomes cancel out mediocre measures of process or perceptual outcomes? Excellence, if it is an overall compilation of quite different measures that have been stipulated or agreed upon as important, ultimately becomes a qualitative judgment, much as occurs with the Global Competition Review’s annual exercise.

To those who might object that stipulations and qualitative judgements are somewhat arbitrary, it is important to recognize that there are ways to constrain such evaluative decisions, such as by assigning responsibility for making qualitative judgments to a committee, making them in the open, and requiring that judgments come accompanied with statements of reasons. Even if qualitative, judgments about excellence can be grounded in something: a process. That process could range from being the thought process of a regulatory leader, a consensus reached among experts after their consideration of evidence, the majority views of members of a “multi-stakeholder” committee, or something else. The framework of excellence in this report – with its emphasis on three core attributes and its model of regulatory organization, action, and performance – would provide a firm foundation upon which to convene such a process of building consensus around common metrics of regulatory excellence.

Such processes of expert consensus-building around quality metrics are hardly novel or outlandish. On the contrary, most accreditation standards operate along these lines. The U.S. hospital sector, for example, relies on a set of standards issued by a non-profit organization called the Joint Commission. Its standards have been developed by teams of experts, including physicians, who, after consulting widely, stipulate as to what the standards of quality should be, both in terms of thresholds for each item on the quality checklist as well as in effect the number of checked boxes that must meet the threshold. Those hospitals that meet standards under the Joint Commission’s “Key Quality Measures” are deemed “top performers,” with the Joint Commission
revising its standards from time to time so that it encourages continuous improvement.96

Similar processes are used routinely in developing international standards of all sorts. As already noted, the International Regulators’ Forum (IRF), a global organization of a dozen national safety regulators of offshore oil and gas development, has developed a protocol for reporting of its members’ safety-related data. As the IRF notes, “in order to be able to compare offshore safety performance among IRF participants a common framework is needed.” To achieve that framework, IRF members have agreed on common criteria, definitions, and data compilation standards for a limited number of key performance measures such as fatalities, injuries, collisions, and releases of gas. A similar project could be undertaken by regulators around the world, in any regulatory domain, to agree upon other measures related to regulatory excellence.

A strategic approach ... redux

A measurement system like a stipulated accreditation process is conceptually and practically possible for regulators. After all, some type of stipulation occurs with any measurement system. For example, if the goal of measurement is for the leaders of a regulatory organization to gain a better picture of their operations and impacts so they can manage the overall organization better, then the measurement system should be based on those leaders’ judgments about the metrics (specific attributes) that should be included, the weights to be used in aggregating different metrics, and the thresholds that should apply to each metric or combination of metrics. On the other hand, if the measurement system is intended to inform elected officials or the public about how the regulator is performing, then just having the regulator’s leaders do the stipulation may lead to measurements that do not speak to what elected officials or members of the public think the metrics, thresholds, and weights should be. If the aim is to build a measurement system that promotes accountability and allows an excellent regulator to demonstrate its quality to overseers and the public, then the measurement system needs credibility and legitimacy. Given the interdependent nature of the regulator’s mission and definition of success, it would be imperative to involve others in the design of the system and the stipulation of metrics.

What about having a multi-regulator quality “accreditation” system along the lines of what the Joint Commission provides for hospitals? This too is conceptually possible and likely to be attractive for some purposes, such as to help raise the performance of different regulators around the world. And yet, there are some important differences between regulators and hospitals that will create greater challenges in bringing together representatives from different regulatory authorities to craft some common quality standards. Although research hospitals can be quite different from community hospitals, and rehabilitation hospitals different from both, hospitals everywhere are committed to the same basic mission: to treat people who have health problems so they get better (and don’t get worse). The same cannot be said of regulators; they do not all share the same goals. A telecommunications regulator, a drug regulator, and a mine safety regulator are all regulators, but the gulfs between them will be much wider than with any between two hospitals. Even with respect to regulators in the same sector doing the same line of work, they can still differ considerably from one another. They are, after all, creatures of their legislative mandates, which can vary considerably from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. As a result, if a national or international organization of regulatory quality sought to create a quality standard that demanded, say, a robust benefit–cost analysis for all new major rules, a regulator operating under a mandate that precludes it from taking costs into account when setting rules would lose points. Such a regulator might well be judged to be less than excellent even though it was only refraining from a practice that its legislature determined should not be a part of its regulatory milieu.
The key take-away is, again, that the regulator needs first to think through the purpose of the measurement system, and only then to select metrics and build a measurement system designed to advance that purpose.

**Causal attribution evaluation**

Depending on the purposes a regulator's leaders have in mind, this chapter has indicated that performance measurement could focus (a) **narrowly** or **broadly**, and (b) on the regulator (organization/actions) or on the **world** (performance). To these choices – narrow/broad, regulator/world – can now be added a third choice between **evaluation** and non-causal measurement. Evaluation seeks expressly to link together measures of the regulator and measures of the world, with the aim of determining whether the regulator is indeed **causing** positive change in the world.

The regulator can choose from one or more of the following three ways of measuring performance, the first two being types of non-causal measurement, while the third constitutes evaluation:

1. **Regulator.** Learn about the regulator and what it is doing (measures of “organization” and “actions,” in the model on page 31).

2. **Outcomes.** Learn about the world outside the regulator (measures of “behavior,” “perceptual outcomes,” and “substantive outcomes,” in the model on page 31).

3. **Causation (Administration → Outcomes).** Learn how much the regulator (#1) is causing any (positive) changes in the world outside the regulator (#2).

Only the last of these three – causal attribution evaluation – can definitively answer persistent questions about whether and how well regulation is working. Only evaluation can begin to explain reliably why problems are getting better (or worse) and whether the work of the regulator has anything to do with whatever change occurred.

To undertake non-causal measurement, a regulator's measurement team needs “only” relevant, reliable, and realistic measures. To undertake evaluation, however, that same team needs more than just valid measures on both the regulator and outcomes; it also requires the use of a method of evaluation that will support valid causal inferences. For evaluation, these methods must involve either randomization or statistical techniques that essentially replicate randomization. These latter techniques include multiple regression, propensity scoring, differences-in-differences, instrumental variables, and regression discontinuity (see box below).

Although these techniques can be used to evaluate many aspects of a regulator, special care needs to be given if the evaluation centers on any so-called recognition or voluntary program, as the likelihood of what is called selection bias will be high. That is, those who volunteer may well have been those already inclined to undertake the investments the voluntary program is intended to encourage. Thus,
the conditions under which these programs or initiatives operate will seldom function in a fashion that approximates the randomized experiment.

Even when the treatment under study is not voluntary, causal attribution evaluation is still more challenging and often more time-consuming than non-causal forms of performance measurement, as challenging as those measurement approaches can be. An excellent regulator does not need to subject everything to the most careful, ex post causal evaluation research. But as one former regulator remarked at the Penn Program on Regulation’s international expert dialogue, it is always good to have a few of these evaluations ongoing at any time. The best regulators will have dedicated staffs who can conduct rigorous causal evaluations on an ongoing basis. Again, only these kinds of evaluations can definitively answer the question of whether particular regulations, programs, or enforcement strategies are or are not working.

Putting it all together

When it comes to being strategic about measurement, the regulator must take pains to avoid what is known as the “lamppost problem.” This problem’s name derives from an old joke about a drunk who at night looks under a streetlight outside a bar for the keys he knows he dropped in the parking lot, well away from the lamppost. But the drunk person says he is looking under the lamppost “because that is where the light is.”

The excellent regulator must obviously be more deliberate. It must start by determining what attributes of excellence it aspires to achieve and then proceed to define specific attributes, find indicators and obtain data sources, choose methods, and determine when third-party evaluators or peer review may be needed. The figure on the next page summarizes the steps in a deliberate approach to performance measurement.
This figure also helps show how a regulator can make the RegX attributes operational and measurable. Taking the RegX attributes in their most general form will make getting direct, quantitative measures of excellence seem elusive. “Stellar competence,” for example, begs for the evaluator to answer a series of questions: “Competence at what?” and “How stellar is stellar?” As the figure suggests, the regulator and its measurement team will need to define more specific attributes, such as what specific kinds of competence are desired. The nine tenets of regulatory excellence from Chapter 1 of this report point toward the kind of additional specificity needed. Yet since the substantive goals of regulators vary greatly, excellence still needs to be defined by each regulator and members of its public. For example, what counts as “high performance” in the nine tenets will depend on the regulator’s specific context. As illustrated in the figure, one possible specific manifestation of the general attribute of stellar competence could be, where relevant, effectiveness at improving human health.

More specific attributes will sometimes take the form of proxies for the more general attributes, while other times they will be building blocks. For example, the presence (or absence) of a whistleblower policy might provide the basis for a measure of integrity, even though it is a building block toward integrity and not itself a direct measure of overall integrity. Indeed, perhaps no direct measure will exist for integrity qua integrity, in its most general form. One may need to rely entirely on building blocks and proxies. For example, proxy measures could take the form of surveys of people’s perceptions of the integrity of a regulator. Or building blocks like transparency could be measured. Since a highly transparent regulator will presumably have less ability to cover up poor or biased decisions, measures of transparency might provide good indicators for integrity.

The excellent regulator scans for cases that offer strategic, macro opportunities to create public value, potentially by transforming an entire industry, even an entire economy or a crucial aspect of freedom in a society.

- John Braithwaite, Responsive Excellence (2015)
Of the three attributes or atoms constituting the RegX molecule, engagement seems to be the one that could be most easily measured through direct means. Simple counts of the number of public notices issued, data on the duration of public comment periods, analyses of the readability of government documents, or other conceivable metrics might be considered concrete measures of a regulator’s level of external engagement. But of course, none of these measures get to the “empathic” part of engagement – nor do they address any of the substantive or perceptual outcomes that follow from engagement and will likely matter greatly to a regulator. Other less direct methods – such as, say, perceptual surveys – might still need to form part of an overall effort to gauge the success of the regulator’s external engagement.99

The point is that even if direct measures are not available, the RegX core attributes can be operationalized and indirectly measured. Of course, the specific ways of operationalizing these core attributes will vary from regulator to regulator, and some ways will be clearly more relevant, reliable, and realistic than others. These ways will also likely need to change over time. Regulators’ priorities change; as some old problems are solved, new ones take priority that then call for measurement. Industry changes too. Data on horse-and-buggy crashes are no longer needed, but data related to automobile drivers’ distraction certainly are. When oil and gas drilling techniques change, so too may an oil and gas regulator’s performance measures need to change.

As industry and societal needs change and as the regulator learns more, prompting changes in measurement protocols, a tradeoff will emerge that the excellent regulator must seek to address: a tradeoff between adaptation and continuity. The greater precision and relevance that derives from updating measures over time can come at the cost of comparability across time, sacrificing what is needed to discern trends and conduct causal attribution evaluation. In an excellent regulator, some performance measurement data will need to stay the same to serve some purposes, while other measures will always change to serve other purposes.

**Measurement and learning**

In the end, learning is the key to measurement, but it should always be learning with a purpose. Learning objectives should motivate and guide all choices about regulatory performance measurement. How useful is a measurement system? That can only be answered by asking further: useful to whom and for what purposes? Measurement needs to be realistic. Not all performance measurement can take the form of causal evaluations, as sometimes these will take too long to generate useful results. On the other hand, if a regulator never seeks to draw any causal inferences, it will never be sure that it is not investing large amounts of organizational resources to accomplish little or nothing, when those resources could possibly be better spent somewhere else. One purpose of measurement is to find out if actions are effective, cost-effective, and efficient. If they are, they should be continued and even emulated. If they are not, they should be ended or modified. Without measurement, and without at least some causal evaluation research, the regulator cannot learn very well.
Chapter 4.

RECOMMENDATIONS

There are no uniform recipes, because each country or region has its own problems and limitations.

- Pope Francis, *Laudato Si* Encyclical on the Environment and Human Ecology

Regulatory excellence is like the summit of a mountain. Given the vital role that regulators play in today’s global economy, making sure that they can get to the top of the summit of excellence is one of the most pressing imperatives facing the world today. And yet, as with real mountains, there is not necessarily just one way to the top of each peak. Some routes may be well-traveled, but new routes can be explored and invented too. Despite the different pathways available to regulators, it is possible to offer general guidance and recommendations for any regulator seeking regulatory excellence.

As we have seen, the starting point is to define and understand what regulatory excellence means. Although adjectives to describe the ideal regulator are in no short supply, the essence of all of these adjectives can be distilled to three essential attributes. These three attributes bear directly on the regulator’s outward relationships (empathic engagement), its overall performance (stellar competence), and its inner virtues (utmost integrity). These attributes, when elaborated, lead to nine major tenets of regulatory excellence. The truly excellent regulator manifests these three attributes and tenets in its organizational traits, its actions, and its outcomes.

To seek regulatory excellence, the regulator must focus its attention on four core parts of the model of regulation over which it has direct control, taking steps to improve the internal management of its organization, refine its efforts to set priorities and make sound decisions, enhance its external engagement with the public, and ultimately strengthen its ability to solve problems in ways that deliver greater value to the public. It also needs to build appropriate systems for measuring its progress, so it can learn how well its efforts to improve management, priority-setting, engagement, and problem-solving are working. Only by learning what works, and what does not, can a regulator expect to make real progress on the path toward excellence.

What exactly a regulator must do on an operational basis, day to day, to exemplify the attributes and tenets of excellence will vary from regulator to regulator – both because of the differences in different regulators’ missions as well as the different political, economic, and social milieus within which they are situated. Nevertheless, the RegX attributes
and tenets offer a clear lodestar for regulators everywhere. Both experts and members of the public alike recognize and expect that excellent regulators will consistently align their organizations, actions, and outcomes with the highest attributes of empathy, integrity, and competence on a consistent basis and in ways that keeps them striving always to improve. The excellent regulator, in the end, will be the one that listens, learns, and leads.

**Recommendations for reaching excellence**

Informed by the outreach, dialogue, research, and analysis that comprised the Best-in-Class Project, this report concludes by offering regulators in the oil and gas sector, as well as other regulatory domains, five central recommendations to reach the summit of regulatory excellence.

**Recommendation 1. Align strategic priorities around all three core attributes of regulatory excellence.**

Regulators need to align their organization and operations with all three core attributes and nine tenets of regulatory excellence. Too many regulators fail to recognize all three as part of their strategic priorities. In the study of regulators’ strategic plans conducted as part of the Best in Class Project, the most frequent attributes that emerged were those connected with *stellar competence*, rather than those related to *empathic engagement* or the *utmost integrity*. There were more attributes among the 25 attributes identified that related to competence, and these competence or outcome-oriented attributes were found in more plans than others. For example, the attribute category of *efficiency* was emphasized in 90% of the plans studied, while mention of attributes in the category of *educative* could be found in only 40%.

Of course, there is certainly nothing wrong with regulators aiming for competence; they most definitely should. But too many regulators today are heavily dominated by professionals who view regulation as primarily a technical enterprise and underappreciate the fundamentally social nature of regulation, which demands not just stellar competence but also confidence-boosting integrity and empathic forms of public engagement.

This point came through resoundingly clear at the Penn Program on Regulation’s dialogue sessions in Alberta. Participants in these dialogue sessions explained that they value *process* greatly in defining regulatory excellence. For example, the three major themes that emerged from the Aboriginal dialogue in Edmonton all focused on excellence in terms of human relationships, not just technical skill:

- Establishing credibility through a fair, inclusive, and transparent process
- Building and maintaining relationships of trust and reciprocity
- Ensuring clear and consistent lines of reciprocal communication

Likewise, engagement, responsiveness, respect, and fair treatment figured prominently throughout the discussions at the province-wide dialogue session held in Calgary. In one small group session at the Calgary dialogue, a pointed discussion ensued about whether process matters more than substantive outcomes, with participants sincerely expressing the importance of the former. They said they could accept that they will sometimes end up on the “losing” end of a regulatory decision, but such acceptance depends on their feeling like they have been listened to and treated with respect and dignity. At other points in the same dialogue, participants emphasized that while an excellent regulator cannot make decisions with which everyone will agree, they can and ought to strive to make decisions with outcomes with which most people can accept.
Recommendation 2. Align organizational culture with the three core attributes of regulatory excellence.

The regulator’s aim should be not merely to make regulatory excellence a strategic priority for the next year, or even the next five years, but rather to **bake regulatory excellence into the entire culture of the organization**. Achieving excellence is not something that a regulator simply “accomplishes.” It is an ongoing effort to strive toward perfection along the three dimensions of regulatory excellence.

Furthermore, the path of excellence leads not to a single summit, but actually a series of peaks that emerge repeatedly while proceeding along the trail. The regulator’s strategic priorities need to become more than just goals for the regulator’s leadership; they need to become embedded in the day-to-day workings of all the regulator’s employees. The public image that an excellent regulator seeks to project – its integrity, empathy, and competence – should mirror the consistent practices and beliefs inside the regulator’s organization.

Although cultural change never comes easily or quickly, it is essential for the regulator’s leadership to set the example and establish management practices that appropriately align employee incentives with the attainment of all three RegX attributes.

Recommendation 3. Build human capital that maintains stellar technical competence as well as ensures empathic engagement and continued commitment to professional and public integrity.

Regulatory excellence is ultimately people excellence. The RegX attributes of integrity, empathy, and competence are not merely virtues of an excellent regulatory organization, but they need to be virtues that each individual who works for a regulator strives to exhibit at the highest level.

The technical demands for expertise are daunting for a regulator, and much effort must be given to ensuring stellar competence. But the kinds of people skills required for empathic engagement should also be reinforced through training and the regulator’s overall organizational culture. The integrity of the deepest kind that makes up the RegX molecule is about people too; it is a kind of character that places the public and its needs above those of each individual staff member. That is in part why governmental leaders like Cathy Lanier and Naheed Nenshi earn so much public respect when they go out of their way to show up at a site of a disaster or otherwise go to great lengths to listen to what others say. They are demonstrating the kind of selflessness that integrity demands.

As Deirdre Hutton, the Chair of the UK Civil Aviation Authority, put it in her remarks at the Penn Program on Regulation’s international expert dialogue:

> Make no doubt, it is tough leading a regulator and there can be pressure from a variety of external sources, some of it fairly rough. So as an individual you do need to be personally resilient with a thick skin. I believe you also need a belief in a purpose, or a lodestar, which will help you confidently to make judgments and stop you from being pushed around by each last source of pressure. But the flip side of that, and it makes for a nice balance, is that you also need humility to recognize that you may well be wrong and others may have better ideas or judgments.¹⁰¹

Hutton describes qualities of professional virtue. What makes an excellent regulator, in the end, is not entirely different from what makes an excellent human being.

Of course, no regulatory institution can be perfect, nor can anyone expect that each and every individual working for one will be perfect either. A regulatory institution should, though, be structured and managed so that it supports, values, and encourages what U.S. President Abraham Lincoln once called the “better angels of our nature.”

Recommendation 4. Involve the public in operationalizing regulatory excellence and in identifying management priorities.

As regulators’ missions are ultimately interdependent ones – that is, neither defined entirely by the regulator’s leadership nor solely achievable by the regulator alone – the best regulators master empathic engagement in all that they do. The regulator’s strategic management should be no exception.
In working through the frameworks and recommendations in this report, a regulator will need to undertake additional work to move down the path of regulatory excellence. It must operationalize the three core attributes of excellence, giving them a content and definition that matches the distinctive mission and operational environment that the regulator faces, making the necessary strategic choices about improvement priorities and performance measurement.

These will be important choices for the future of the regulator and the public it serves. As a result, these choices will benefit – as with other important choices facing the regulator – from open public input. Involving the public extensively in any organizational reorganization or management transformation not only delivers all the informational and trust-building benefits that come from empathic engagement in any setting, but it also models for the rest of the regulator organization the kind of respectful treatment of all segments of the public that needs to be “baked into” an excellent regulator.

Along these lines, one intriguing and insightful suggestion made by several participants at the province-wide dialogue held in Calgary bears emphasizing as any regulator embarks on a new improvement plan: ask interested members of the public how and when they would like to be involved in a new strategic initiative. 102

Recommendation 5. Take a strategic approach to performance measurement and evaluation.

Evaluation and performance measurement are vital components of regulatory excellence, for any high-integrity regulator wants to learn how well it is doing in order to strive to do better. Evaluation and performance measurement can also be used as tools for ensuring progress toward or maintenance of excellence. Only with robust evaluation and performance measurement can a regulator know how well it is doing in terms of its ongoing public engagement and substantive performance.

But just because measurement and evaluation are central to regulatory excellence, this does not mean that merely counting beans will do. The excellent regulator must take a strategic approach to evaluation and performance measurement. Rather than succumbing to the lamppost tendency and counting things that are readily available, such as inputs and activities, the excellent regulator needs to be purposive. Its leaders need to define the purposes of evaluation and performance measurement clearly, and then build learning systems to meet those purposes. No one single measure will serve all purposes; overall performance measurement is a portfolio that needs to be managed strategically.

At least a few key policy and management questions should always be investigated with rigorous evaluations designed to yield causal inferences. Others will be better addressed through real-time monitoring of conditions which afford opportunities for management responsiveness and innovation.

When making strategic decisions about performance measurement, the excellent regulator will also build in opportunities for external involvement in and validation of regulatory performance measurement and evaluation. Especially when the purpose of measurement aims at an external audience, the development of a measurement system should involve a role for those outside the regulator in order to be credible. This applies not only in designing the system but also in implementing it, whether by contracting out for performance measurement to a third party or subjecting measurement or evaluation studies to peer review by outside experts. The excellent regulatory aims continuously to seek feedback on the performance measurement work that it undertakes.

Planning for excellence

Let us now return to two central questions motivating this report: How does a regulator achieve or maintain excellence? What steps can a regulator take to align itself better with the core RegX attributes and the nine tenets of regulatory excellence articulated earlier in this report? These are the questions that the Alberta Energy Regulator (AER) and any other public-spirited regulator with aspirations of improved management and quality must ask and answer.

In light of everything discussed in this report, the following four steps forward are recommended for any regulator seeking to improve. At each of these steps, the regulator...
will have opportunities to engage in dialogue with others, whether elected officials or members of the public, to get their input. The models and frameworks provided in this report not only provide a basis for informing the thinking of the regulator’s leadership, but they also form a basis for that essential public dialogue.

- **Step 1: Self-awareness.** The first step in determining how to improve must be to gain greater familiarity with the regulator’s organizational capacities, suite of activities, and current levels of performance. A regulator’s managers will likely already have a considerable degree of familiarity with their organization, but even the most thoughtful and conscientious regulatory leaders may well focus on only certain pieces of the overall picture of what the regulator is, does, and achieves. Regulatory leaders should take time consciously to create an overall picture of their own organization as well as to involve others in a process of increasing self-awareness. The general model provided in Chapter 2 of this report provides the basic framework that the AER or any regulator can use to gain this overall self-awareness. But obviously the regulator’s leadership must fill in the boxes in that model with specifics about its own organization and operations.

- **Step 2: Scoping.** For each box in the model of regulatory organization, action, and performance found in Chapter 2, the regulator’s managers should ask themselves how well aligned the regulator currently is with the RegX core attributes and with the nine essential tenets of regulatory excellence, as discussed in Chapter 1 of this report. For those who are more visually inclined, this second step effectively would entail a process that, either literally or heuristically, involves “filling in” a matrix like that shown in the figure below.

### A FRAMEWORK FOR RegX SCOPING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORGANIZATION</th>
<th>ACTIONS</th>
<th>OUTCOMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mission</td>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>Human capital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decision-making</td>
<td>Public Engagement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incident response</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Utmost Integrity</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fidelity to law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respect for democracy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to Public Interest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Empathetic Engagement</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Even-handedness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsiveness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Stellar Competence</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Analytical capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instrumental capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High performance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Although the figure provides completeness and shows the conceptual structure that grows out of the analysis in this report, it should most decidedly not be taken to suggest that all or even many of the cells can be filled in with anything like precise, quantitative measures. The purpose at the second step is one of scoping, to identify where the regulator’s leaders should put their focus going forward. Going through the boxes provides focus.

It would also be mistaken to take from the figure here any inference that every cell will matter equally. In this regard, it should be noted that some RegX attributes and related tenets will be more relevant to some cells or boxes than others. To offer just two examples:

- “Public Engagement” in the “Actions” category is obviously much more closely connected to RegX’s “Empathic Engagement” than are the other boxes (and that is true even though a regulator must approach such engagement with the utmost integrity and will rely on engagement to learn better what it needs to know to provide stellar competence).

- The “High Performance” tenet (part of “Stellar Competence”) is obviously much more closely connected to the “Outcomes” category than are the other boxes.

And so it will be with the other attributes and tenets. Although everything an excellent regulator is, does, and achieves should be imbued with integrity, empathy, and competence, some aspects of the regulator and its operations will be more important to certain attributes of excellence than others. The scoping step is needed to inform decisions about where to place the regulator’s priorities for improvement.

With all of the possible organizational characteristics, regulatory actions, and outcomes that could make up a more concrete manifestation of the model in Chapter 2, any overall exercise in assessing each of the parts of that model against the three RegX attributes – let alone the nine tenets – will by necessity need to be highly qualitative. As noted, no one should be under any illusions that every feature and facet of a regulatory organization can be measured with precision. Even if they could, nothing from the public engagement, expert elicitation, and research conducted by the Penn Program on Regulation during the Best-in-Class Project gives any reason to believe that there would be a clear or definitive way of converting such measures into a common unit and then combining them to yield some kind of total “score” based on some undetermined way to weight each cell’s “score.” The only way to proceed with such a comprehensive, overall measurement and ranking or scoring scheme would be, as discussed in Chapter 3, through a process of stipulation, possibly based on broad consensus.

This is not to suggest that regulators must try to attend to improving everything all at once. An inherent tradeoff always exists between breadth and depth. From the standpoint of overall management, it will be more important for a regulator to focus the range of key indicators on a smaller, manageable number. Finding that smaller number of priorities is what the next step is all about. At the second step – simply of scoping – what regulatory leaders should be doing is making a first, soft look at the entire organization with everything on the table so they do not overlook possible areas in need of improvement.

- **Step 3: Strategic action.** Based on a broad self-assessment and scoping, regulatory leaders next should select their
priorities or opportunities for greatest improvement. Then they should move toward identifying improvement strategies and making performance measurement or evaluation plans. This step of strategic action would likely benefit, perhaps even more than the first two, from input from others with whom the regulator interacts and serves.

As discussed in the section of Chapter 2 on “Moving forward on the regulatory excellence path,” the primary candidates to be considered in identifying improvement strategies fall across four principal facets of a regulator’s operations. The following questions suggest the range of considerations for a regulator to consider in developing strategic actions that will move it closer toward excellence or help it stay on that path.

**Internal management (e.g., mission clarity, resources, autonomy, human capital, culture)**

1. Does the regulator possess and communicate a clear, well-defined mission that aims boldly to maximize public value within the scope of the regulator’s mandate?
2. Does the regulator have adequate financial resources and information technologies to deliver on its mission?
3. Does the regulator possess appropriate levels of autonomy to ensure its decisions are made consistently with expert judgment and in the long-term public interest?
4. Does the regulator have a sufficient level of staff members who are highly-trained and keep up with developments and emerging trends within their scope of work?
5. Does the organizational culture support and value learning, innovation, and public service?
6. Does the regulator’s culture align well with all three core RegX attributes and all nine regulatory excellence tenets?

**Priority-setting/decision-making (e.g., scientific and economic analysis and how it informs decisions)**

7. Does the regulator seek out state-of-the-art evidence before making both regulatory and management decisions, and then incorporate that evidence in good faith into its decision-making and its reasons for its decisions?
8. Does the regulator actively investigate and seek to generate new knowledge of poorly understood risks, potential areas of concern, and regulatory impacts?
9. Does the regulator have in place adequate procedures for preserving the integrity of scientific information, including suitable processes of peer review?
10. Does the regulator ground its decisions on a solid understanding of the industry it is regulating, including an ongoing awareness of technological innovations?
11. Does the regulator understand and articulate clearly the normative principles it uses in combination with risk analysis to make decisions (i.e., what it means to be “risk-based” or “risk-informed”)?
12. Does the regulator engage in analysis of its own rules and practices, including rigorous causal evaluation, to learn what works and what could work better?

**Problem-solving (e.g., regulatory instrument design, inspection and enforcement strategies)**

13. Does the regulator consistently determine that new regulations are needed (and that non-regulatory solutions would not be effective) before adopting new rules and directives?
14. Does the regulator select and apply regulatory instruments that equitably maximize net benefits (or, if specified by law, that meet other policy criteria)?
15. Does the regulator consider a full range of regulatory instruments that will best achieve relevant policy goals, including when appropriate, regulatory instruments that preserve flexibility?

16. Does the regulator target its inspections in such a manner as to maximize the chance of finding and reducing significant regulatory violations?

17. Does the regulator deploy enforcement tools responsively, calibrating consequences so as to assure compliance and promote positive cooperation?

18. Does the regulator manage its own operations with efficiency, minimizing unwarranted delays in decision-making?

External engagement (e.g., transparency, public participation)

19. Does the regulator provide open access to its information in a manner that is accessible and comprehensible both to industry users and to the broader public?

20. Does the regulator provide, whenever feasible, full drafts of regulatory decisions when it invites public comment?

21. Does the regulator generally provide opportunities for participation by any member of the public that is concerned or will be affected by its decisions?

22. Does the regulator reach out to and welcome input by all individuals, organizations, and communities that are interested in or affected by its decisions?

23. Does the regulator provide well-reasoned explanations for its decisions that acknowledge and respond to all pertinent concerns expressed by members of the public?

24. Does the regulator ensure that its entire workforce interacts fairly, respectfully, and empathically with all segments of the public?

These questions form a useful checklist for any regulator seeking to improve. This list of questions could certainly be useful at the scoping step too, but it is important to keep that earlier step focused on the RegX attributes and the corresponding qualities found in the tenets of regulatory excellence. Although checklists can be useful, regulatory excellence is not merely a matter of checking off boxes. It is an ethos that thoroughly and deeply pervades the traits, actions, and outcomes of a regulator.
The regulator should keep in mind that initiatives like risk-informed regulation or performance-based regulation are not themselves attributes of excellence per se. Excellence is ultimately encapsulated in the RegX attributes and tenets. When deployed smartly, initiatives like risk-informed or performance-based regulation can be strategies that help achieve or better maintain excellence by delivering greater public value.

The same is true with the other improvement options implicit in each of the twenty-four questions shown above. If these improvement strategies do yield improved substantive outcomes, they help a regulator better meet a stellar competence tenet of “high performance” by ensuring that the regulator can “consistently deliver significant positive public value.” If they yield improved perceptual outcomes of public trust and legitimacy, they will help a regulator better demonstrate the achievement of the attribute of utmost integrity and empathic engagement. And so forth.

To illustrate what types of practical “next steps” the list of two dozen questions shown above could prompt for a regulator, Appendix H provides a brief illustration of what a regulator might do if it identified Question 16, on inspection targeting, as one of its priority items for strategic attention. The appendix material shows how a regulator could go back to the five main recommendations presented earlier in this chapter to begin to develop a strategic plan to improve inspection targeting.

Step 4: Assessment and continuous improvement. To the preceding three steps must be added a fourth on assessing how well any strategic plan for improvement has worked, and then repeating the full cycle by seeking continuous improvement. Chapter 3 offers guidance on the use of performance measurement and evaluation to undertake the necessary assessment. The inclusion of continuous improvement in this fourth step reminds the regulator that the goal with regulatory excellence is not merely to reach a single summit, but also to continue along down the trail to summit the further peaks that always lie off in the distance.

Coda: Excellence as momentum

Regulating is hard work. Just regulating well is demanding and difficult. To achieve excellence requires more. It requires full, consistent, and superlative mastery of all the technical, analytic, and social tasks involved in the enterprise of regulating. Excellence demands the utmost, the empathic, the stellar.

Part of what makes achieving excellence so difficult lies in the complexity of the challenge. Not only do today’s regulators oversee complex technologies and business practices during the course of their work, but regulators as organizations operate in complex social, economic, and political systems where their success is ultimately defined and shaped by their interactions with others, including, in the end, by the actions of regulated entities. This report has distilled the high principles of regulation and offered accessible frameworks that can be used by regulators anywhere, and yet even what is presented here suggests the extreme complexity to regulatory excellence. The core attributes of regulatory excellence presented here have been described by nine major tenets, each of which the regulator should manifest across three dimensions: its organizational traits, regulatory actions, and policy outcomes. Looking at this mathematically, that equates to twenty-seven layers of excellence!

Finally, regulators do not operate in a static environment. Regulatory excellence requires listening attentively to changing public concerns. It requires constantly learning on the job. It also requires boldness and visionary leadership – seeing ahead to where the puck will be, to use Wayne Gretzky’s famous advice, and then moving forward. Just as with any successful hockey player, the excellent regulator cannot stay in one place, content to have mastered the past or the present. The world changes, its problems change, its science and technologies change, its economic conditions change, and ultimately its social fabric can change too. In such a world, regulatory excellence demands forward momentum, not static achievement.
The Penn Program on Regulation convened a one-day dialogue with members of Aboriginal communities in Alberta. The dialogue was held at the Sawridge Inn and Conference Center in Edmonton on March 26, 2015. Participants included representatives from each of the three First Nation treaty areas in Alberta (Treaty 6, Treaty 7, and Treaty 8), representatives from two Métis organizations (the Métis Nations of Alberta and the Métis Settlements General Council), as well as participants from the Indian Resources Council and the CEO of Indian Oil and Gas Canada. The discussions were organized and facilitated by the Penn Project on Civic Engagement, led by Dr. Harris Sokoloff, and they were observed by several representatives from the AER, including its President and CEO, Jim Ellis.

Neither a formal consultation between AER and participants nor a consensus-building endeavor, the dialogue brought together diverse participants to generate ideas about the characteristics, practices, and outcomes that constitute a “best-in-class” regulator. The day’s dialogue was divided into two main sessions, with the first devoted to identifying those attributes that characterize an excellent regulator and the second focused on methods and measures for determining a regulator’s success. Drawing on a detailed dialogue summary report which can be found on the Penn Program on Regulation’s Best-in-Class Project website, we highlight here some of the major insights and perspectives shared.

An excellent regulator, according to most participants, is one that has “earned credibility, built trusting and reciprocal relationships, and maintained clear, regular communication.” To build and maintain credibility, participants offered the following specific suggestions:

- All Aboriginal groups as well as various stakeholders should have the ability and resources to present their case and respond to the case and presentations of others in a regulator’s proceedings.
- Regulatory processes should make common sense and be thoroughly unbiased.
- Regulators should provide explicit acknowledgment and consideration of trade-offs.
- Regulatory processes should be transparent.
- Participants expressed a desire for meaningful Aboriginal representation on AER’s board.

Participants also sought a “common sense” approach for building trusting relationships between regulators and members of the public it serves. They thought that excellent regulators ought to act with honesty and respect and demonstrate both understanding and empathy in interactions with people from different cultures and ways of living. One suggestion to improve the relationship between the AER and the Alberta government in particular was for regulators to assign dedicated representatives to serve as a continuous point of engagement with Aboriginal groups, instead of such groups needing to adjust repeatedly to varied offices or changing personnel. In seeking to ensure clear and consistent lines of reciprocal communication, participants highlighted that excellent regulators ought to communicate in a way that speaks “to everyday people about their clear everyday concerns” in a manner that avoids “legalistic and industry-related jargon.” Participants also offered several concrete suggestions for a regulator to communicate effectively:

- The key to effective communication is for a regulator to listen, learn, and educate.
- An excellent regulator should provide proactive and early communication.
- In dealing with Aboriginal communities, an excellent regulator needs to be aware of and sensitive to Aboriginal methods and norms of communication. Not everyone has email, and even regular mail can be very slow.
- An excellent regulator should use language that is easy to understand by all parties.
- Effective communication must include feedback cycles and follow-up.

Appendix A: Aboriginal Dialogue
• A regulator should work to develop explicit and co-produced communication lines between itself, affected Aboriginal communities, and industry.106

Participants tended to see the work of an excellent regulator as involving more than just solving technical problems. It also includes the management of social relationships—recognizing and relating well to the variety of cultural perspectives possessed by individuals and communities comprising the broader public. Most participants emphasized that an excellent regulator would foster trust and credibility by how it interacts with interested individuals and organizations. The key to achieving success in managing relationships, participants suggested, lies with effective communication and empathic connection with the various members of the broader public which the regulator must serve.
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The Penn Program on Regulation organized a three-day dialogue session held at the Sheraton Suites Eau Claire in Calgary from April 12-14, 2015. This dialogue brought together approximately 65 individuals from across Alberta, including oil and gas industry representatives, environmental group leaders, landowners, Aboriginal community representatives, municipal and other government officials, academic experts, and other concerned members of the public. A number of managers and staff members from the AER joined as observers to the discussions.

Much as with the Aboriginal dialogue, the province-wide dialogue aimed to generate attributes of regulatory excellence as well as identify ways regulators can measure and credibly demonstrate their institutions’ progress toward the achievement of excellent regulatory performance. Its purpose was not to evaluate the quality of the AER but to learn about the participants’ aspirations for the AER and other provincial regulatory and governmental bodies.

We heard repeatedly from varied sources at the dialogue – as we did in our separate one-on-one interviews (Appendix C) – that achieving excellent energy development regulation in Alberta is not a challenge solely up to the AER to meet. Many individuals believe that what matters more than just excellence at the AER is the excellence of the entire governmental system. The AER might be an excellent regulator, these individuals said, but if government policy in the province is flawed, then even the AER’s excellence cannot make up for those flaws. Throughout the dialogue, many participants raised concerns about specific aspects of government policy – or the lack thereof – related to energy development, ecosystem planning and land management, and Aboriginal consultation, rather than about the AER specifically. The point, of course, is not to imply that these concerns are valid or not, but rather to highlight a major theme that emerged with some force in all that we heard, namely that regulatory excellence requires excellence in the entire system of regulatory governance, not merely excellence in one governmental institution in the overall system.

With that important caveat in mind, participants in the Alberta Dialogue identified several dimensions of a regulatory organization and its operation as central to the attainment of regulatory excellence. Notably, the regulator’s institutional culture and workforce – as well as its leadership and overall governance structure—were highlighted by participants as core factors contributing to the sustenance of a “culture” or “ethos” of excellence that many participants saw as essential. An institutional culture of excellence requires a strong and urgent commitment by both the regulator’s leadership and all of its personnel to a clearly defined set of policy principles informed by public input and to a high level of consistency in action that comports with these principles. In other words, the excellent regulator is one that not only talks the talk, but also walks the walk. Participants also emphasized that the regulator’s culture ought to reinforce a sincere and ongoing commitment to public engagement, learning, and continuous improvement.

Participants recognized that the performance of regulatory organizations, as with any organization, depends ultimately on the values and competence of their employees. To excel in its performance, a regulator must have a highly trained workforce with both the technical capabilities needed to analyze data and make sound operational decisions and also the social skills required to engage with a culturally diverse public. A regulator’s employees ought to be willing to listen to the concerns expressed by all groups in society and eager to explain thoroughly the rationale behind regulatory decisions. They need to be empathetic and respectful in their interactions with the public. Furthermore, a number of participants thought the regulator’s workforce ought to be “at least roughly representative of the different stakeholder groups and the community at large” and “physically located within or near the community and distributed throughout the province, with more field personnel and field offices.”

In making regulatory decisions, regulators often must confront difficult tradeoffs, choosing how to proceed even in the face of policy uncertainty as well as the likelihood that any appropriate course of action will displease some
(if not many) segments of society. Participants reported that, when facing such difficult choices, excellent regulators dedicate attention both to collecting broad public input and analyzing the best available scientific information in order to make decisions that maximize overall public value. Success demands neither making everyone happy nor leaving everyone feeling equally unhappy. It also does not mean satisfying the demands of the most vocal critics or the best-resourced or most-organized set of interests. At a minimum, regulators will recognize competing priorities and weigh tradeoffs among multiple competing values and interests in making decisions. Participants highlighted a particular challenge when a regulator is responsible for fulfilling mixed legal mandates that at times seem to require incompatible outcomes. If the regulator is charged with fulfilling two objectives in tension with each other—say, promoting both public safety and reducing regulatory burdens—it may be impossible for the regulator to achieve excellence with respect to each policy objective.

In the design of its decision processes, an excellent regulator should set up procedures to ensure it receives a broad range of views from the public, across the full range of interests, regions, demographic characteristics, and even generations (with regulators addressing not only present priorities but also taking into account future impacts). Decision processes should be designed to produce thorough analysis and synthesis of the best possible data including, where appropriate, various forms of traditional knowledge recognized in Aboriginal communities. The regulator’s procedural rules ought to be clear, consistent, predictable, and applied uniformly to all. At the same time, participants recognized that circumstances may demand some flexibility and discretion from the regulator—as well as the consideration of alternative processes such as forms of alternative dispute resolution.

Robust public engagement was repeatedly mentioned by many participants as a hallmark of an excellent regulator. For them, achieving excellence in engagement requires demonstrating empathy and building trust across all segments of society, showing respect, and treating people with dignity even when making decisions that adversely affect their interests. Communication with the public should be a two-way street, with feedback loops built into regulatory processes that allow both for informal and formal opportunities for public input. Regulators should make available a variety of avenues for input, some of them tailored to the capabilities and needs of different individuals and communities. When resource constraints limit the ability of some groups to participate meaningfully in regulatory proceedings, regulators would do well to consider providing resources that allow such groups to hire their own professional experts to support their participation. Participants recognized that the investment of time and resources in public engagement can come at the expense of other priorities, including timeliness in decision-making, but many participants expressed the belief that such investments were worthwhile in the long run. By building trust in its regulatory processes, the regulator strengthens its reputation and enhances its credibility.

Dialogue participants also stressed the vital role transparency plays in supporting informed public participation—as well as its essential role overall in achieving regulatory excellence. They emphasized several key dimensions to transparency. Transparency includes not only a regulator providing open access to its records and data but also offering clear, detailed explanations for its decisions. Most especially, at its core, transparency entails truthfulness: participants expressed particular disdain for being “lied to,” “kept in the dark” or ‘blindsided’ by regulators.” Participants wanted access to information and clear explanations even when they accompany “bad news.”

In terms of the substance of regulatory decisions, a number of participants favored regulators’ reliance on performance-based standards that mandate the attainment of outcomes but give regulated entities the ability to choose how to achieve those outcomes. Substantive flexibility was also included in discussion of inspections and related enforcement activity. Many participants cautioned against reliance on rigid, rule-based protocols for targeting regulated entities for inspections, instead recommending that regulators choose to deploy enforcement resources more strategically. Some suggested that so-called laggard firms should receive greater scrutiny than more responsible firms and other regulated entities. Others favored a risk-based approach which would
incorporate into targeting decisions not only firms’ history of and propensity for compliance but also their overall hazard potential. While participants highlighted flexibility in carrying out enforcement activities, they also valued firmness. Excellent regulators, participants repeatedly said, ought to “show resolve” and “stand up to industry and ‘say no’ from time to time.”

Dialogue participants identified the following as the most salient aspects of an excellent regulator’s enforcement program:

- **Purpose of enforcement.** ... A regulator can’t achieve excellent enforcement...“until it knows what it is managing for.”
- **Stringency of enforcement.** Many participants wanted the regulator’s enforcement actions to have a clear impact on changing business behavior and not just become a “cost of doing business” or ... a “rubber stamp of industry practices.”
- **Role for innovations.** Some participants suggested innovative ways of enhancing enforcement effectiveness [such as] finding a reliable mechanism for third-party reporting of violations [and using] incentives to reward ... firms to go “beyond compliance.”
- **Timing of enforcement.** Some participants admonished that regulators should address compliance concerns quickly before they grow into larger problems.
- **Rigor of incident investigation.** ... Several participants stressed that an excellent regulator will have a clear process for following through on incidents and reporting back to the public on what actions have been taken.
- **Public disclosure of non-compliance.** Many participants seemed to agree that non-compliance information should be publicly available.
- **Regulated entities’ response to non-compliance.** Several participants recommended that non-compliant companies be required to provide clear follow-through information to the regulator on how it will ensure that future violations do not occur.
- **Role for alternative dispute resolution (ADR) in enforcement.** ... Some participants expressed the opinion that an excellent regulator should affirmatively provide a form for ADR, making collaborative resolution of disputes the norm and not the exception.

Participants from across a variety of segments of Alberta emphasized that a regulator that is perceived to act as a booster for industry or that simply serves as a rubber stamp on industry plans will not be taken seriously as an effective regulator. A regulator’s ability to show resolve will, though, depends in part on the authority the rest of government has given it, participants noted. They recognized how the existence of policy gaps within an overall regulatory system can constrain any regulator’s ability to act resolutely, especially with respect to new problems that were not contemplated in the regulator’s legal mandate. But even if hampered by ambiguities or gaps in regulatory authority, an excellent regulator should not stand idly by while pressing public problems go unaddressed. Participants agreed that an excellent regulator should work diligently with government authorities to secure any needed policy clarification or grant of new regulatory authority. Some participants thought that in extraordinary circumstances an excellent regulator might even need to exert greater creativity in the interpretation or exercise of its existing regulatory authority in order to respond to pressing public problems.

Finally, participants noted that an excellent regulator should devote attention to measuring and evaluating its own performance. Measurement and evaluation, they indicated, are vital for achieving continuous improvement and for reinforcing a “learning culture” within the regulatory organization, enhancing the regulator’s ability to remain nimble as regulated industries and their practices continue to evolve dynamically. Much as with other regulatory decisions, participants stated that an excellent regulator should ensure public involvement in the process of setting performance goals and establishing metrics. Participants offered a variety of suggestions for a regulator like AER to use both in assessing substantive outcomes as well as regulatory processes, drawing on both quantitative and qualitative metrics. Examples of possible metrics included the number of disputes and complaints, rate of violations...
found in inspections, the number of businesses operating in the regulator’s jurisdiction, and public perceptions and willingness to engage cooperatively with the regulator. In taking measurements and conducting performance analyses, some participants articulated a preference for a regulator to involve an independent third party, whether in the direct implementation of performance measurement or in an auditing or peer review role.

Overall, participants viewed measurement and evaluation as just the final means of “closing the loop” in what should be an ongoing cycle or process of regulation. For most participants, excellence was not perceived as a static “end point” that a regulator simply “achieves,” but rather a dynamic, ongoing pursuit that requires constant learning, vigilance, and improvement.
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In advance of the dialogues the Penn Program on Regulation convened in Alberta, we undertook a scoping process that involved interviews with dozens of interested individuals from throughout the province who shared their perspectives with us. These interviews with the individuals listed below helped provide background context and allowed us to begin to hear the range of concerns and aspirations held by various segments of Alberta. What we later learned at the two Alberta dialogue sessions was consistent with what interview respondents told us, but the interviews allowed us to identify individuals to invite to the dialogues, learn how best to balance the panel and group discussions, and find various research studies and reports that we read and incorporated into our overall analysis.
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A two-day dialogue, held at the University of Pennsylvania Law School in Philadelphia, on March 19–20, 2015, brought together some 40 participants spanning multiple countries and representing an array of regulatory fields, including academic experts, industry representatives, environmental group leaders, and other experts. This international expert dialogue endeavored to achieve the following two objectives:

1. Identify a set of common attributes characteristic of best-in-class regulatory performance, and
2. Articulate ways of evaluating a regulator’s progress towards regulatory excellence across diverse policy fields and societies.

In advance of the dialogue, fifteen dialogue participants circulated short papers as a means of stimulating deliberations. Following the dialogue, we prepared a detailed summary report.111

The first objective of the expert dialogue was to define attributes of excellent regulators—common qualities of excellence that apply irrespective of institutional setting. Although it was not the aim of the dialogue to achieve consensus, many participants seemed to agree with the following ten major characteristics of an excellent regulator:

1. **Mission Clarity:** Dialogue participants thought that an excellent regulator must have a clear mission. Clarity focuses personnel internal to the agency, guides the regulator in setting priorities, limits distractions, and prevents an undue fixation on short-term interests and pressures. Externally, clarity provides outside overseers with benchmarks for assessing progress. Dialogue participants expressed differing views on the source of the regulator’s mission. Some viewed the regulator’s capabilities for action as circumscribed solely by legislative authority, while others thought other expressions of public preferences as well as a reliance on an independent “moral compass” could also factor into defining a regulator’s mission.

2. **Autonomy:** Although participants agreed that regulators in a democracy should be politically responsive and accountable, they also emphasized the need for a sufficient degree of independence to ensure that the regulator relies on independent, expert analyses and remains free of undue industry and other special-interest influence. The challenge is to achieve an appropriate balance between democratic responsiveness and autonomous expert judgment. Participants also noted that the source of a regulator’s funding may affect its ability to achieve the right balance. Funding based on industry fees can help a regulator achieve autonomy from undue legislative pressures, yet might nevertheless detract from the regulator’s real or perceived autonomy from industry.

3. **Intergovernmental Cooperation:** An excellent regulator needs sound working relationships with other governmental institutions that are integral to the achievement of the regulator’s mission. Particularly when regulators encounter ambiguities or gaps in policy, they need to communicate and collaborate to ensure that government policy is updated or clarified. If the regulator lacks the authority or resources to address a pressing public problem, many dialogue participants thought that regulators should affirmatively bring these issues to the attention of relevant policy makers and help persuade them to rectify the situation.

4. **Sound Decision-making:** Regulators face significant challenges in making sound decisions. They often must make tradeoffs among competing objectives, priorities, and even, at times, multiple or conflicting missions. In setting priorities and making decisions, regulators ought to consider public views, technical expert opinion, and other decision-making inputs. Participants noted that regulators with a capacity for high-quality analysis strengthen their credibility. They also recognized, though, that all regulators must make decisions under uncertainty and that, in any
event, regulators’ decisions are policy decisions that also call for normative as well as scientific judgment.

5. **Expertise with Humility**: An excellent regulator possesses skillsets beyond technical expertise. The dynamic process of regulation often necessitates leadership skills and effective public engagement. As such, regulators should make sure their workforces not only possess sound technical skill but also know how to engage well with all segments of the public. In their interactions with the public, regulatory employees need to “show a little humility.”

6. **Boldness**: Many dialogue participants emphasized the need for an excellent regulator to exhibit bold leadership. Some participants thought that when a regulator encounters severe problems that nevertheless fall within the gaps of policy or legislative authority, an excellent regulator will actively seek to respond, even if it must to some degree push against the envelope of its authority.

7. **Responsive, Robust Enforcement**: Regulatory excellence requires effective enforcement, including robust monitoring and inspection protocols. Rather than regulators relying solely on punitive measures, participants also recommended responsive enforcement strategies such as persuasion, engagement with industry leaders, and the use of incentives or rewards to secure improved behavior from firms.

8. **Agility, Learning, and Adaptation**: An excellent regulator pursues continuous improvement. In an ever-changing business environment, regulators must keep up with relevant, emerging industry technologies and constantly adapt and innovate. They also need to keep up to date with communication technologies, such as social media, so as to engage most meaningfully with the public.

9. **Transparency and Public Engagement**: The experts at the dialogue agreed that effective public engagement and transparency are hallmarks of regulatory excellence. Good public communication and outreach can improve a regulator’s overall effectiveness and generate useful reputational benefits. Participants emphasized that regulators must reach out to the public proactively, not only to inform the public of proposed regulatory actions but also to listen attentively to all public concerns. They also noted that transparency is essential to making public input meaningful. Although participants differed in what exactly should be made public – some, for example, “cautioned against intruding too much on the regulator’s deliberative process” – all seemed to agree that transparency is key for building trust and credibility.

10. **Reputation**: A regulator’s reputation for excellence can help it achieve or maintain excellence. Nevertheless, some dialogue participants noted that excellent regulatory performance does not always equate to an excellent reputation—and vice versa. Since a regulator’s success often cannot be observed, at least not nearly as clearly as its failures, regulators frequently lack tangible evidence of their effectiveness. Several participants cautioned against regulators placing too much emphasis on their reputations. They suggested that regulators should pursue excellence for its own sake – “in terms of promoting public value” – and should treat reputations as “only a tool and a means to an end, not an end in itself.”

In addition to identifying ten major attributes of regulatory excellence, the expert dialogue sought to uncover ways that regulators can evaluate and track their progress towards regulatory excellence. In other words, how does a regulator know if it is doing better or worse over time? Participants discussed both the promise and pitfalls of performance measurement—what to measure, the purposes of measurements, and the qualities of different performance metrics.

Participants supported the value of performance measurement but emphasized how important it is for a regulator to define clearly the purpose that any
measurement system will seek to achieve. Does a regulator seek to use measurement internally to learn how to improve its practices? Or does it seek to tell a story to those outside the regulator, whether governmental overseers or the public more generally? The design of a performance measurement system will vary depending on its purpose. Different purposes will call for different metrics – qualitative versus quantitative, perceptual versus validated – or for different methods of measurement and analysis.

Although participants supported the use of performance data to help regulators track their progress and make improvements, they also enumerated a series of considerations that excellent regulators should keep in mind when designing performance measurement systems:

• **Moving Targets.** Performance measurement must be dynamic. With changes both in industry and in society overall, a regulator’s performance targets can – and indeed should – shift over time.

• **Causal Attribution.** Beyond just tracking progress, excellent regulators will also identify key issues for closer scrutiny through evaluation research that seeks to discern causal connections between the regulator’s actions and targeted outcomes.

• **Access to Data.** Regulators often face the daunting challenge of accessing needed data. Sometimes, the best data reside with regulated businesses. In other cases, quantitative data may simply be unavailable. For regulators that tackle very low-frequency accidents, outcome measures may be needed to find proxies for the rare incidents, such as near misses.

• **Resources.** Regulators need adequate information technology and human capital to make effective analysis and use of performance data.

• **Gamesmanship.** The regulator must be cognizant of the likelihood that regulatory employees or regulated firms will collect or report data strategically. Independent governmental or third-party auditors may be needed to supplement or oversee performance measurement.

• **Aggregation.** Aggregating performance measures to create an overall performance score or ranking may be useful for a regulator, especially in telling its story, but aggregation may also obscure important tradeoffs or varying weightings between different performance measures. According to dialogue participants, “trying to combine two or more performance measures that conflict and are tracked in different units could render meaningless any attempt to create overall performance scores.”

• **Goals.** Goals are an important part of overall performance management. They can be ambitious or realistic, aspirational or operational. While high aspirational goals might help in motivating regulatory employees to deliver their best work, goals that are too ambitious may place a regulator’s reputation at stake if left unmet. On the other hand, as one participant articulated, “if you under-promise, nobody pays attention.”

• **The Importance of Leadership.** Although useful as a tool for improving regulatory performance, no organization will accomplish ambitious goals by measurement alone. Effective leadership is needed. As one participant put it, “systems of performance measurements cannot accomplish what strong leadership can. They can support it, but not replace it.”

When it comes to performance measurement, regulators may be tempted to adopt a “method-of-the-month’ mindset that places all hope in getting the ‘right’ performance measurement and thinking that all else will follow from there.” However, the experts who gathered at the dialogue held at University of Pennsylvania suggested that regulators instead ought to invest in leadership efforts that cultivate an organizational culture dedicated to producing public value and making continuous improvement.
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The Best-in-Class Project produced more than 35 papers and reports. Among the total output included a unique collection of white papers by regulatory experts from around the world about how to achieve excellence, a first-ever original empirical study of a wide range of regulators’ strategic plans inductively discerning attributes of excellence from regulators’ own goals, and five in-depth research papers comprehensively reviewing the literature on four main facets of regulatory operations. This appendix summarizes these major research products of the Best-in-Class Project and then provides a list of all the papers and reports produced during the duration of the project. Full copies of the items summarized and listed here can be found on the project website, BestInClassRegulator.org.

**Expert Papers on “What Makes a Regulator Excellent?”**

We asked more than fifteen leading scholars from around the world to answer the question, “What makes a regulator excellent?” Their answers appeared in a series of short discussion papers that were later developed into longer papers which will be published in 2016 by the Brookings Institution Press in a collection entitled, *Achieving Regulatory Excellence*. These expert papers approach the general question of regulatory excellence from the diverse disciplinary and research-based perspectives of the individual authors, producing a rich array of ideas – as well as many commonalities – which are reflected in various parts of this Final Report.

**Strategic Plans Analysis.** Members of the Penn Program on Regulation’s research team conducted a first-of-its-kind research project that identified and extracted regulator-identified attributes of excellence from strategic plans for about twenty regulators around the world. The analysis distilled from what these other regulatory agencies identified in their own strategic plans to be the common attributes of superior regulatory performance. In selecting plans to study, the researchers deliberately aimed for a degree of diversity on a variety of dimensions, including the country of origin, regulatory structure, and the subject matter. Twenty plans from different regulators in nine countries were selected. Most, but not all, of these plans were in the English language, and most, but not all, were focused on energy regulation.

From this sample of 20 plans, the researchers grouped statements made by the agencies and drew out themes implicit in their plans, eventually uncovering and organizing the underlying attributes into seven major categories:

1. Efficient
2. Educative
3. Multiplicative
4. Proportional
5. Vital
6. Just
7. Honest

Statements fitting these categories of attributes – along with a total of 25 distinct sub-attributes – were generally found in at least several, and, in some cases, nearly all plans. For example, most agencies identified honesty as a key component of excellence—and they further defined it as embodying the specific sub-attributes of clarity (transparency and comprehensibility of rules, guidance, citation/penalty documents, etc.), independence (avoiding capture by special interests), and forthrightness (commitment to explaining the evidentiary and political bases for its decisions).

**Research Papers on Core Facets of Regulatory Operations.** The Penn Program on Regulation separately commissioned a series of major research papers to synthesize the state of knowledge on the following four core facets of regulatory operations: people (internal management); priority-setting/decision-making; problem-solving; and public (external engagement). For each paper, researchers exhaustively examined the research literature, seeking to identify lessons about best practices as well as gaps in knowledge. They produced a total of five papers; two papers addressed different aspects of internal management.
1. **Internal Management.** Regulators are organizations. We commissioned two papers to investigate how organizations affect regulatory excellence. Specifically, these papers analyzed (a) the internal cultures that regulatory organizations possess, and (b) how organizations are structured with respect to other aspects of government as well as internally with respect to different tasks.

**Organizational culture.** The first paper, *What Regulators Need to Know About Organizational Culture*, was written by Jennifer Howard-Grenville, an associate professor of management at the University of Oregon's Lundquist College of Business and the Diageo Reader in Management Studies at the Judge School of Business at Cambridge University, Stephanie Bertels, an associate professor at the Beedie School of Business at Simon Fraser University, and Brooke Boren, a doctoral candidate at the Lundquist School.

Howard-Grenville, Bertels, and Boren explain the various conceptualizations of organizational culture and its influences in order to suggest ways for regulatory leaders to pursue regulatory excellence in the ways they manage their organizations. They counsel that leaders who seek to change their organizational culture ought to adopt a patient and realistic approach. At a minimum, managers and employees at all levels within a regulatory organization must learn to “walk the talk.”

Highly adaptable cultures have been associated with better performance, particularly in competitive business environments. As with other challenges, leaders must engage in explicit, mindful tending of organizational culture if they are to achieve their goals. They need to undertake the following steps:

1. Clearly define the elements of organizational culture from the highest level; beliefs need to be communicated and translated into desired actions throughout the organization.
2. Base cultural aspirations both in terms of an ideal and in reference to grounded features of the organization—that is, its history, internal divisions, multi-faceted goals and former cultural commitments.
3. Guarantee consistency between words and actions at every level, ensuring they reflect and reinforce the desired culture.
4. Adopt a long-term view when undertaking efforts to guide or shift organizational culture. To effectuate cultural change, familiar patterns of action need to be altered—a process that can be threatening as well as prone to regression.

Howard-Grenville, Bertels, and Boren indicate that beyond these broad steps, no single tool exists for measuring, maintaining, or changing organizational culture. Regulators must adopt a nuanced understanding of culture and employ diverse forms of assessment for taking the “cultural pulse” of their organization.

**Organizational Structure.** In *Structuring Regulators: The Effects of Organizational Design on Regulatory Behavior and Performance*, Christopher Carrigan and Lindsey Poole, both at George Washington University’s Trachtenberg School of Public Policy and Public Administration, focus on two key structural factors that might affect the performance of a regulatory organization: (1) how regulators are structured in their relationships with the rest of government, in particular their degree of independence from the legislature (vertical structures), and (2) how regulatory tasks are structured internally, specifically whether to task a single agency to undertake competing missions (e.g., regulate an industry and promote an industry) (horizontal structures). They show how choices about organizational structure – both vertical and horizontal structures – can affect the behavior and performance of regulators.

Three main conclusions emerge from extensive research on both kinds of regulatory structures. First, the impact that organizational structures have on organizational behavior will be mediated by organizational characteristics that are typically
unrelated to structure, such as the larger political environment within which the regulator is situated. Second, tradeoffs exist in all choices about organizational structure. For example, structures that reinforce regulatory independence can reduce regulators' democratic accountability. These kinds of tradeoffs need to be explicitly accounted for when making decisions about how to structure regulatory organizations. Finally, while structure can matter, it does not fully determine a regulator's performance; management and culture matter too. For the regulatory leader, structure will also usually be an aspect of the regulatory organization about which they exercise the least control, as structural design is often determined via complex, interest-driven political processes.

2. **Priority-Setting/Decision-Making.** In *Key Analytical Capabilities of a Best-in-Class Regulator*, Greg Paoli, Principal Risk Scientist and Chief Operating Officer of Risk Sciences International, and Anne Wiles, a Senior Research Associate at Risk Sciences International, show how an excellent regulator needs to assess risks and select priorities from the universe of possible problems within the scope of the regulator’s authority. Excellent regulators, especially when charged with managing risks to the public, require a multitude of analytical capabilities, including the following:

- Risk governance models for regulated sectors.
- Risk-related policy frameworks for guiding day-to-day analytical and decision-making functions.
- Broad causal models for regulated systems.
- Approaches to determine risk tolerability, drawing on expertise from the social sciences and interdisciplinary assessments.
- Appropriate firewalls between public risk assessments and enterprise risk management functions (the latter considers managing risks from the perspective of organizational objectives without necessarily giving full regard to another bearer of risk – namely, the public).

- Priorities for action given the diverse sources of risk a regulator is called to address within the scope of its mandate.
- Formal risk assessments with respect to guiding principles as well as main steps and sub-tasks for consideration.

Paoli and Wiles show that the term “risk-based,” especially its use as a qualifier and “badge of legitimacy” for regulatory organizations, has no clear formal meaning. A primary motivation for employing the term “risk-based” with respect to regulatory decision-making relates to the principle of proportionality – both in risk assessment and in the degree of requisite risk controls. But they indicate that a regulatory system will inevitably be a mix of risk-based and rule-based approaches, the latter which may themselves be indirectly risk-based if the underlying rules were created with risk in mind. But following rules for their own sake is not at all consistent with a risk-based approach, nor is creating rules for symbolic purposes or in an ill-informed manner unaware of risk. Being “risk-based” means making decisions about rules or their enforcement with explicit consideration of the expected level of risk or risk reduction. But exactly how risk gets “considered” and how it enters into the regulator's decision-making calculus is something a regulator must still specify. The regulator ultimately must define for itself what the notion of “risk-based” will ultimately mean to the agency, regulated industries, and key stakeholders.

3. **Problem-solving.** In *Choices in Regulatory Program Design and Enforcement*, Christopher Carrigan, Assistant Professor of Public Policy and Public Administration at the George Washington University Trachtenberg School of Public Policy and Public Administration, and Elise Harrington, research assistant at the University of Pennsylvania’s Kleinman Center for Energy Policy, focused on what
should be in the toolkit of an excellent regulator and what the research literature says about how these tools should be applied.

They show that a diverse array of regulatory strategies exist for solving regulatory problems, allowing regulators to tailor the design of regulatory programs to accomplish particular goals and ensure compliance from regulated entities. In terms of regulatory instruments, policy problems tend to be tackled with either means-based or performance-based regulation. Performance regulation specifies the desired targets or outcomes a firm needs to achieve, without specifying precisely how the firm must meet these goals. In contrast, means-based regulation defines exactly how a firm can meet the regulatory requirement and what technologies must be used to do so. In addition, regulators have a multitude of other instruments to choose from, including market-based mechanisms, management-based regulation, mandated information disclosure, and voluntary programs. Carrigan and Harrington discuss the strengths and weaknesses of these different instrument designs as well as the conditions under which different regulatory designs tend to work better.

Akin to the array of regulatory instruments available, regulators also retain flexibility in designing enforcement programs, thus allowing a regulator to make decisions along numerous dimensions including the level of stringency, the use of targeting, strategies for achieving deterrence, and defining its regulatory style. Carrigan and Harrington show that the research indicates that no single enforcement approach can achieve all regulatory goals simultaneously, and thus excellent regulatory authorities will avail themselves of the full enforcement toolkit.

External Engagement. Regulators ultimately serve the public. How they interact with affected individuals and organizations when making and implementing decisions is key to achieving regulatory excellence. In their paper, Public Engagement and Transparency in Regulation: A Field Guide to Regulatory Excellence, Jennifer Nash, the executive director of the Regulatory Policy Program at Harvard University’s John F. Kennedy School of Government, and Daniel Walters, the Regulation Fellow at the Penn Program on Regulation, comprehensively assess the literature on regulatory transparency and public participation. A “field guide” for regulators striving for excellence, Nash and Walters’ paper provides a comprehensive and balanced analysis of available options and best practices.

Through effective public engagement and transparency, regulators not only improve the democratic legitimacy of regulators and their decisions, but they also can foster better information-sharing, which in turn helps regulators learn and make better decisions. Of course, public engagement and transparency can also lead to various unintended and undesirable consequences, such as heightened administrative costs, decision-making uninformed by expertise, and increased risk of regulatory capture. The best regulators will ensure that the advantages of engagement and transparency outweigh the disadvantages.

Nash and Walters show that research on participation and transparency suggests five key principles for excellence:

1. Early efforts to promote public engagement and transparency pay off. Taking initiative during the earliest decision-making stages, including priority-setting, can help regulators maximize decision-making benefits and minimize administrative costs.
2. A regulator’s behavior will affect its perceived legitimacy in the eyes of the public. Regulators should engage stakeholders by actively listening, demonstrating respect, and explaining the reasoning underlying their decisions and actions.
3. Regulators ought to be attentive to disparities in participation by different segments of society...
and take proactive steps to seek a diverse array of perspectives, experiences, and values.

4. A “purpose-driven” approach should be adopted when selecting among available public engagement or transparency alternatives. In other words, regulators should identify the option most appropriate for the purpose and context at hand.

5. Regulators can enhance their own institutional learning and foster ongoing “pragmatic experimentalism” by encouraging and investing in evaluation of their public engagement and open government practices.
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## APPENDIX G: ATTRIBUTES OF REGULATORY EXCELLENCE

### Canadian Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Protective</td>
<td>1. Effective</td>
<td>1. Protect and advance the public interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Effective</td>
<td>2. Efficient</td>
<td>2. Advance efficiency and effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Evidence based decision making</td>
<td>6. Transparent</td>
<td>6. Create accessible, understandable &amp; responsive regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td>7. Require timeliness, policy coherence and minimal duplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Transparency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Adaptability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

External Advisory Committee on Smart Regulation (2004)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Effectiveness</td>
<td>1. Effective</td>
<td>1. Protect and advance the public interest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Timeliness</td>
<td>2. Efficient</td>
<td>2. Advance efficiency and effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Evidence based decision making</td>
<td>7. Consistency</td>
<td>7. Require timeliness, policy coherence and minimal duplication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Effectiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Transparency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Adaptability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bibliography of Canadian Sources**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Australian Communications and Media Authority (2013)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Bridging to the Future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Transforming the Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Major program delivery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Effective regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Transparency and Public Participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Predictability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Clarity of Roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Completeness and Clarity in Rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Proportionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Requisite Powers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Appropriate Institutional Characteristics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Integrity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Czaga (2004)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Transparency and openness of regulatory decisionmaking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Nondiscrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Avoidance of unnecessary trade restrictiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Use of internationally harmonized standards and technical regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. High quality technical regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Recognition by countries of other countries’ regulatory measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Regulatory coordination and consistency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Farrell &amp; Goodman (2013)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Use of better evidence for decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Greater engagement and empowerment of citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Thoughtful investments in expertise and skill building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Closer collaboration with the private and social sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Accelerating … strategic goals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Using efficient and transparent processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Strengthening capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Building expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Providing customers with cross-functional support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Working as a coordinated and cohesive internal team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hempling, Scott (2013)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Purposeful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Educated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Decisive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Independent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Disciplined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Synthesizing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Creative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Respectful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Ethical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mumford, Peter (2011)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Growth supporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Proportional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Flexible and Durable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Certain and predictable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Transparent and accountable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Capable Regulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Zealand Ministry of Business (2011)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Clarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Equity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Zealand Treasury (2012)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Growth supporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Proportional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Flexible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Durable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Certain and predictable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Transparent and accountable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Capable Regulators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Clear articulation of strategy and overall agency direction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Well defined operating model based on efficient and effective processes and systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Organizational culture that harnesses the unique talents of employees and steers those talents towards achieving the agency's mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Texas Dept. of Insurance (2011)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Timely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Prompt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. High-quality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Efficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Accurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Limited Disputes/Prompt Resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Cost-Effective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UK Civil Service (2009)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Set direction (Leadership)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ignite passion, pace and drive (Leadership)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Develop People (Leadership)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Set strategy and focus on outcomes (Strategy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Base choices on evidence and customer insight (Strategy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Collaborate and build common purpose (Strategy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Innovate and improve delivery (Delivery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Plan, resource and prioritize (Delivery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Develop clear roles, responsibilities &amp; delivery model(s) (Delivery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Manage performance and value for money (Delivery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UK Department of Energy and Climate Change (2009)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Set direction (Leadership)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ignite passion, pace and drive (Leadership)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Take responsibility for leading delivery and change (Leadership) model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Build Capacity (Leadership)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Focus on Outcomes (Strategy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Base choices on evidence (Strategy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Build common purpose (Strategy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Plan, resource, and prioritize (Delivery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Develop clear roles, responsibilities &amp; delivery model(s) (Delivery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Manage performance (Delivery)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UK Environment Agency (2013)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Proportionate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Targeted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Customer-focused</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Consistent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Accountable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UK Food Standards Agency (2005)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Delivering outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Practical and timely interventions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Consistent, risk-based, proportionate and transparent decision-making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Using the market &amp; applying effective incentives &amp; sanctions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Continuous learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Delivering value for money</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Changing the landscape</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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After a regulator’s leaders have soberly completed the steps of self-awareness, scoping, and strategic action outlined in Chapter 4 of this report, they will have generated a list of priority opportunities for improvement. Let us assume that, for a hypothetical regulator, its inspection targeting system looms high on its list of priorities for improvement. Then let us proceed to use targeting as a concrete illustration of how a regulator might implement the five recommendations in Chapter 4 of this report.

The basic challenge with targeting is how best to deploy a very small number of inspectors to inspect a very large number of regulated facilities. This poses both an operational problem and a conceptual/measurement problem:

- The operational problem is how to minimize false positives (“sheep in wolves’ clothing”) that waste precious time and divert resources conducting inspections of what turn out to be fully compliant facilities. This also tends to alienate the best performers in the industry, and of course much worse, every wasted visit is a visit to a non-compliant facility that does not get made. The regulator, of course, also needs to minimize false negatives, because some fraction of these, by definition, will turn into costly mistakes where disasters could happen.

- There is also a more overarching conceptual/measurement problem: *Does increasing the percentage of inspections that find hazards (or increasing the number of hazards found per inspection) constitute success or failure?* It could be, a priori, either one. A greater “yield” may mean that the regulator is getting better at finding problems (wasting less time), or it might not be getting any better at all but the world is getting worse, which is itself a worrisome indicator of the regulator’s overall performance. (A similar, mirror-image conceptual problem would arise if the level of hazards that were found decreased.)

What is a regulator to do to address these problems and improve its inspection targeting? To illustrate how the five recommendations for regulatory excellence presented in Chapter 4 could provide direction for a regulator in working on inspection targeting, we offer some suggested implementation ideas below:

1. **Align strategic priorities.** Improving inspection targeting might seem simply a matter of improving the regulator’s competence. It is indeed partly that; the regulator might benefit from, say, improvements in the algorithms and statistical techniques used to identify inspection targets. But the regulator also has an opportunity to align this priority area with the other core RegX attributes as well:

   - **Empathic engagement.** The regulator could invite the regulated industry and members of the affected public to brainstorm about how to improve targeting. It could also consider ways to leverage diffused knowledge about non-compliance to improve targeting or understand better how well its targeting is working. For example, depending on the nature of the problem, perhaps the regulator could create a mobile phone app to facilitate citizen reporting. Or perhaps it could give out monitoring devices to community groups so that residents can transmit to the regulator real-time data of possible problems that might affect their neighborhoods. Sometimes regulators have created voluntary recognition programs to encourage select firms to come forward to transmit information that could provide a basis for improved oversight of the rest of their industry.

   - **Utmost Integrity.** The regulators may have opportunities to strengthen safeguards in targeting protocols, so the public can feel more confident the agency is not sparing any “friends” in the industry from being targeted, nor that it is playing out any vendettas against firms against which it is otherwise ill-disposed.
2. **Align and move the organizational culture.** Assuming that dramatic budgetary increases to fund many more inspections is not a realistic possibility, the regulator might consider:

- Creating incentives for inspectors to do more inspections per year when they are finding many compliance-pristine facilities (get out of there quicker) but not to penalize them for taking longer to do more thorough inspections at bad sites.
- Allowing greater problem-solving by field inspector staff, letting them tweak a headquarters-generated targeting list because they know better local concerns and conditions.
- Creating an institutional firewall between the part of the conformity assessment staff responsible for a controlled-experiment evaluation study of inspection targeting (see number 5 below) and the part of the staff responsible for day-to-day operational targeting.

3. **Build human capital.** In addition to taking steps to improve the organizational culture – steps which in their own right can help keep and attract a skilled workforce – the regulator could consider also increasing the training of inspectors. Perhaps it could also find ways to increase the collaboration among field offices to use better the human resources already available. When one field office finds a pattern of violations, it should routinely share this with others who might be missing a similar pattern in their territory. Improved communication along these lines is a means of making the workforce smarter and stronger.

4. **Involve the public.** Throughout the entire process of seeking to improve inspection targeting, the regulator will have many opportunities to engage the public. What are their priorities for how an inspection algorithm should be constructed? Much as with the discussion of what “risk-based” regulation means in Chapter 2, a regulator seeking to improve inspection targeting will need to define its principles and priorities: for example, should the regulator target firms that might pose the largest risks or the ones that might have the lowest amount of compliance? Public input on these vital questions will be quite useful and appropriate. An additional opportunity for public engagement might arise after inspections have taken place. What information can workers or neighbors be given about what was learned from the inspection? Is there an opportunity to use each inspection as a “teachable moment” to others in the industry?

5. **Measurement and evaluation.** Regulators have a lot they must learn about how targeting works in practice. In addition to ongoing efforts to encourage feedback from industry and the broader public, regulators could undertake additional steps to learn:

- The regulator might bifurcate the inspection program so that some inspectors are doing purely random inspections to get a statistical baseline and ongoing trendline for how bad things may be in general. Data collected in this fashion can then be used to draw inferences about not only the performance of targeting protocols for the rest of the regulator’s inspections but it also can inform overall measurement of other aspects of the regulator’s performance.
- Although not directly tied to targeting *per se*, a regulator might create formal feedback processes between the part of its organization that handles inspections and the part that handles directives and rules. Perhaps every year, the two disparate parts of the agency should meet, so that the inspectors could inform the rule-writers about problems or potential problems that have been observed but which break no rules. Presumably this could help in initiating new or revised rules when appropriate, and the new rules may help inform future inspection targeting.

The discussion in this appendix illustrates the kind of thought processes that a regulator might go through in contemplating just one of the two-dozen questions presented near the end of Chapter 4. The concrete steps a regulator might consider taking will obviously depend on the priority
question under consideration as well as the regulator's particular mission and surrounding circumstances. Other questions and different kinds of regulators will obviously generate different ideas altogether. The important thing to see is how the recommendations in Chapter 4 can be operationalized and that a regulator, if it wanted to, could take any one of the other twenty-four questions posed at the end of Chapter 4 and apply similar thinking.
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It is no small task to undertake an initiative with the level of ambition and speed reflected in the Alberta Energy Regulator’s vision for the Best-in-Class Project. Although the cover of this report bears the name of its single author, the process leading up to the pages in this Final Report has been anything but a solitary enterprise. This report is based on the work of many individuals across the University of Pennsylvania and around the world.
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